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INTRODUCTION 
Let G'(~) denote the set of all equivalence classes, under proper equivalence, 
of binary quadratic forms over )7 of discriminant 5, and let G($) denote the 
subset of all primitive such form-classes. (It will be recalled that a binary 
quadratic form axe+ bxy + cy 2 with integral coefficients is called primitive 
if a, b, c have g.c.d. 1, and is called "properly equivalent" o any form obtained 
from it by a linear transformation with integral coefficients and determinant + 1.) 
Lagrange's theory of equivalence and reduction of quadratic forms over Z 
(1773) showed G'(8) to be a finite set, whence G(~) is finite; later, Gauss (1801), 
by a truly marvelous construction, defined on G(S) a binary operation he called 
"composition," and verified that under this operation G(~) is an Abelian group. 
Two alternative ways (in addition to Gauss' original method) of constructing 
these composition groups were developed in the nineteenth century: 
(a) the method of "united forms," due to Dirichlet and Dedekind ([17; 
18, Suppl. X, Sects. 145-149]; for a modern exposition, cf. [14, Chap. IX]). 
(b) an approach, due to Dedekind, based on establishing a bijection 
between G(~) and the group of "narrow ideal classes" over a sultable order in 
Q(~1/2) ([18, Suppl. X, pp. 468, 469, 488-497]; for a modern exposition, see 
[5, Chap. 2, Sects. 7.2, 7.4, 7.5] or [13, Chaps." 12, 13]; further references are 
cited at the beginning of [10]). 
A number of recent papers have been concerned with the problem of gene- 
ralizing this composition construction, so important in the classical theory of 
binary quadratic forms over Z, to some larger class of commutative rings. This 
idea seems to have occurred independently to Lubelski [28], Butts and D. Estes 
in collaboration [9], and Kaplansky [25] (in order of.publication); [28, 9] gene- 
ralize the classical "united forms" method, while [25] (a study of which, together 
with [3], stimulated the present author to become interested in the problem 
of composition) generalizes Dedekind's approach via multiplication of narrow 
ideal-classes. The most recent paper on the subject, by Butts and Dulin [8], is 
based on Gauss' original approach, and obtains an extension to all rings R which 
satisfy the three following conditions: 
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(BD1) R is an integral domain of characteristic 4- 2. 
(BD2) All finitely generated projective R-modules are free. 
(BDD) If  x and y are in R and x 2 ~ y2 (mod 4R), then x ~ y (mod 2R). 
In a conversation, the present author was informed by Dullin that (BD2) 
may be weakened, without affecting the results or arguments in [8], to: 
(BD2') If  P is an R-module with P @ R ~ ~ R 4, then P ~ RL 
With this modification, the class of rings R treated in [8], i.e., those satisfying 
(BD1), (BD2'), (BDD), contains the rings treated by all earlier papers, the notions 
of composition in [8] and in each earlier paper coinciding where the latter is 
defined. 
The purpose of the present paper is to obtain a composition construction 
valid over any commutative ring R with unity, subject only to the restriction 
that 2 is not a zero-divisor on R. One price that must apparently be phid for this 
degree of generality is a modification (which the author ' hopes may itself be of 
some interest) of the concept "binary quadratic form." Instead of "numerical" 
binary quadratic forms ax ~ + bxy + cy ~ over R (a, b, c in R), the objects which 
will here be "composed" are "oriented binary quadratic forms" over R, i.e., 
ordered triples (P, e, q) with P an R-module such that A~P is free over R on the 
"orientation" e and q: P --+ R an R-quadratic map, i.e., such that 
(1) P @ P--+ R, (Pl, P2) ~-~ q(Pl + P2) -- q(Pl) -- q(P2) is R-bilinear. 
(2) q(rp) = rZq(p) (r in R, p in P). 
The numerical form-classes may in a natural way be considered as forming 
a subcollection of the oriented form-classes; the composite of two numerical 
form-classes i an oriented form-class which, in general, is not of numerical 
type; thus, it is only for the special class of rings for which the composite of two 
numerical forms is again numerical that the use of "oriented" form-classes may 
be avoided. This special class of rings is (as will be shown in a later paper) 
precisely the class of all rings R such that 
(a) 2 is not a zero-divisor on R. 
(b) I f  P is R-orientabIe (cf. Definition 1.6 below) and P @ R 2 ~ R ~, then 
Pm RL 
In this sense, Butts and Dulin have obtained (E less than)the best possible result 
for composition (in the sense of the present paper) of numerical form-classes, as 
will be seen by comparing the preceding two conditions with the conditions (BD 1), 
(BD2'), (BD3) listed above. It should also be mentioned that Theorem 4.5 of the 
present paper implies that the composition defined by the Butts-Dulin construc- 
tion coincides where defined with the present one (the same being true afortiori for 
all earlier constructions); however, for the class of rings considered by Butts and 
Dulin, the group of numerical form-classes they obtain is, in general, a proper 
subgroup of the group of oriented form-classes obtained in the present paper. For 
the ring ?7, the groups obtained in the present paper coincide with those of Gauss 
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(except hat they include negative definite form-classes; cf. remarks at the end 
of Section 2). 
Another new phenomenon that must be dealt with for the larger class of rings 
studied here is this: In addition to the familiar discriminant, which is an invariant 
of oriented binary quadratic forms under the suitable isomorphism concept 
"proper equivalence" (and is b 2 -- 4ac for a numerical form ax 2 4- bxy + cy2), 
it becomes necessary to also take into account what seems to be a new invariant: 
the "parity" of an oriented binary quadratic form, which is an element of 
R/2R (and is b 4- 2R for a numerical form ax ~ 4- bxy 4- cy2). For the ring 7/ 
and indeed for the large class of rings studied by Butts and Dulin, the parity is 
completely determined once the discriminant is known, which perhaps accounts 
for its nonappearance in earlier investigations (it will readily be seen that this is 
the import of condition (BD3) listed above); this is no longer true for the class 
of rings presently to be studied. It turns out to be necessary to collect ogether all 
"primitive" oriented binary quadratic form-classes over R of given discriminant 
and given parity 7r, and indeed one does then obtain a collection PCR(S, ~) 
upon which it is possible to induce a group structure, in a manner which is 
functorial in R and yields, when R = 2, groups isomorphic to those obtained 
by Gauss. (It may be of interest o note that the parity may more generally be 
defined for oriented n-ary quadratic forms if n is even; for a numerical n-ary 
form q(x) = ~ aijxix J over R one obtains the parity by considering the associated 
symmetric bilinear form 
Bq(x, y) = q(x + y) -- q(x) -- q(y) 
over R, reducing rood 2 to obtain the associated symmetric bilinear form /~q 
over R/2R, and then taking the Pfaffien of/~q considered instead as an alternating 
bilinear form over R/2R; this is an invariant under proper equivalence.) 
Section 1 of the present paper is mainly devoted to defining the notions needed 
merely to obtain the set PCR(S , zr) underlying the group operation "composition" 
which will be our main object of study in later sections. Thus, the key definitions 
in this section are "oriented binary quadratic form-class" (Definition 1.9) and 
"primitive," discriminant," "parity" (Definition 1.13). The definitions of the 
"discriminant" and "parity" of an oriented binary quadratic form are based on 
a construction (cf. Theorem 1.8) which exhibits in a quite explicit way the 
sense in which the two competing interpretations of "quadratic form on a module 
E over R" - -map E--+ R satisfying conditions (1) and (2) above vs symmetric 
R-bilinear map E @ E --~ R--are in fact dual concepts. 
Section 2 is devoted to an exposition of Gauss' original composition con- 
struction, and to the derivation of two theorems (which will be needed further 
on), Theorems 2.5 and 2.6, concerning the Butts-Estes-Dulin generalization 
of Gauss' composition; this section concludes with a historical note. 
The two final sections, Sections 3and 4, are devoted to the construction of the 
group operation "composition" on PCR(~, zr); the construction given in the 
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present paper differs from the three classical constructions, and may be regarded 
as a combination of Gauss' original approach and Dedekind's construction via 
"narrow ideal classes." One technical difference between the present construction 
and earlier ones should perhaps be noted: Composition is here also defined for 
forms (Definition 4.1), not merely for form-classes; this new feature is indispens- 
able in the proofs of Theorems 4.10 and 4.11, where the existence of a composite 
is deduced from its existence in every localization. This property of the present 
construction (of yielding an operation on forms, coherently associative in the 
sense of [29]) also means that it extends without difficulty to sheaves of binary 
quadratic forms over ringed spaces. 
Section 4 is devoted to studying the basic properties of the composition 
operation thus defined. Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 establish the connection between 
this composition and the Gaussian composition discussed in Section 2; this 
connection is exploited to prove the two main criteria for existence of a composite 
of two forms, namely Theorems 4.8 and 4.11. The remainder of Section 4 is 
devoted to the verification that PCR(~ , ~r) is an Abelian group; a rapid summary 
of the results used in this verification will be found in Theorem 4.21. 
This introduction is perhaps best concluded by acknowledging the author's 
grateful indebtedness (both as the source of many of the references given in this 
paper, and as a rapid introduction to the methods in the theory of composition) 
to Dickson's section on composition (Vol. I I I ,  Chap. I I I )  in his scholarly labor 
of love [15], where the entire literature on the subject of composition prior to 
about 1920 is exhaustively discussed and summarized. The author also wishes 
to thank Professor Andr6 Well for his encouragement and help in revising an 
earlier, unpublishably long version of the present paper; in particular, the 
definition of "parity" in Definition 1.12 below is Well's, and replaces a clumsier 
(but equivalent) formulation in the earlier version. 
As in all work on the subject, the debt to Gauss is perhaps too great o require 
mention) 
1. BASIC NOTIONS 
1.1. Preliminaries 
Throughout his paper, "ring" will mean commutative ring with unity, and 
all modules and ring-homomorphisms will be understood to be unitary. E being 
a module over the ring R, the usual notation 
AE -= @ A'~E, E* = HomR(E, R) 
1 Note added in proof. Subsequent to the time this article was accepted, the author 
has become aware of still another approach to the construction of composition groups 
due to M. Kneser. Kneser's construction ( ot yet submitted for publication) utilizes in 
an elegant fashion the Clifford algebras of the forms to be composed ; the relation between 
the composition groups he obtains, and those constructed below, is not clear at the 
present moment. 
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will be used to denote the exterior algebra on E and the module dual to E; we 
shall also write AR~*E and Eg* when this more specific notation is required. R n 
will denote the R-module whose elements are ordered n-tuples of elements of R. 
We shall adopt the convention that maps are written to the left of the elements 
on which they operate, and accordingly that the composite f o g of two maps 
involves first mapping by g and then by f. Adopting this convention makes it 
more convenient, in the study of quadratic maps just as in the study of linear 
maps, to also adopt the convention that elements of R ~ will be written as columns, 
or in the form ~(rx .... , r~). [When m and n are integers, (~*) is never in this 
paper to be interpreted as a binomial coefficient, but always as an element of 22.] 
By a numerical n-ary Lagrangian quadratic form over the ring R will be meant 
a map q, determined by n(n + 1)/2 elements aig (1 ~ i ~<j ~< n) of R, of the 
form 
q: R~ ~ R, ~(xl ,..., x~) ~ ~ aijx~xj . (1) 
Fortunately, it is not essential to distinguish between the map q and the poly- 
nomial ~ ai~xix~; the former determines the latter uniquely, since all 
q(t(1, 0,..., 0)), a12 = q(t(1, , 0,...)) -- q(t(l, 0, 0,...)) --  q(t(O, 1, 0,...)), etc. 
(This no longer holds for homogeneous polynomials of degree exceeding 2; 
e.g., x2y and xy ~ represent the same map over Z 2 .) 
Let E be a module over the ring R. It is well known that there are two senses 
in which we may understand the concept "quadratic form on E";  these are given 
in the two following definitions. These correspond to the two conventions which 
may be found in the literature on the theory of quadratic forms over Z: that of 
Gauss, for which the coefficients ai3 In 1) with i =/=j are required to be even, 
and that of Lagrange, for which this restriction is not made. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let E be a module over the ring R. By a Gaussian quadratic 
form on E over R will be meant a symmetric R-bilinear form on E, i.e., an 
R-homomorphism 
B: E @R E---~ R 
such that 
B(e 1 @ e2) = B(e~ @ el) (all e 1 and e 2 in E). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let E be a module over the ring R. By a Lagrangian 
quadratic form on E over R will be meant a map q: E--+ R which satisfies the 
following two requirements: 
(i) q(re) = r2g(e) for all r in R and e in E. 
(ii) The map 
E @ E--+ R, (e~, e2) ~-~ q(e 1 @ e2) -- q(el) - -  q(e2) 
is R-bilinear. 
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DEFINITION 1.3. Let E be a module over the ring R. We denote by GQR(E ) 
and LQR(E ) the R-modules formed by the set of all Gaussian quadratic forms 
on E over R and the set of all Lagrangian such forms, respectively. I f B is a 
Gaussian quadratic form on E over R, then 
E --* R, e ~ B(e @ e) 
is a Lagrangian quadratic form on E over R, which we denote by qB • I f  q is a 
Lagrangian quadratic form on E over R, then there is an associated Gaussian 
quadratic form on E over R, which we denote by Bq, defined by 
B~ : E @R E ---> R, e 1 @ e 2 ~-~ q(e 1 + e2) -- q(e~) -- q(e~). (2) 
(When it makes things more readable, we shall write Bq(el, e2) instead of 
Bq(el ® e2).) 
We shall often abbreviate "Lagrangian" to "L" and "Gaussian" to "G." 
These two interpretations of the concept "quadratic form" differ appreciably, 
especially if 1R @ le is a zero-divisor in R. One connection between them is 
furnished by the R-homomorphisms 
GQR(E) --* LQR(E), B b+ q~ , (3) 
and 
LQR(E) --+ GQR(E), q ~-* Bq, (4) 
which are not quite inverse: We have 
BqB = 2B, qB~ = 2q. 
On another level, the relation between these two concepts of quadratic form is that 
of duality, in the sense of Proposition 1.3 below. 
If  q is a Lagrangian quadratic form on E over R, the identity 
q( i  riel] = ~ q(el) ri2-F ~ Bq( ei @ej)r i r j  (5) 
\14= / i i<j 
(where all r i are in R and all ei in E) is readily proved by induction on n. (It 
suffices to prove it when all r i = 1.) Thus, if E is free over R on {e 1 .... , en}, 
then a map q: E -~ R is an L-quadratic form on E over R if and only if there exist 
in R such that 
a~ (1 ~1 ~ j~n)  
i~<J 
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The associated G • quadratic form Bq on E over R is then given by 
Ba (2  xiei , 2 yje~) = 2 2aiixiy i + ~ ai~(x,YJ + xjyi), 
i i<J 
while the aij, which are uniquely determined by (6), are given by 
aii = q(ei) , ai~ = Bq(e i @ e3) if i < j. 
In particular, the L-quadratic forms on R n over R are exactly the numerical 
n-ary L-quadratic forms over R. 
Dually, if E is free over R on {e I ,..., en} , then B is a G-quadratic form on E 
over R if and only if there exists a symmetric n × n matrix (bij) over R such that 
B is the R-homomorphism E @R E ~ R given by 
B ( (2  xiei) @ (~'y~ej)) ~- 2 2 bijxiy~, (6a) 
J 
and then the bij are uniquely defined by (6a) [namely, bij = B(ei @ ej)] and the 
associated L-quadratic form q8 on E over R is given by 
and 
q, (~ xiei) : 2 biixi 2 + 2 2bi'xixj " 
i i<j 
An R-homomorphism T: E'  --+ E induces R-homomorphisms 
LQR(T): LQR(E ) -+LQR(E'), q -+ q o T, 
GQR(T): GQR(E) -+ GQR(E'), B -+ B o ( T @ T), 
so LQR and GQR are contravariant functors from the category of R-modules into 
itself. 
1.2. Further Preliminaries: Change of Rings 
A ring will be called quasi-local if it has a unique maximal ideal; a quasi-local 
ring is not required to be Noetherian. The proofs in this paper continually 
appeal to methods involving reduction to the quasi-local case; thus care will be 
taken, with each new concept that is defined, to observe its behavior under 
localization, or more generally under change of rings. In this connection, the 
following notation will be adopted for the remainder of the present paper. 
Let f:  R --+ S be a ring-homomorphism. Any S-module E may be given the 
structure of an R-module by defining 
re = f(r)e (r in R, e in E) (7) 
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and we shall denote this R-module by :E. Thus, E--~ :E is a covariant functor 
from the category of S-modules to that of R-modules. 
f also furnishes us with a covariant functor from the category of R-modules 
to that of S-modules; namely, if E is an R-module, then E @R :S  may in a 
natural way be given the structure of an S-module, which we denote by E: ,  
while if c~: E ~ E' is an R-homomorphism we denote by ~: the S-homorphism 
c~ @nIds : E: - -~F: .  
I f  e is an element of the R-module E, we denote by e: the element e @ I s in E: ; 
note that the set of these generates E: over S. (Like the @ notation, this notation 
can lead to ambiguity if e is being considered as an element of several modules 
simultaneously.) 
I f  E is projective; free, or finitely generated over R, E: has the same property 
over S. (@~ E~): is naturally isomorphic to @i~i (Ei)f (the E, being R-modules). 
Recall that anf-homomorphism is amap ~ from an R-module E to an S-module 
F satisfying ~(re) ~- f ( r )  c~(e) (r in R, e in E); then thef-homomorphism 
is uniquely determined to within isomorphism of E: by the property of being 
an initial object in the category of all f-homomorphisms with domain E. Thus, 
every f-homomorphism c~: E ~ E' (E and E-module, E' and S-module), i.e., 
every R-homomorphism E -+ :E', induces an S-homomorphism 
~: E: ~ E', e @ s ~ sc~(e) (e in E, s in S) 
(the functor E' ~-> :E' thus being adjoint to the functor E ~ E:). 
I f  27 is an R-algebra, then 27: is in a natural way an S-algebra, associative 
(or commutative) if Z is. I f  Z is associative and E is a 2-module, then E: is 
in a natural way a Z:-module; if also 27 is commutative and 6 is the ring-homo- 
morphism 
27 --~ X : , ~ '~--~ : 
then there is a natural Z:-isomorphism 
E, ~ E: , ee, ~+ e: , 
i.e., 
E @s (S  @( :S )  ~ E @(  :S 
obtained from the natural Z-isomorphism E @z Z ~ E. 
In the special case of these change-of-rings constructions in which P is a 
prime ideal of R andf  is the canonical map R --~ R e , we shall, as is customary, 
write E?, c~?, ep instead of E: ,  o~:, e:, with similar modifications for all change- 
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of-rings constructions defined later in this paper (e.g., q(p) for q(/) in Definition 
1.4, e(e) for e(s ) in Definition 1.5). 
f also transforms L- or G-quadratlc forms over R into forms over S, in ac- 
cordance with the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let f: R -+ S be a ring-homomorphism, E and R-module, 
and let q and B denote, respectively, an L- and a G-quadratic form on E over R. 
We define B(s ) to be the unique G-quadratic form on E s over S satisfying 
B(s)(es @ e}) = f(B(e @ e')) (for all e and e' in E) (8) 
and we define q(s) to be the unique L-quadratic form on E s over S satisfying 
q(s)(es) = f(q(e)) (for all e in E). (9) 
The L form thus derived from q andf  is denoted by q(s) to distinguish it from 
the element qs in the S-module (LQR(E))s, and similarly for the notation B(s ) . 
The proof that there exists a unique G form B(s ) satisfying (8) is a straightforward 
exercise in tensor products; the proof of the corresponding statement for q(~) is 
a bit less obvious, and may be found in [6], Proposition 3, p. 57]. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let E1, E2 be R-modules; then there are natural R-isomor- 
phisms 
LQR(E ~ @ E~) ~ LQR(E~) @LQR(E~) @ (E 1 @R Ez)*, 
GQR(E1 @ E2) ~ GQR(E~) @ GQR(E2) @ (Ea @R E2)*. 
COROLLARY. If E is a finitely generated projective R-module, so are LQR(E) 
and GQR(E). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let f: R -+ S be a ring-homomorphism, and let E and E' be 
R-modules; then there are natural S-isomorphisms 
(i) (E @8 E')f ~ (Es) @s (E~), (e @ e')s ~ e s @ e), 
(ii) (ARnE)s ~ Asn(Es), (e 1 ^  "" ^ en)s ~-+ (el)s ^  "" ^ (e~)s. 
Also, if E is a finitely generated projective R-module, there are natural S- 
isomorphisms 
(iii) (ER*)I m (Es)s* , (e*)s ~ (e s ~-~f(e*(e))), 
(iv) [LQR(E)] s ~ LQs(EI) , ql ~ q(s), 
(v) [GQR(E)] l ~ GQs(Es), B s ~-~ B(s ) . 
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Proof. The existence of the isomorphisms (i), (ii), and (iii) is standard. It is 
readily seen that there exists an S-homomorphism 
~(E): [LQR(E)] "('@R S --+LQs(Es), q @ s ~ sq(1). 
We shall now prove (iv) (omitting the proof of (v), which is precisely similar) 
by showing that )t(E) is an isomorphism, under the following hypothesis: The 
finitely generated free R-module F is the direct sum of two submodules E and E'. 
Using the natural R-isomorphism 
LQR(F) ~ LQR(E) @LQR(E') @ (E @R E')* 
of Proposition 1.1, A(F) may be decomposed into the direct sum of the three 
S-homomorphisms: A(E), A(E'), and the S-isomorphism 
((E ®~ E)*): ~ (E: ®s E:)*; 
the desired result then follows since A(F) is clearly an S-isomorphism. 
PROPOSlTIO~ 1.3. Let P denote a finitely generated projective R-module; 
then there is an R-bilinear pairing 
( , )e :  LQR(P) Q GQR(P*) ~ R 
which is natural in R and in P in the senses indicated by Eqs. (14) and (15) below, 
and which exhibits LQ~(P) and GQR(P* ) as dual R-modules, that is, induces a 
natural R-isomorphism 
LQR(P) ~ (GQR(P*))*, q ~-~ (B* ~ <q, B*)p); (10) 
moreover, in the special case when P is free over R on {el,..., en}, ( , )e may be 
explicitly described as follows: 
Let {e* ..... e*} be the dual basis for P*. Let 
q: P ~ R, ~ xie i ~-+ ~ aijxixj 
i<j 
be a L-quadratic form on P over R, and let 
B*: (~ xie*i ) (~ (~ y je* )~ ~ ~ bijxiy j 
J 
be a G-quadratic form on P* over R; then 
(q, B*) -~ ~ aijbij. 
i<~j 
Moreover, these properties determine ( , )  uniquely. 
(all aij in R) (11) 
(all bit in R, bij = bj~) (12) 
(13) 
Proof. For every R-module E, let 
T(E): E @R E-~ E @R E, 
There are then natural R-isomorphisms 
GQR(P ) ~ Ker T(P*), 
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T(E) denote the R-homomorphism 
el@e2--+e l@e2-  e 2 @el .  
LQR(P) ~ Coker T(P*). 
(To see this, use Proposition 1.2 and localization to reduce to the case that P is 
R-free, where it is readily verified.) The desired pairing between 
LQR(P ) ~ Coker T(P*), GQR(P*) ~ Ker T(P) 
then derives from the fact that T(P), T(P*) are adjoint endomorphisms of the 
canonically dual R-modules P @R P and P* @R P*. 
It follows readily that if f: R ~ S is a ring-homomorphism then 
(q&) , * B(~))~ = f((q, B*5~ ) (14) 
and that if T: P ~ P1 is an R-homomorphism of finitely generated projective 
R-modules, with 
then 
¢~ cLQ.(P1), B* ~ aQ~(P*) 
(LQR(T)q 1 , B*}v = (ql, GQR(T*)B*}v~ (15) 
COROLLARY 1. I f  P is a finitely generated projective R-module, there are 
R-isomorphisms (natural in R and P): 
GQR(P) ~ [LQR(P*)]*, LQR(P*) ~ [GQR(P)]*, GQR(P*) ~ [LQR(P)]*. 
Proof. These follow from (10), the natural isomorphism P--~ P**, and the 
fact that, by Proposition 1.1, LQR(P ) and GQR(P ) are finitely generated projective 
R-modules. 
COROLLARY 2. Given a L-quadratic form q over R on the finitely generated 
projective R-module P, there exists c~*= ~f i  @ qi in P* @R P* such that 
q(P) -- Z U*(P) g,(P) (all p in P). 
if also ~ in P* @R P* has this property, then there exist f j  , g~. in P* with 
* = o~* + Z (f; @g; -- g~ @f;). (x 1 
J 
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Proof. The map cls ~* --* q is exactly the isomorphism 
Coker T(P*) ~ LQR(P) 
described in the preceding proof. 
1.3. Oriented Modules 
DEFINITION 1.5. A module P over R will be called R-orientable of rank n 
if A*~P is free of rank 1 over R; a free generator c of AsP will then be called an 
R-orientation of P, and we say that the ordered pair (P, e) is a rank n R-oriented 
R-module. Two R-oriented R-modules (P, e) and (P1, ~1) of the same rank n will 
be called R-orientedly R-isomorphic if there exists an R-isomorphism T: P -4/ )1  
such that AnT: AnP-*  AnP1 maps ~ into E 1 , and such a T will then be called an 
R-oriented R-isomorphism from (P, e) to (P1, El). I f  E is a rank n R-orientation 
of P, and f :  R --~ S is a ring-homomorphism, we denote by E(I ) the image of 
@ I s under the ring-isomorphism 
(A~ ~P) @R S -~ As~(Pf) 
of Proposition 1.2(ii). 
Remarks. I f  ~ is a rank n R-orientation of P, the most general rank n R- 
orientation of P is ue, with u a unit of R. A free R-module F of rank n is clearly 
rank n R-orientable: I f  F is free over R on {e I .... , e~}, then A~F is free on 
e 1 ^  "- a e~ ; calling two free bases for F over R "equivalent" if the n × n 
matl ix over R which transforms one into the other has determinant 1, there is an 
obvious one-to-one correspondence 
els{ex ,... , e~} ~ e x ^  ." A e~ 
between the equivalence classes of free bases for F over R and the R-orientations 
ofF .  
I f  ¢ is a rank n R-orientation of P, and f :  R --* S is a ring-homomorphism, 
then qs) is a rank n R-orientation of Ps ,  i.e., a free generator of AsnPf, since 
e @ I s is a free generator of (AR'~P) @R S. Hence, if P is a R-orientable module 
over R, then Ps is S-orientable. E(I ) may be defined more concretely as follows: I f  
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I f  T is an R-oriented R-isomorphism from (P, ~) to (P', e'), then T s is an S- 
oriented S-isomorphism from (Pf, q0) to (P~, e'cs)). 
Professor Rota has pointed out to the author that when R is a field, the R- 
oriented R-modules are precisely the "Cayley spaces" defined by Doubilet, 
Rota, and Stein, in the monograph "On the Foundations of Combinatorial 
Theory, IX"  Studies in Applied Mathematics, Vol. LI I I ,  pp. 185-216. 
PROPOSITION 1.4 (H. Flanders). An R-orientable R-module is finitely generated 
and projective over R. (This is Theorem 3 of [21].) 
COROLLARY 1. If the R-module P is rank n R-orientable, then for every prime 
ideal M of R, PM is free of rank n over R M . 
Proof. For every prime ideal M of R, PM is free over R M and rank n R M- 
orientable, hence is free over R M of rank n. 
COROLLARY 2. An R-module cannot be R-orientable of two distinct ranks. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. l f  P is an R-module, and A~P is free over R on the element 
])1 ^  "'" ^ Pn (Pc in P), then P is free over R on {Pa .... , pn}. 
Proof. Let p be an element of P. I f  
p = rip 1 + ". - /rnp~ (re in R), (16) 
then the r i are uniquely determined by 
r~p lA ' "^p~=(- -1 ) i -~p^pl  ^  "^ i~ ^ "^P~ (1 ~i~n,  r i inR)  (17) 
(where the caret over p, indicates it is to be deleted from the wedge product). 
Thus, p~ ..... p~ are linearly independent over R. 
To show that Pl .... , Pn generate P over R, it suffices to show that, conversely, 
(17) implies (16). This implication is easy to prove if P is free over R (in which 
case P is easily seen to be free over R on {Pl .... ,Pn}, from which (17) =~ (16) 
is immediate), and follows in the general case by a localization argument (which 
uses Proposition 1.4). 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let T: P-+P be an R-endomorphism of the rank n 
P-orientable R-module P. Since AMP is free of rank 1 over R, there exists a 
unique element of R such that 
AnT: Anp ~ A~p 
is multiplication by this element on A~P, and we denote this element of R by 
det R T, the determinant of T over R. Let g be the inclusion map P --~ P[X], 
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where X is an indeterminate over R; by xR(T)(X), the characteristic polynomial 
of T over R, will be meant the element 
deta[xl(X Ideg --  Tg) 
in R[X]. (Note that this makes sense, since Po is R[X]-orientable by the remarks 
preceding Proposition 1.4.) Finally, we define trRT , the trace of T over R, to be 
the negative of the coefficient of X ~-1 in xR(T)(X). 
Remarhs. I f  P is a finitely generated free R-module, the notions of deter- 
minant, characteristic polynomial, and trace just defined for R-endomorphisms 
of P coincide with the usuaI ones. Also, det R , and hence XR and tr R , behave 
well under change of rings; more precisely, under the hypotheses of Definition 
1.6, and f: R ~ S being a ring-homomorphism, we have 
det s T) = f(det  R T), tr s T I =- f ( t r  R T), 
and (assuming X remains an indeterminate over S) 
xs( TI)(X) = f~(~IR( T)(X)), 
where f l  : R[X] --+ SIX] is canonically induced byf .  
PROPOSITION 1.6. I f  T is an R-endomorphism of a rank n R-orientable R- 
module, then its characteristic polynomial is monic of degree n and constant erm 
(--1) n det R T. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem holds, i.e., 
xR( T)( T) = O. 
Proof. By localization. 
We next observe some additional structure, which will be of great use to us, 
associated with rank 2 oriented modules. 
D~FIZ~ITIO~ 1.7. Let (P, E) be a rank 2 R-oriented R-module; then by q~E 
will be meant the R-bilinear alternating form 
(I)~ : P @ R P--+ R 
on P uniquely defined by 
(Pl and P2 in P). 
By A~ will be meant the R-homomorphism 
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Remark. I f  P is free over R, we may pick a free basis {el, e~} such that 
e 1 A e2 = e; let (e~*, e2*} be the dual basis; then #+ and A+ are given by the formulas 
(iS+((xlel Jr x2e2)(~)(Ylel @ Y2e2))---~ ;~', Y2 x  ' (18) 
A+(xle 1+ x2e2) = --x2e ~ @ xle ~. (19) 
LEMMA 1.7. Let (P, ~) be a rank 2 R-oriented R-module; then: 
(i) A, is an R-isomorphisms. 
(ii) I f  f: R -+ S is a ring-homomorphism, then 
¢(,,j,)(Pl @ P'~) = f(~+CP @ P')) (for all p, p' in P) 
and the following diagram commutes: 
(PR)~ ( 1)s 
where the horizontal arrow denotes the isomorphism of Proposition 1.2(iii). 
(iii) I f  also (P', ~') is a rank 2 R-oriented R-module, and T is an R-oriented 
R-isomorphism from (P, E) to (P', e'), then for all p and p' in P, 
q~+(p @p') = q)+,(Tp @ Tp'), A~(p) = T*(A+,(Tp)). 
Remark. (i) occurs in Bass' study of (G-) quadratic and bilinear forms on 
modules [3, Proposition 4.4]. 
Proof of Lemma 1.7. (ii) is straightforward, and may be used to reduce by 
localization the proof of (i) to the special case that P is free over R, when (i) 
follows immediately from (19). (Note: this argument involves the use of Proposi- 
tion 1.2(iii), which requires that P be finitely generated and projective; thus, 
Flanders' result is essential here, as in several later localization arguments.) 
(iii) is straightforward. 
1.4. Oriented Quadratic Forms 
DEFINITION 1.8. By an oriented n-ary Lagrangian quadratic form over the 
ring R will be meant an ordered triple (P, e, Q) with (P, ~) a rank n R-oriented 
R-module, and Q a Lagrangian quadratic form on P over R. 
6o7136II-2 
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Let 
7 = (P, ~, Q), 7' = (n',  E', Q') 
be two such; by a proper R-equivalence from Y to 7' will be meant an R-oriented 
R-isomorphism T of (P, ~) into (P', c') such that 
9 -- 9 '0 T (20) 
and if such a T exists 7 and 7' will be said to be properly equivalent over R. 
The equivalence class of 7 with respect o proper R-equivalence will be denoted 
by cls 7; such an equivalence class will be called a proper n-ary Lagrangian 
quadratic form-class over R. 
I f  f: R --~ S is a r ing-homomorphism and 7 = (P, ~, Q) is as above, we define 
77 to be (Pf ,  ~(f) , Q(f)), which is an oriented n-ary Lagrangian quadratic form 
over S; (cls 7)7 is well defined by 
(cls 7)I = cls(7I) 
and is a proper n-ary Lagrangian quadratic form-class over S. 
Oriented n-ary Gaussian quadratic forms over R, and the various related 
concepts, are defined by simply replacing the word "Lagrangian" by "Gaussian" 
in the preceding, also replacing (20) by 
Q = O'(T ~R T). 
DEFINITION 1.9. Suppose 7 ~ (P, E,Q) is an oriented n-ary L-quadratic 
form over the ring R, and let T: P --+ P '  be an R-isomorphism; then we define 
the oriented n-ary L-quadratic form T.y = (P', T,e, T.Q) over R by 
T,E = A~(T)~, T,Q = LQR(T-1)Q. 
The same definition is to hold with L replaced everywhere by G. 
PROPOSITION ].8. Under the hypotheses of Definition 1.9 (either with L or 
G), T .7  is the unique form 7' such that T is a proper R-equivalence from 7 to 7'. 
Proof. Obvious. 
The only case that concerns us for the remainder of this paper is n ~ 2, i.e., 
oriented binary L-quadratic forms; these, and their form-classes, are the objects 
that get composed. Accordingly, from now on we shall usually speak simply of 
oriented (or numerical) L (or G) forms, with "binary" and "quadratic" omitted 
and understood. 
Let us now consider in some detail numerical (binary quadratic) L forms 
over R in the context of Definition 1.8. A numerical L form over R is a map 
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i.e., is a L form on R ~ over R. We associate with this the oriented L form 
So much for the objects; now for the morphisms. Given a numerical L form 
[a, b, c] L over R and a 2 × 2 matrix (~ ~) over R, the map 
is again a numerical L form, which we denote by [a, b, c] L o (~ ]). I t  is readily 
verified that 
[a, b, c}Lo ~' 
with 
((~)) a' :ac~ ~+b~ 7+@,2= [a,b,c]Z Y , 
Two numerical L forms [a, b, c] L and [a', b', c'] L are said to be properly 
equivalent over R when there exists a matrix (~ ~) over R with 
~ - ~ = 1 (23) 
and such that 
7 
This is exactly the condition that the associated oriented L forms 7[a, b, £]L 
and 7[a', b', c'] L be properly equivalent over R, i.e., that there exist an R- 
isomorphism T: R 2 --~ R 2 such that 
~ ((,o) ^  (o))= ~(o) ^ ~(o) :  (~o) ^  (~), Eo,, ~,, c,l~ : ~, ~, ~l~o ~. 
(Note: T is then a proper equivalence over R from 7[a', b', c'] L to 7[a, b, C]L.) 
By a proper numericaIL form-class over R will be meant the set of all numerical 
L forms over R properly equivalent over R to a given one. The collection of 
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proper L form-classes over R is richer than the collection of proper numerical L 
form-classes over R; by the preceding, there is an injective mapping 
cls[a, b, c] L ~ cls y[a, b, c] L 
from the latter collection into the former one. The image o f  this injection 
contains cls 7 if and only if y = (P, e, q) is free (i.e., P is free; cf. Definition 1.10 
below) in which case we say also that cls y is free. As we shall see, it is possible 
that the composite of two free form-classes i not itself free; in such a situation, 
composition cannot be satisfactorily defined so long as we are restricted to 
numerical form-classes. 
A numerical L form [a, b, c] L over R has the following three invarlants with 
respect o proper equivalence over R, each of which is important for the theory 
of composition: Its diseriminant b~ -- 4ac; its divisor, the ideal 
dive[a, b, c] L ~- Ra + Rb 4- Rc; (24) 
its parity, the residue class of its middle coefficient b in R/2R. It is classical 
that (22) implies 
b '2 -- 4a'c' = (c~3 --/3y)2(b~ -- 4ae), 
whence (23) implies b '~ -- 4a'c' = b 2 --  4ae; it is clear (22) implies Ra 4- Rb + 
Rc D_ Ra' 4- Rb' 4- Rc', and we may here replace D by =,  since proper equi- 
valence over R is a symmetrical relation; finally, (22) and (23) imply; 
b' =_ b(a8 @ [33/) ~ b(~8 --/3Y) ~ b (mod 2R). 
DEFINITION 1.10. Let y = (P, e, q) be an oriented binaryL-quadratic form 
over the ring R. We say y is free if P is free over R; there then exists a free basis 
{e 1 , e~} for P over R such that e 1 ^  e2 = E and we say that such a free basis is 
properly oriented; such being the case, there then exist a, b, and c in R such that 
q(xel 4- Yes) = ax 2 4= bxy q- cy 2 (all x and y in R) (25) 
and we say: y is represented by [a, b, c] L with respect o the properly oriented free 
basis {el, e2} , and also say y is associated with [a, b, c] z. 
Suppose the oriented L form 7 = (P, e, q) is represented by the numerical 
L form [a, b, c] L with respect to the properly oriented free basis {el, ea} for 
! ! 
P over R. I f  {e 1 , e~} is another properly oriented free basis for P over R, then 
e[ = ae,  4-  ye2 ,  e~ = /3e I _t_ 8e 2 
with ~,/3, y, 8 in R, c~8 --/3y = 1; moreover, it is readily seen that then 7 is 
represented by the numerical L form [a, b, c] z o (~, ~) with respect o the properly 
oriented free basis {e',, e'e}. Thus, all numerical L forms associated with a given 
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orientedL form 7 are properly equivalent over R, and make up a proper numerical 
L form-class over R. Hence, we may unambiguously define the discriminant, 
parity, and divisor of a free oriented L form 7 to be those of any numerical L form 
associated with y. (In Definition 1.12 we shall see how to define these three 
invariants for oriented L forms which are not free.) 
Note also that if the oriented L form 7 is represented by [a, b, el L with respect 
to the properly oriented basis {G, e2}, then 
R~---~ P, ( ; ) -+ xel + ye2 
is a proper R-equivalence from 7[a, b, c] L to 7. 
Suppose we are furnished with a rank 2 free R-module P and with an L form 
q on P over R, but not with any particular R-orientation for P. Associated with 
every free basis {el, e2} for P there is a numericalL form [a, b, c] L satisfying (25); 
let C denote the set of all such [a, b, c] L corresponding to all possible free bases 
for P. This set C is no longer a proper numerical L form-class, as was the case 
in the preceding paragraph, where P was furnished with an R-orientation and 
we restricted ourselves to free bases belonging to that orientation. Rather, it is 
readily seen that C is an equivalence class for the equivalence relation obtained 
if we replace (23) by the weaker condition. 
~ -- fi7 is a unit in R. (23a) 
This weaker equivalence relation between forms is too gross to be suitable for the 
quite delicate constructions involved in composition (as will become clear for 
the case R ~ 2~ in Section 2) which explains the necessity for including an 
orientation as part of the structure of the forms we shall study in this paper. 
By combining the bilinear pairing ( , )p  between LO(P ) and G~(P*) of 
Proposition 1.3 with the R-isomorphism Ac :P  ~ P* of Definition 1.7 and 
Lemma 1.7, we obtain the following bilinear pairing between LQ(P ) and GQ(P ). 
DEFINITION 1.l l .  Let (P, E) be a rank 2 R-oriented R-module; then by 
( " )0.~ will be meant the R-bilinear pairing 
LQR(P) @ GQR(P ) --~ R 
defined by 
(q, B)e.~ = (q, GQR((A~)-~)B).. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let (P, E) be a rank 2 R-oriented R-module. Let P be free 
over R on {el, ee}, with ea ^  e 2 = e. Let (for elements a, b, c, a', b', c' in R) q and B, 
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respectively, denote the L and G form on P over R givaz, respectively, by the 
formulas 
q(xlel + x2e2) : axl 2 -7 bxlx2 + cx2~, 
B((~e~ + ~e~) × (y~el + y~e~)) = a%y~ + b'(~y, + ~y~) + ~%y~. 
Then 
(q, B}p.~ :- ac' --  bb' + ca'. (26) 
Remark. This "joint invariant of two quadratic forms" was well known in 
the classical theory of invariants; of. for example [23], Chaps. 1, 2]. 
Proof of Proposition 1.9. It is immediate from (19) that 
(A3 -~ (~le~ + ~e~*) ----- ~e~ - -  ~e~ 
whence 
GQR(ATa)(B) ((x~e~ - xze*2) @ (y~e* -~ y2e*)) 
= B((xzea -- xle2) @ (y2el --  yle2)) = c'xlyl  --  b'(xly2 -k x2yl) -k a'x2Y~. 
Applying Eq. (13) we obtain 
~q, BS~,~ = (q, aQR(A?)BS~ : ac' --  bb' + ca' 
as asserted. 
L~MMA 1.10. Let (P, e) be an R-oriented R-module, let 
q ~LQR(P), B c GgR(P) 
and let f: R ~ S be a ring-homomorphism; then 
(q(¢) , B(1)Fp¢,~¢) = f((q, B}e,~). 
I f  also T: P --+ P' is an R-isomorphism, then 
(LQn(T-1)q, GQn(T-I)B}e" (A~T)~ = (q, B}e, , .  
Proof. Straightforward, using the definition of ( ,  }p.c together with Lemma 
1.7 and Eqs. (14) and (15) of Proposition 1.3. 
DE~INITIO~ 1.12. Let 7 = (P, E, q) be an oriented binary Lagrangian 
quadratic form. The discriminant of 7, denoted by 8(7), is defined (of. Definition 
1.3) by 
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By the divisor of 7, denoted by div y, will be meant he ideal generated over R 
by {q(p): p in P}. We call 7 primitive if div y -- R, and we call two such forms 
7 and 7' comaximal if
d ivy+div7 '  =R-  
By theparity of Y, denoted by ~r(7), will be meant he element of R/2R uniquely 
determined by the requirement that 
B~(p, p') =~ rr(7 ) q~(p, p') (mod 2R) 
hold for all p, p' in R (el. Definition 1.7). 
Remark. It is readily verified that these reduce to the earlier definitions 
when P is free. 
LEMMA 1.1 1. Let 7 = (P, e, q) be an oriented L form over the ring R, let 
f: R -+ S be a ring-homomorphism, and let T: P --+ P'  be a proper R-equivalence 
from Y to another form Y'; then: 
(i) y' = T .y  has the same discriminant, divisor and parity as 7; 
(ii) 8(7f) = f(3(7)), div Yl = f(div 7)S and 
rr(y ) = r 47 2R ~ rr(71) - - f ( r )  47 2S. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
DEFINITION 1.13. Let/~be aproperL form-class over R; by the discriminant 
3(/~), divisor div F, and parity ~r(]') of _P will be meant he discriminant, divisor, 
and parity, respectively, of any form in F. (This definition is unambiguous by 
Lemma 1.11 (i).) 
PROPOSITION 1.12. Let 7 be an oriented L form over the ring R; then the ideal 
div 7 is finitely generated over R, and 
a(7) ~ (div r) 3. (27) 
Proof. Let Y -- (P, E, q). By Proposition 1.9, P is finitely generated over R, 
say by {e 1 ..... en}. Then div y contains the n(n + 1)/2 quantities: 
q(ei), Bq(e, @ es) = q(e i @ ej) -- q(e,) -- q(ej) 
and the ideal generated over R by these quantities contains (hence quals) div 7 
because it contains q(p) for all p = rie 1 + ".. + r~en (ri c R) in P, by (5). 
Lemma 1.1 l(ii) enables us, by the method of localization, to reduce the proof 
of (27) to the case that Y is free, when it follows immediately from the obvious 
fact 
b 2 -- 4ac ~ (Ra + Rb + Rc) 2. 
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PROPOSITION" 1.13. Let ~ e R, 7r E R/2R. The following four statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) There exist b and c in R such that the numerical L form [1, b, c] L over R 
has discriminant ~ and parity 7r. 
(ii) There exists a primitive oriented L form over R of discriminant ~ and 
parity rr. 
(iii) There exists an oriented L form over R of discriminant ~ and parity ~. 
(iv) The map 
Sq: R/2R -+ R/4R, r 4- 2R --~ F 2 4- 4R 
sends ~r into 3 + 4R. 
Proof. Clearly (i) ~ (ii) ~ (iii). 
(iii) ~ (iv). Let 7 = (P, e, q) have discriminant ~ and parity 7r ~ r 4- 2R. 
Let M be a maximal ideal of R. By (ii) of Lemma 1.11, 7M = (PM, EM, qM) has 
discriminant 3M and parity ru 4- 2RM. PM is free over RM ; if {e 1 , e2} is any 
free basis for PM over R~t with el ^ e2 = eM, and [a, b, c] L represents q• with 
respect o this free basis (a, b, and c in RM), then b 2 -- 4ac = 3m, b + 2RM = 
ru 4- 2RM, so b --  rM e 2R~,  bM 2 -- rM 2 e 4R M , 3 M -- ru 2 e 4R M . This is true 
for every maximal ideal M of R, so 3 -- r 2 ~ 4R, i.e., S + 4R = Sq(Ir). 
( i v )~( i ) .  Suppose ~=-b4-2R,  Sq(~r)-~ 3+4R;  then b ~ ~-3+4c  for 
some c in R, and [l, b, c] L is the required numerical L form. 
Buttes and Estes introduce, in their study [9] of the "united forms" method 
of composition over commutative rings, the following condition on the ring R, 
which they call "Condition C":  
x and y in R, x 2 ~_ y~ (rood 4R) imply x ~ y (mod 2R). 
By the preceding proposition, we may view the significance of the Buttes-Estes 
condition in this way: It is equivalent to the assertion that all oriented L forms 
over R of given discriminant have the same parity (or again, to the assertion 
that all primitive oriented L forms over R of the same discriminant have the 
same parity; also, we may replace "oriented" by "numerical" in these two 
statements). This is the case for the ring 2, which is why the parity plays no 
role independent of the discriminant in the theory of binary L quadratic forms 
over 2, unlike the situation over more general rings. In  fact, the Buttes-Estes 
condition is satisfied by any integrally closed domain, as Buttes and Estes prove 
[9] by the following argument: The assertion is trivial in characteristic 2; if 
char R v e 2 and if t = }(x ~ -- y2) is in R, then the element u = ½(x --  y) of the 
quotient-field of R is integral over R, hence in R, since u satisfies u(u 4- y) = t. 
For the sake of symmetry we introduce here the following brief sketch of 
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some analogous notions for Gaussian forms; these notions, however, will not be 
used again in the present paper. 
A (binary) numerical Gaussian (quadratic) form over R is a map 
[a, b, c]a: R 2 @R R2---~ R, (xl) @ (Yll x~ \Y2J axlyt -~- b(xlY2 @ x2Yl) ~-' cx2Y2 
and has associated with it the oriented G form 
7[a, b, c ] °= (R ~, (1) A (~), [a, b, c]°). 
[a, b, c] a and [a', b', c'] a will be called properly equivalent over R when there 
exists a 2 × 2 matrix T = (~ 2) over R of determinant 1 such that 
i.e., such that 
((;) a' = aa ~ @ 2bc~7 ~- c72 = [a, b, c]a @ Y , 
b' = aafi @ b(~8 + fily) + c78 = [a, b, e] a ((~) @ (~)), 
c ,= + Ea ® 
It is readily seen that this is the case if and only ifT[a , b, c] a and 7[a', b', c'] a are 
properly equivalent over R. 
We define the determinant of [a, b, c] a to be ] ~' b , ~ 1 = ac -- b ~, and its divisor 
to be Ra ~- Rb -k Rc; it is readily seen that properly equivalent numerical G 
forms have the same determinant and divisor. We may extend these notions to 
an oriented G form 7 ----- (P, e, B) over R as follows: The divisor div 7 is the 
ideal in R generated by {B(p 1 @ P2): Pl and P2 in P}, and (cf. [3]) the determinant 
of 7 is 
" A2B(E @ E) 
where A2B denotes the (1-ary) G quadratic form on A~P over R defined by 
(A2B) ((Pl A P2) (~) (ql A q2)) = [ B(pl (~ ql), B(pl (~ q2) 
B(p~ @ ql), B(P2 @ ql) I" 
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(It is readily verified that the divisor and determinant of y[a, b, c] c are those of 
[a, b, c]G.) By the oriented L form associated to y, denoted by YL, we mean 
(P, ~, q=). 
Let y and 7' be oriented G forms over R. We say 7 is primitive if div ), = R, 
y and ~' are comaximal if div y + div ~' = R. We say ~ is properly primitive 
if div ~L = R, y and y' are properly comaximal if div ~L + div Y2 = R; these 
are apparently more relevant notions than the two preceding ones for the theory 
of composition. A localization argument shows that div 7 D_ div YL, SO "properly 
primitive" implies "primitive," "properly comaximal" implies "comaximal" 
(but not conversely). 
We note finally that the G form associated with [a, b, c] L is [2a, b, 2e] G, while 
theL form associated with [a, b, e] C is [a, 2b, c] L (thus, an elementary localization 
argument shows the parity of the oriented L form associated with any oriented 
G form is 0). 
2. THE GAUSSIAN COMPOSITION CONSTRUCTION 
In the first part of this section, up to Definition 2.4, only the ring Z will be 
under consideration; in this context, by a "binary quadratic form" will be 
meant a numerical binary Lagrangian quadratic form 
[a, b, c] = [a, b, c]L: 2_2-~ 2, ~(x, y) ~-~ ax2 + bxy + cy 2 
over Z. 
Lagrange's "Recherches d'arithm6tique" [26, Vol. I I I ,  pp. 693-758] first 
introduced into number theory the notion of equivalence of binary quadratic 
forms, though not in the form of an explicit definition. Lagrange considered 
two forms 
q = [a,b,c], q' -~ [a',b',c'] 
of the same nonzero discriminant as being not essentially different (since they 
represent he same set of integers, which was Lagrange's object of study) if 
there exists a 2 × 2 matrix T over g such that 
[a', b', c'] (*(x, y)) = [a, b, c] Tt(x, y)) (1) 
for all x andy in77, and we shall find it convenient to say that in this case q and q' 
are weakly equivalent. It  is easy to see that Lagrange's requirement that q and q' 
have the same discriminant is equivalent to the requirement that det T = =L1. 
I f  we instead require that det T ~ + 1, we get the concept of proper equivalence, 
first introduced by Gauss in [22, Art. 158]. The distinction between these two 
types of equivalence is crucial for the theory of composition; it is the proper 
binary quadratic form-classes which are composed, and, as we shall see, it is 
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impossible to carry over the binary operation of composition to the grosser 
equivalence classes with respect to weak equivalence. This fact seems intimately 
connected with the major difficulties involved in constructing the operation of 
composition. 
Dickson [15, Chap. III, Refs. 1-4] lists the following as the first historical 
steps towards Gahss' theory of composition. 
Diophantus of Alexandria essentially asserts [16, III, Problem 22] (as usual, 
expressing himself only in terms of a special case: 65 = 5 × 13) that if two 
integers may each be written as a sum of two squares, their product may be 
written as a sum of two squares in two different ways; Dickson interprets this as 
indicating that Diophantus was in possession of the identity 
(x2 + y,9(,¢,~ + y,~) = (.~, ± yy,)~ + (xy' :~ y.')~. 
The generalization 
with 
(x 2 - -  ey2)(x'2 - -  ey '2) = X 2 _ ey2,  
(2a) 
(2b) 
X ~ xx'  + eyy', Y ~- xy ' -k  yx '  
was used by the Hindu mathematician Brahmegupta (born 598 A.D.) and by 
Euler in their studies [7, 17] of PelFs equation. Euler generalized this further 
[20, Chap. II, Sects. 173-180] to 
(a x2 + cY2)(x '2 + acy '2) = aX  2 -k cY  ~, (2c) 
with 
X = xx'  - -  cyy', Y = axy' -k yx ' .  
Dickson cites [15, Chap. 3, Ref. 3] two similar identities due to A. J. Lexell 
(1740-1784). D ickson also mentions in this list some work of Legendre, which we 
shall discuss in more detail in the historical note at the end of this section. 
Dickson's list omits the following composition identity, published by Lagrange 
in his additions [26, Vol. 7, Sect. IX, Art. 87, p. 166] to a translation of an algebra 
text by Euler which contains (2b): 
(x 2 -[- axy -k by2)(x '~ -5 ax'y'  -k bY 'S) = X 2 -k aXY  + bY~ (2d) 
with 
X =- xx'  - -  byy', Y -~ xy'  - [ -yx '  + ayy'.  
Presumably on the basis of this last identity, Bourbaki [6, p. 153] erroneously 
attributes to Lagrange most of the credit for originating Gauss' concept of 
composition; this point also will be discussed further at the end of this section. 
Such identities as (2a), (2c), etc., suggest saying that in some sense [I, 0, 1] 
is a product of [1, 0, 1] and [1, 0, 1], [a, 0, c] is a product of [a, 0, c] and [1, 0, ac], 
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etc. Two difficulties arise in attempting to make this notion precise: uniqueness 
and existence of this "product." We next consider the question of uniqueness. 
Given a "composition identity" 
with 
(ax 2 -k bxy q- cy2)(a' x'2 Jr b' x' y'  q- c' y '2) = AX 2 -k BXY -k CY  2 (3) 
X = moXX' -k mlxy' q- m~yx' q- m3yy' , 
(4) 
n ' y = noXX' + nlxy' + nzyx' + ~YY, 
we shall say: [A, B, C] is transformed into the product of [a, b, e] and [a', b', c'] by 
the substitution given by the matrix 
( X = m° '  ml, ms, . (5 )  
no ~ n l  ~ n2 , tt3 
EXAMPLE 1. (2c) asserts that [a, 0, e] is transformed into the product of 
[a, 0, c] and [1, 0, ae] by the substitution given by the matrix 
(1oo)  
0, a, 1, 0 " 
Suppose that [d, B, C] is transformed into the product of [a, b, e] and [a', 




AX 2 q- BXY  q- CY  2 = A 'X  '~ q- B 'X 'Y '  -}- C 'Y  '~, 
/3 x ux  + BY 
(X',) = (~: 8)(Y) = \yX -}- BY)" (6) 
Then we also have the composition identity 
(ax 2 + bxy + cy2)(a'x '2 @ b'x'y' + c'y '2) = A'X '  q- B 'X 'Y '  + C 'Y  '2, 
where X'  and Y'  are given by (4) and (6). Thus, [A', B', C'] is transformed into 
the product of [a, b, c] and [a', b', e'] by the substitution given (it is easily seen) 
by the matrix 
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The converse also holds; indeed, letting 
= t(xx', xy', yx', yy') 
we see that the three following statements are equivalent: 
(a) [.//', B', C'] o (~ ~) is transformed into the product of the forms q and q' 
by the substitution given by 27. 
(b) q ( ; )q '  (;',) = [A'B'C'] (( ;  ~)27~). 
(c) [A', B', C'] is transformed into the product of q and q' by the sub- 
stitution given by (~ ~)27. 
In order to guarantee as much uniqueness as possible in the "product" we 
are trying to define, we must therefore restrict ourselves in (5) to 2 X 4 matrices 
which cannot be "factored" in the form (7) over 7/. The following lemma gives a 
restatement of this condition. 
I~EMMA 2.1. Let 27 be a 2 × 4 matrix over 7/. We may write 
Z = TZ i 
with T a noninvertible 2 × 2 matrix over 7/and 271 a 2 × 4 matrix over 7/, unless 
the 2 × 2 subdeterminants of 27 have g.c.d. 1. 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the fact that there exist 2 × 2 and 
4 × 4 invertible matrices P and Q, respectively, over Z such that 
(1, o o, o) (, ,  o, o, Oo) 
Pzg~-  o, el2, O, 0 = 0 d J tO,  1 O, ' 
where d 1 is the g.c.d, of the entries in 27 and did 2 is the g.c.d, of the 2 X 2 
subdeterminants of 27. [Note also that if T is an invertible 2 × 2 matrix over 2, 
then any 2 × 4 matrix 27 over 7/has the trivial "factorization" 27 = T(T-127).] 
We are thus led to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A 2 × 4 matrix over Z will be called unimodular if its 
2 × 2 subdeterminants have g.c.d. 1. The binary quadratic form [A, B, C] L 
will be called a Legendre composite of the forms [a, b, c]L and [a', b', c'] L if it is 
transformed into their product by the substitution given by a unimodular 
2 x 4 matrix over 7/. 
Remark. The preceding argument also shows that the Z' 1 of Lemma 2.1 
may be chosen to be unimodular. 
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EXAMPLE 2. 
with 
Substituting e = --4 in (2b) gives the composition identity 
(x 2 -/4y~)(x '2 4- 4y '2) = X 2 + 4Y 2, 
X = xx' - -  4yy' ,  Y = xy'  + yx '  
whence the composition identity 
with 
(~ + 4y~)(,'~ + 4y'~) = x~ + Y?, 
X = xx'  - -  4yy', Yd= 2Y) = 2xy' + 2yx'  
(arising from the preceding identity because [1, 0, I]L o (0 ~ o)= [1,0, 4]L). 
Thus, both [1, 0, 4] L and [1, 0, 1] L are transformed into the product of [l, 0, 4] L 
with [1, 0, 4] L by the substitutions given respectively by the matrices 
[1, O, O, --4] 
Z'I = \0,  1, 1, 02 and 
~1, O, O, --4 
S=(10:~)X~='0 ,2 ,2 ,  O) 
Z' 1 is unimodular but 27 is not, and correspondingly, [1, 0, 4] L is a Legendre 
composite of [1, 0, 4] L and [1, 0, 4] L but (it may be shown) [1, 0, 1] L is not. 
EXAMVLE 3. In (2c), the matrix 
(, 0 0:0) 
0, a, 1, 
involved (el. Example 1) is unimodular; thus, [a, 0, c] L is a Legendre composite 
of [a, 0, c] and [1, 0, ac]. 
It is easily seen from the discussion preceding Lemma 2.1 that if Q is a 
Legendre composite of q and q', so is any form weakly equivalent to Q. This 
mild degree of nonuniqueness does not seem too bad, especially since it is also 
easy to show that i fQ is a Legendre composite of q and q', it is also a Legendre 
composite of any two forms weakly equivalent o q and q;, respectively. It 
would seem that we need only pass to weak equivalence classes, obtaining a 
binary operation which combines the class of q and the class of q' to produce the 
class of any Legendre composite of q and q'. By a stroke of bad luck (i.e., because 
we are not yet going about things correctly) this falls just short of working: 
The set of all Legendre composites of two given forms is, when nonempty, not 
necessarily a single weak equivalence class; it may consist of two distinct weak 
equivalence classes (and, it may be proved, never more than two). 
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EXAMPLE 4. The forms [2, 1, 3] and [2, 1, 3] have both [2, 1, 3] and [1, 1, 6] 
as Legendre composites, and the latter two are not weakly equivalent. In more 
detail: a straightforward computation verifies that [2, 1, 3] and [1, 1, 6] are 
transformed into the product of [2, 1, 3] with itself by the substitutions given 
respectively by the unimodular matrices 
( - - I ' , - -1 , - -1 , - -2  2, 0, 1,3 
1,--1, 1) and (0, 1,--1, 0)" 
Weakly equivalent forms represent he same integers; thus, [1, 1, 6], which 
represents 1, is not weakly equivalent to [2, l, 3], since 
2x 24-xy4-3y  2 = 1, i.e., (4x+y)24-23y2 _8  
has no solution with x and y in Z. 
We have just encountered what is, in a way, the central difficulty in defining 
the notion of composition over the ring of integers. To overcome it, a modifica- 
tion of Definition 2.1 is needed which is much less straightforward, and involves 
a much deeper insight into the nature of composition identities. We first require 
the following marvelous theorem of Gauss, which gives a "universal composition 
identity" yielding (except for certain degenerate identities in which forms are 
perfect squares) all composition identities as special cases; roughly speaking, 
this theorem shows that (up to constant multiples) there is a unique composition 
identity associated with any given nonsingular 2 × 4 matrix Z over Z (and not 
involving forms of discriminant 0). 
THEOREM 2.2 (Gauss, [22, Art. 235]). Let  
( X ~ m° ' m l  ~ m2 ' 
n o , n 1 , n 2 , n~ 
be any 2 × 4 matr ix  over 2~; then the binary quadratic form_ 
Qz  = [nln2 - non~, mon3 - /m~no - -  man2 - -  m2nl , mlm2 - -  mom~] (s) 
is transformed into the product o f  
qx : [mon~ - -  mlno,  mon3 - -  m3no - -  mln2 4- m2nl , m~n3 - -  m3n2] 
and 
(9) 
q'x = [mone - -  m2no , mon3 - -  m3no 4- mln2 - -  m~nl , mln8 - -  m3nl] (10) 
by the substitution given by ~.  The three forms Ox ,  qx ,  and q~ have the same 
discriminant. 
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Conversely, if the binary quadratic form Q is transformed into the product of the 
binary quadratic forms q and q' by the substitution given by Z, and if each of the 
forms q and q' has nonzero discriminant, hen there exist rational numbers r and r' 
such that 
q = rqx , q" = r'q), Q = rr'Qs. 
Proof. We begin by investigating in some detail the substitution (4) de- 
termined by 27. 
Let us solve (4) for x and y. Writing (4) in the form 
t m ¢ X = (moX' 4- mly')x + (m3x + 3Y)Y, 
Y = (noX' + nly')x + (n2x' + n3y')y 
and noting that the determinant 
mox' -- mly' , m2x' + m,y' I 
noX' + nly', n2y' + n3y' 
is exactly ' ~' q~(v') --~ qs, we readily obtain 
xq'z = n2Xx' -f- n3Xy' -- m2Yx" -- m3YY', (11) 
Yq'z = --noXx" -- nlXy' + moYx' + m~Yy'. 
Note the similarity between (4) and (11). 
Similarly, we may solve (4) for x' and y' obtaining 
x'qz ~--- nlXX @ naXy - -  mlYx  - -  maYy, 
Y' qz = --noXx -- n~Xy q- moYx -]- m~Yy. 
(12) 
We have passed from (4) to (11) and to (12). Naturally, if we pass directly 
from (1 l) to (12), i.e., solve (11) for x' and y', we should obtain the same result. 
As we shall now see, this simple insight into (4) immediately yields Gauss' 
composition identity 
(where X, Y are given by (4)). (13) 
This elegant and illuminating derivation of (13) is due to Speiser [32, pp. 
375-395]. 
Indeed, let us now solve (11) for x' and y' and compare the result with (12). 
Writing (11) in the form 
xq~ = (n2x-  m#)x' + (n3X- m3r)y', 
yq'~ = (--noX + moY)x" 4- ( - -n ix  @ mlY)Y' 
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and noting that 
we obtain 
n~X--  mzY , naX--  may = _Qz[ .  ~ 
-noX + moY, -n iX  + rnlY t/  
x'Qa = q'z(nlXx + naXy -- mtYx -- rnaYy), 
Y'Oz = q'~(--noXx -- neXy @ moYx -+- mzYy). 
04) 
Comparing with (12) we see that x'Qx -- q'~(x'qx), i.e., (13) holds as asserted. 
The following proof of the converse part of Gauss' theorem is due to Smith 
[31, pp. 232-234]. The idea is simply to take the discriminant of both sides of (3), 
considered as quadratic forms in x and y alone (and similarly for x' and y'). 
In more detail: 
Suppose that Q = [A, B, C] is transformed into the product of q = [a, b, c] 
and q' = [a', b', c'] by the substitution given by Z, i.e., suppose that (3) and 
(4) hold. Suppose also that q and q' have nonzero discriminants. 
Let us temporarily treat x' and y' as constants in (3) and (4). We may then 
regard (4) as a linear substitution 
where 
= (;:{)(;i =(, .÷ 
= mox' + rely' , 13 = m~x' + may' , 
Y = nox' + nly', 8 = n~x' + nay'. 
Equation (3) then asserts the following equality between two binary quadratic 
forms in x and y (with coefficients in Z[x', y']): 
(;:i p)(;)) 
7, 8 
whence, taking the discriminant of both sides, 
{~']1" ". (b 2 -- 4ac) [q' \y,l j = (B" -- 4AC) ] % ~ 
7, 8 
As we have already noted, ~8 --/~7 = q~(u,), so 
(b ~ -- 4ac) [q' ~y,ij = (B = -- 4AC) [q'a ~y,/j . (15) 
6o7/36/I-3 
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By hypothesis, b 2 -- 4ac ~ 0, so it follows from (14) that q' = r'qx' for some 
rational number '. A similar argument shows that q ~ rqz for some rational 
number . Then 
Q(Xy) = q (;) q, (;',) = rr'q~(;)q~(;',)" =r~Q~(y)' x (16) 
by (3) and (13), where X and Y are given by (4). Now, as x, y, x', andy' range 
independently over the set Q of rational numbers, (x) as given by (4) ranges 
over all of Q2; namely, given rational numbers X and Y we may solve (4) for 
rational x, y, x,  andy' by first picking x' andy' ' ~' ' so qz(v ) ~ 0 (q'z is not identically 
0 since by hypothesis q' = r'qz' has nonzero discriminant) and then taking the 
values of x andy given by (11). Hence, (16) implies that Q = rr 'Qz.  
t Finally, we must prove that qz, qz,  and Qz have the same discriminant. This 
may be verified from (8), (9), and (10) by a direct computation; it may also the 
proved as follows. Substituting 
q=q~, q'=q~, Q=Q~ 
in (15) we see that qz and Qz have the same diseriminant when q~ v~ 0, hence, 
when the entries m o , m 1 ,..., nz of 27 are indeterminates over Z; hence, always. 
t Similarly, qz and Qz have the same discriminant. 
Historical note. The first part of Theorem 2.2 (i.e., (13)) could, of course, 
be proved directly by a long and straightforward computation; indeed, Gauss 
leaves its verification to the reader. Speiser's proof was preferred in this presenta- 
tion, on the grounds that deriving a formula this complicated and fundamental is 
preferable to simply verifying it. Gauss' demonstration f the converse part of 
Theorem 2.2 in [22, Art. 235] is extremely difficult; the simplification i volved 
in the proof of Smith presented here was considerable. The first simplification 
of Gauss' argument was aehived by Bazin [4]; Bazin's proof, which appeared 
50 years after the publication of Gauss', involves an earlier form of the idea in 
Smith's proof, consisting of setting x' = 1, y' = 0 in (3) and then taking the 
diseriminant of both sides. The same idea as Bazin's occurs in a rather later 
paper of Arndt. [1]. The source of these reference was [15, Chap. III, Refs. 13, 
16, 19, and 46]. 
DE~IZ~ITION 2.2. The binary quadratic form Q will be called a Gaussian 
composite of the binary quadratic forms q and q' if there exists a unimodular 
2 × 4 matrix 27 over ?7 such that 
9=Q~, q=q~, q'=q'~ 
(where Qs, qr, q~ are defined by Eqs. (5), (8), (9), and (I0)). 
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EXAMPLE 5. Letting Z' denote the unimodular matrix 
1, 0, 0, ) - -C  
Z= O,a, 1, 0 
we see (cf. Example 3) that Qz ~ [a, 0, c] is a Gaussian composite of qz = 
[a, 0, c] and q~ = [1, 0, ac]. More generally, if
then 
(,, o,o, -;) 
S ~- 0, a, a', 
Qs = [aa', b, c], qs = [a, b, a'c], q's -~ [a', b, ac]. 
If a, a' and b have g.c.d. 1, then S is unimodular and [aa', b, c] is a Gaussian 
composite of [a, b, a' c] and [a', b', ac]. 
EXAMPLE 6 (el. Example 4). The unimodular matrices 
(I: --1, --1,221)' (21 0, 1, 30) and (20: 0, --1, --3 
1, 1, 1 , - -1 ,  ' 1, 1, 0.  
exhibit. 
[2, --1, 3] as a Gaussian composite of [2, 1, 3] and [2, 1, 3], 
[--1, -- l ,  --6] as a Gaussian composite of [2, 1, 3] and [--2, --1, --3], 
[1, 1, 6] as a Gaussian composite of [2, --1, 3] and [2, 1, 3]. 
It is clear from Theorem 2.2 that a Gaussian composite is also a Legendre 
composite; however, the converse is not true. The much deeper Definition 2.2 
is free of the defects of the more simple-minded Definition 2.1 If two binary 
quadratic forms q and q' possess a Gaussian composite, it may be proved that 
the set of all their Gaussian composites i a single proper numerical form-class. 
i / Since also any forms ql, ql properly equivalent to q, q, respectively, have the 
same set of Gaussian composites as do q and q', Gaussian composition passes 
over to a (not always defined) binary operation on proper numerical form-classes. 
Gauss proved these assertions in [22, Arts. 236-239] together with the following 
fact: The binary quadratic forms [a, b, c] and [a', b', e'] possess a Gaussian 
composite if and only if they are comaximal (i.e., the numbers a, b, c, a', b', c' 
have g.c.d. 1) and have the same discriminant. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let ~ and/3 be two proper numerical L form-classes over 77 
which are comaximal nd have the same discriminant; by their composite c~/3 will 
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be meant he proper numericalL form-class consisting of all Gaussian composites 
of a form in ~ with a form in 13. 
Finally, in ([22, Arts. 174, 175, 185, 240, 243] Gauss established what amounts 
to the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let  G(3) denote the set of  all pr imit ive proper numerical L 
form-classes over 77 of  discriminant 3; then G(3) fo rms a f in i te Abel ian group under 
composition. 
This is the beautiful and masterly construction of Gauss, the generalization 
of which is the purpose of the present paper. We note next the following impor- 
tant generalization, first suggested by Butts and Estes in [9], and studied in 
detail by Dulin and Butts in [8]. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let R be any ring, and let 
( 2 ~-- m°  ' m l  ' m2 ' 
no ,  n l  , n2 ~ n8 
t be a 2 × 4 matrix over R; then we denote by Qz, qz ,  and qz respectively the 
following numerical binary Lagrangian quadratic forms over R: 
Qz = [nln2 - -  nona , mona + msno - -  mln2 - -  m~nl , mlm2 - -  mom3], 
qz = [monj. - -  mlno ,  mona - -  mano - -  mln~ 47 m~nl , m~n3 - -  m~%], 
q'~ -= [mon 2 - -  m2no, mon~ - -  man o 47 rain2 - -  m2nl , mlna - -  m3nl]. 
We say that X is unimodular over R if its six 2 × 2 subdeterminants generate 
the unit ideal in R. Given three numerical binary Lagrangian quadratic forms 
Q, q, and q' over R, we say that Q is a Gaussian composite of q and q' over R 
when there exists a unimodular 2 × 4 matrix 27 over R such that 
Q=Qz,  q=qz ,  q '=q '~.  
Remark.  I f  R is a ring on which 2 is not a zero-divisor, this passes over to a 
(not always defined) binary operation on proper numerical form-classes over R,  
just as in the case R = 77 [8, Proposition 2.16], but this fact will not be 
needed in the present paper. We shall, however, in Section 4, have occasion to 
use the three following results. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let  
\n  0 ,  n 1 ~ n2 ~ na  
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be a 2 × 4matrix over the ring R; then Qx , qz , and q'x have the same discriminant 
and the same parity, and 
Qz(X)  = qz ( ; )q}  (;i) (17) 
holds, considered as an equation between elements of R[x, y, x', y'], where 
X = moxx' 4- mlxy' 4- m2yx' 4- mayy', 
Y = noXX' 4- nlxy' 4- n2yx' 4- nayy'. 
! 
Proof. The parities of Q~, q~, and q~ are, by Definition 2.4, the residue 
classes respectively of 
mort 3 ~-  m3n 0 - -  mln  2 - -  m2n 1 ,  
mort 3 - -  msn  0 - -  mln 2 4- m2nl  , 
and 
mort 3 - -  man 0 ~-  mln  2 - -m2n 1 
in R/2R, and it is obvious these coincide. As for the remainder of Proposition 2.4, 
the relevant portions of the proof of Theorem 2.2 are still valid. 
Remark. There are apparently two senses in which a "composition identity" 
(17) over a ring R may be interpreted: as asserting that the left-hand side and 
the right-hand side of (17) coincide considered as elements of R[x, y, x', y'], or 
as asserting that (17) holds for all x, y, x', andy '  in R. Actually, these two senses 
coincide: It is obvious that if (17) holds in the first sense, then it holds in the 
second sense; to prove the converse implication, it suffies to prove that, if r~ 
(1 ~< i ~< 9) are elements of R such that 
rlx2x '~ 4- r2x2x'y ' + rax2y '2 @ r4xyx '2 4- rsxyx'y' 4- r6xyy '~ 
+ rTy~x '2 4- rsy2x'y ' + rgy2y '2 = 0 (*) 
for all x, y, x', y '  in R, then all r~ = 0. This last statement follows immediately 
upon substituting the 16 special values 
(q ,  %, %, q)  (Ee = 0 or 1) 
fo~ (x, y, x', y') in (*). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. I f  two numerical binary Lagrangian quadratic forms q and q' 
over the ring R possess a Gaussian composite over R, then they are comaximal, i.e., 
divRq + divRq' = R, 
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Remark. We recall from Section 1 that if q = [a, b, c], divRq = Ra + Rb + 
Rc is the ideal generated over R by {q(u): u ~ R 2} (cf. Eq. (37) of Section 1 
and the proof of Proposition 1.16). 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. By hypothesis, there exists a 2 × 4 matrix 
~--- mo , m 1 , m2 , 
n o , h i ,  n2 , n8 
over R satisfying the following three conditions: 
(I) 27 is unimodular, i.e., the six elements 
di~ = mini -- mini (0 ~ 1 < j  ~ 3) 
generate the unit ideal in R. 
(II) q - - - -qz= [d01 ,d0a- -4~,4d .  
( In)  q' = q~ = {do~, d0~ + 4~, d,d. 
We must show that this implies the ideal 
J = divRq + divRq' 
equals R. J is generated over R by the six elements 
G,  do~ , 4~ , d~ , dos - -  4~ , do~ + al~ . 
The Pliicker identity 
shows that J contains doadl~, and hence contains 
d3a = doadlz @ (doa -- 42)doa and 
(I) shows there exist r and s in R with 
I ~-- rdoa + sdx2 
whence 
s =_ (rao,~ + sG)  ~ ~ o 
(rood J)  
(,nod J), J = R. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let Q, q and q' be numerical binary L-quadratic forms over 
the ring R. I f  Q is a Gaussian composite of q and q' over R, then 
divRQ = (div,~q)(di,%q'). 
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Proof. Let ( ma) Z' : m° ' ml ' me ' 
no ,  n t ,  ne ,  na 
be a unimodular 2 × 4 matrix over R; we are done if we can show that 
Let 
then 
dive Qa = (divR qz)(divR q)). 
Q. = [A, B, C], q. = [a, b, d, q) = [d, b', c']; 
divRQ z = RA 4- RB 4- RC 
while (divRqx)(divRq~) is generated over R by the nine products 
aa', ab', ac', ba', bb', bc', ca', cb', cc'. (18) 
The inclusion 
dign Qz _D (diva qx)(divR q)) 
follows from the fact that (divRqz)(divRq~) is generated over R by the set of all 
products 
with x, y, x', andy' in R; by Gauss' composition identity (Proposition 2.4) every 
such product is in the range of Qz,  and thus in divRQ Z . 
Thus, each of the nine products in (18) is a linear combination over R of 
A, B, and C; for later use in this proof, it is convenient to now exhibit his fact 
explicitly by means of the following nine equations, obtained by equating 
corresponding powers of x, y, x', and y' on both sides of Gauss' composition 
identity (17): 
aa' = Amo 2 + Bmon o 4- Cno 2, (19) 
ac' = Am12 4- Bmln 1 4- Cnl e, (20) 
ca' :-  Ame e 4- Bmen ~ 4- Cne e, (21) 
cc' = Area 2 @ Bman a + Cna e, (22) 
ab' :- 2Amom 1@ B(mon ~ + m~no) 4- 2Cnon~, (23) 
ba' = 2Amom 24- B(mon e 4- meno) 4- 2Cnon2, (24) 
bc' = 2Amlm a + B(mtn a + man1) 4- 2Cnlna, (25) 
cb' -- 2Amain a 4- B(men a 4- mane) 4- 2Cn2na, (26) 
bb' = 2A(mom a + mime) -7 B(mon3 4- mano + mine + m2nl )
4- 2C(nona + n~n2) (27) 
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(cf. Eqs. [1]-[9] in [22, Art. 235]). Let us, in particular, consider Eq. (27), 
which results from equating the coefficients of xyx'y' on both sides of (17). 
Gauss proceeded to break up the right-hand side of (27) into the following 
expressions: 
A1 : 2Amoma 4- B(mon~ 4- mano) 4- 2Cnon a , (28) 
As = 2Amlm2 4- B(mln 2 4- m~nl) 4- 2Cnxn 2 (29) 
(presumably, his motivation for so doing was the following one: As compared 
with the preceding eight equations, (27) has unusually many terms because 
xyx'y'  may be written in the two forms (xx')(yy') and (xy')(yx'),  and accordingly 
the contributions to the coefficient of xyx'y'  in the left-hand side of (17) break 
up into A 1 and A2). Thus, (27) becomes 
bb' = A 1 + A s . (27a) 
Though we do not require them for the present proof, we note the following 
identities due to Gauss (cf. [22, Art. 235], Eqs. [10], [11] and the discussion 
following them): 
2At = bb' 4- 8, (30) 
2Au = bb' -- 3, (31) 
t Where 8 is the common discriminant ofq~, qz, and Qe ; these may be verified by 
direct substitution from Definition 2.4. 
We shall make use of the preceding formulas in proving the inclusion 
dive Qz _c (div qx)(div q~:), 
i.e., in proving that A, B, and C are linear combinations over R of the nine 
products in (18). We begin by showing that A is such a linear combination. 
Let dij denote the subdeterminant mini - -  mjn i of 27. From Eqs. (19) 
through (29), Gauss derived the following six equations [22, Art. 235, the discus- 
sion preceding Conclusion Five]: 
Ad~l = a(a'nl 2 --  b'non 1 47 c'no~), (32) 
Ad~ = a'(an~  --  bnon 2 + cno2), (33) 
Ad~ = aa'na 2 --  Alnon 3 -~ cc'no 2, (34) 
Ad~ = ac'n2 ~ --  A2n~n 24- ca'n1 ~, (35) 
Ad~z = c'(ana ~ -- bnan a 4- cnt2), (36) 
Ad~a = c(a'na ~ -- b'nzn z 4- c'nz 2) (37) 
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[for example, we obtain Eq. (32) for Ad~l A(mon * --  mlno) 2 upon multiplying 
(19) by nl 2, (23) by - -nonl,  (20) by n0 z, and then adding; the remainder are 
obtained similarly]. 
Gauss then proceeded to reason approximately as follows in the case R = 77 
[22, Art. 235]; his proof remains valid for R any PID of characteristic =~ 2, 
and requires the additional assumption that neither qx nor q~ is the form [0, 0, 0] L. 
To show that the ideal (diVRqz)(divRq'~) contains A, it suffices to show this ideal 
contains the quantities in (32) through (37) (since the d/2j generate the unit ideal); 
it thus suffices to show that this ideal contains A 1 and A 2 , since it contains all 
the products in (18). Now, R being a PID, let 
(digR qz)(divR qz) = dR 
with d in R; then d divides every product in (18), and our assumption that neither 
qx nor q~ is [0, 0, 0] implies 
divR qe =/= 0, divR q) =/= 0, d ~: 0. 
A1/d and A2/d are elements of the quotient field of R whose sum (cf. (27a)) 
A1/d + A~/d = bb'/d 
and product (we here use (30) and (31)) 
A~A2/d 2 = (b2b'2 _ 82)/4d 2 : b2(b '2 _ 3)/4d s + 8(b s --  8)/4d s 
= bSa'c'/d s + (b 's - -  4a'c') ac/d s 
both lie in R. Since R is integrally closed, A1/d and As/d lie in R, i.e., A~ and A s 
lie in (divRqz)(divRq'x). 
The preceding proof, that A~ and A s (and hence A) lie in the ideal (divRqz) 
(divRq~) , breaks down if R is not a PID. We may, in the general case, make use 
instead of the weaker fact that Aldo3 and Asdl2 lie in this ideal. Namely, we have 
the identities 
Aldls = a'bc' - -  ab'c, (38) 
Asdo3 = a'bc' + ab'c, (39) 
A~do~ = bb'do3 --  a'bc' - -  ab'c, (40) 
Asd~s = bb'dls -- a'bc' + ab'c. (41) 
Since, by (27a), A 1 + A2 = bb', to prove these four identities it suffices to 
verify (38) and (39), which we may do by direct substitution from (28), (29), 
and Definition 2.4; e.g., both sides of (38) then become 
moSmlnsns 2 - -  m2rr/82nOSnl - -  mo2m2rlln32 ~- mlma2no2ns  - -  momiSns2n 3 
@ m22m3~07/12 - - 2momll~13nonsn 3 -~- 2mom2m3nonln3 
@ 2momlmanlnS 2 - -  2mlm~2nonln3 -~- mom2SnlSna - -  mlSmsnon2 2 
- -  2momsm3nlSns @ 2ml~msnonsn~. 
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[Or again, if we are willing to first verify (30) and (31), we may instead reason 
as follows: since (38) and (39) amount o polynomial identities with integral 
coefficients in the entries m o , m 1 ,..., n a of Z', it suffices to prove them in the case 
R = 77, when they follow by dividing by 4 both sides of 
4A~da2 = (bb' + 8)(b' - -  b) = b(b '2 - -  8) - -  b'(b 2 - -  8) = 4a'bc' - -  4ab'c 
and of 
4Aedoa = (bb' - -  8)(b' 4- b) = b(b '2 - -  8) 4- b'(b 2 - -  8) = 4a'bc'  4- 4ab' c.] 
Let J be the ideal generated over R by 
then Eqs. (32) through (37), together with (40) and (41), show that 
AJ  C_ (div. qr)(digR q}). 
Since by hypothesis 2J is unimodular, there exist rij- in R with 
Z ,'.a. = 1. 
o<i<J~a 
Then 
1 = rljdi~ e J ,  
i.e., J = R, whence A belongs to (divRqz)(divaq~). 
The following six equations (due to Gauss, [22, Art. 235]): 
Bd~o~ = - -2aa 'mln  1 + ab'(monl + 
Bdge = - -2aa 'mzn ~ + ba'(mon 2 + 
Bdga = - -2aa 'man 3 + A l (mon 3 + 
Bd~2 = - -  2ac" m~n~ 4- A2(mln  ~ + 
Bd~8 = - -2ac '  man a + bc'(mlna 4- 
Bd~a : - -2ca 'man a 4- cb'(m2na 4- 
mlno) - -  2ac' mono , (42) 
m~no) - -  2ca'mono , (43) 
mzno) - -  2cc'mono , (44) 
m2n,) - -  2ca'rain 1 , (45) 
man1) - -  2cc 'mln l  , (46) 
man2) - -  2cc'm2n2 (47) 
together with (40) and (41) show similarly that B is in (divRq)(divRq'). Finally, 
that C is in (d ivRq)(d i%q' )  follows in the same way from (40), (41), and the six 
equations involving Cdgj obtained from Eqs. (32) through (37) upon applying 
them to the matrix 
__ nO) - - r t  3 ~ t~ 2 , n l  
27 o = ma,  - -m2,  - -ml ,  m0 
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in place of X. [Note that qx ° = [c, --b, a], q'zo = [c', --b', a'], Qr ° = [C, --B, A], 
AI(Xo) = AI(X),  A2(Xo) = A2(2J)] Thus, (divRq~)(divRq~) contains RA + 
RB 4- RC = div~Qz ; since we have already proved the converse inclusion, 
this completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remarh. Professor Andr6 Weil has obtained a much more elegant proof of 
Theorem 2.6, based on Dedekind's "narrow ideal class" approach to composition. 
His proof shows a bit more: Even if 2 is not unimodular, we still have 
divR Qx = (divn qx)(digR q})l 2, 
where I is the ideal generated by the 2 × 2 minors of Z'. Still another proof of 
Theorem 2.6 (assuming I = R) is indicated in the remark following Lemma 
4.14 below. 
We conclude this section with the following historical note, in which it is to 
be understood that all forms considered are over Z. 
Historical note. To the author's best knowledge, all that was known of the 
theory of composition of binary quadratic forms, prior to the work of Gauss in 
[22], consisted of the few isolated composition identities cited at the beginning 
of this section, together with some work of A.M. Legendre which will next be 
discussed. 
Dickson [15, Chap. III, Ref. 4], immediately after listing (2a) through (2c) 
together with their sources, cites Legendre as having proved in [27] the following 
result: 
(2e) I f  q = [a, b, c] and q' = [a', b', c'] are forms of the same discriminant 
~, and i f  a and a' are relatively prime, then there exists some composition identity 
transforming some form of discriminant ~ into the product of g and g'. 
Dickson only cites Legendre's statement and proof of (2e) in the case that b 
and b' are both even, but in fact Legendre [27] also gives a separate proof for 
the remaining case. 
However, in the present author's opinion, the contribution of Legendre in 
[27, Quatri+me partie, Sect. III] was on a much deeper level than simply that of 
establishing (2e), i.e., establishing the existence of certain compsition identities 
with preassigned q and q'; namely, the first edition of [27] was the earliest 
published work in which the possibility was recognized of utilizing the pheno- 
menon of composition identities for the purpose of constructing a binary operation 
on form-classes. 
This fact is a bit obscured by Legendre's terminology in [27], where the 
phrase "diviseur quadratique de la formule t24- au ~'' sometimes is to be 
interpreted as meaning a binary quadratic form of discriminant --4a equal to 
that of t z @ au ~, and sometimes i to be interpreted as meaning a weak form- 
class of that discriminant; also, Legendre's concept of composition of weak 
form-classes in [27] is nowhere stated explicitly in the form of a definition, 
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though what is meant becomes clear through a large number of numerical 
examples there given. 
For instance, ill subsection 373 [27] Legendre lists A ~- y2 4- 2yz + 42z 2, 
B = 2y 2+2yz+21z  2, C = 5y 2+6yz+ 10z ~, D = 3y 2 - -2yz+ 14z 2, 
E = 6y z 4- 2yz 4- 7z 2, as the five "diviseurs quadratiques" of the form t 2 4- 41u 2, 
by which he apparently means (though e nowhere mentions the notion of weak 
form-class) that these represent the five weak form-classes of discriminant 
equal to that of t 2 4- 41u2; he then gives a table containing all possible Legendre 
compositions of these weak form-classes, with such entries as 
= = etc  
The following expresses more formally the notion of composition which, 
apparently, Legendre had in mind: Let a and fi be weak form-classes which are 
of the same discriminant ~and which contain forms 
q = [a, b, c I and q' -: [a', b', c'], 
respectively, such that a and a' are relatively prime. (The latter condition, it may 
be shown, is equivalent to the condition that c~ and/3 be comaximal.) By (2c), 
there exist forms Q of discriminant ~which are transformable into the product 
of q and q'; Legendre correctly asserts that there exist at most two such"diviseurs 
quadratiques," i.e., that the set of all such Q consists of at most two weak 
form-classes (though he only proves this fact in the special case for which 
a and a' are both prime numbers); the two-valued symbol c~ is then used to 
denote ither of the two weak form-classes containing such forms Q. 
Suppose that q and q' are comaximal forms of the same discriminant ~, and 
that the form Q is transformed into the product of q and q' by the substitution 
associated with the matrix 27. Using Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.5, it is easy 
to show that Q has discriminant S if and only if 27 is unimodular. It follows 
immediately that (although neither X nor its unimodularity is mentioned in 
Legendre's discussion), the two-valued composition of Legendre is indeed that 
arising from the "Legendre composite" of Definition 2.1 upon passing to weak 
form-classes (and restricting to pairs which are eomaximal and have the same 
discriminant). 
Let us next compare the composition theory of Legendre (first published [27] irl 
1798) with that of Gauss (first published [22] in 1801). In contrast to Legendre's 
extremely sketchy treatment, Gauss' theory is developed in [22] with perfect 
mathematical rigor and overwhelming mathematical power, the group properties 
(an astonishingly modern touch) are established, the celebrated Duplication 
Theorem is proved, and applications of the theory are developed. Moreover, 
in itself, the Gaussian composition of proper form-classes lies on a much deeper 
level than Legendre's two-valued composition of weak form-classes; there is no 
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nontrivial way of improving the latter to obtain the former, a fact which con- 
stitutes an important and characteristic peculiarity of the whole subject. (The 
forgoing is to be understood as written, not in depreciation of Legendre's 
ingenious work, but rather in awe of Gauss'.) It seems difficult to tell whether 
Gauss was acquainted, when developing his own theory of composition, with 
the work of Legendre; in the preface to [22], Gauss wrote; "Since this book," 
i.e., Legendre's [27], "came to my attention after the greater part of my work 
was in the hands of the publishers, I was unable to refer to it in analogous parts 
of my book. I felt obliged, however, to add some observations in an Appendix 
and I trust that this understanding and illustrious man will not be offended"; 
the added observations mentioned eal only with topics other than composition, 
however. Gauss also asserts, at the beginning of [22, Art. 234]: "..., we will go on 
to another very important subject, the composition of forms. Thus far no one 
has considered this point." 
So much for the historical relationship between Legendre's concept of com- 
position and that of Gauss; the mathematical relationship is as follows. Let us 
say that two proper form-classes a and fi are weakly equivalent if one (hence 
every) form in a is weakly equivalent to one (hence every) form in ft. I f  we define 
the opposite of a proper form-class ~ to be the proper form-class 
~o!o : {[a, --b, c] : [a, b, c] ~ ~} 
and note that 
[a, - -b,  c] = [a, b, c] o (0, - -  ' (10 --, 
it is readily seen that the only proper form-classes weakly equivalent o a are 
c~ and c~Op, and that the weak form-class containing a is a U c~op. Also, noting 
that if the unimodular matrix 
x : (mo,ml ,m~,ms)  
\ n o , n 1 , n2 ,  n3 
exhibits [A, B, C] as a Gaussian composite of [a, b, c] and [a', b', c'], then the 
unimodular matrix 
ng 0 ,  - -m 1~ - -m 2 ,  m3'  ~ 
! - -n  o ~ n I ~ n 2 , - -n  3 
exhibits [A, --B, C] as the Gaussian composite of [a, --b, c] and [a', --b', c'], it 
follows that 
(+lOop = (++op)(/+op). 
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Hence, given two weak form-classes c~ k) s°p and/3 k)/3op which are comaximal 
and of the same discriminant, ~and/3 denoting proper form-classes, the four 
composite proper-form-classes 
make up (at most) two weak form-classes 
which are readily proved to be the two Legendre composites of ~ k9 c~op and 
fi u flop. Thus, the composition ofGauss is not compatible with weak equivalence, 
and gives rise to a "two-valued binary binary operation" upon passing to weak 
form-classes, which is the composition of Legendre. 
In [6], Bourbaki makes the interesting point that (except for the usual binary 
operations on numbers) the composition of proper form-classes and the multi- 
plication of permutations were the earliest sources of the basic abstract algebraic 
concept of a "loi de composition." However, the following inaccuracy occurs in 
Bourbaki's discussion of this topic, which (considering the respect in which 
Bourbaki's texts are justly held) would seem worth correcting. Bourbaki asserts 
[6, p. 153]: "Lagrange avait d6fini, dans l'ensemble des formes de m~me dis- 
criminant, une relation d'6quivalence (*), et avait, d'autre part d6montr6 une 
identitfi qui fournissait, dans cet ensemble, une loi de composition commuta- 
tive (non partout dfifinie); partant de ces rfisultats, Gauss montre que cette loi 
est compatible (au sens de Section 4) avec la relation d'6quivalence pr6c6dente 
(V, t. 1, p. 272): (sOn volt par la~, dit-il alors, ~(ce qu'on doit entendre par 
une classe composde de deux ou de plusieurs classes)?' The notation (*)here refers 
to a footnote in which the "relation d'dquivalence" is identified as proper 
equivalence. 
If Bourbaki's assertion were correct, Gauss' contribution to the definition of 
composition would consist merley of a simple insight which completed a con- 
struction already more than half performed by Lagrange. This contradicts the 
assertion of Gauss [22, Art. 234] in which he specifically says if his theory of 
composition of forms, "Thus far no one has considered this point." In fact, 
the assertion of Bourb~i just quoted is in error in the following four respects: 
(a) The only concept of equivalence ofbinary quadratic forms available to 
Lagrange was that of weak equivalence; proper equivalence first appeared in the 
literature in Gauss [22]. In discussing the work of Lagrange and Legendre on 
quadratic forms, Gauss asserted [22, Art. 222]: "Thus far no one," i.e., no one 
before Gauss, "has used the distinction between proper and improper equi- 
valence, but it is a very effective instrument for more subtle investigations." 
(b) To the present author's best knowledge, there exists in the literature 
no binary operation ("loi de composition") of the sort mentioned by Bourbaki 
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on the set of forms over 7/of a given diseriminant. Rather, there is the ternary 
relation given by Definition 2.2 
Q is a Gaussian composite of q and q' 
which only upon passage to proper form-classes yields the binary operation 
(clsq)(cls q') = elsQ. 
(c) The composition identity used by Gauss to compose proper form- 
classes is not Lagrange's identity (2d), but rather the composition identity of 
Gauss given in Theorem 2.2. Legendre [27] used the earlier identity (2b) in 
constructing his two-valued composite of weak form-classes. Perhaps what 
Bourbaki has in mind was this: Lagrange's identity (2d) may be regarded (and 
essentially was so regarded by Lagrange himself) as expressing the identity 
Nrne/r(xy ) = (NmE/vx)(NmE/Fy) 
for quadratic field-extensions E/F, and in a sense this norm-identity explains 
the phenomenon of the existence of composition identities for binary quadratic 
forms. However, it was not until 1871 that an alternative definition of composition 
of proper form-classes was published, developed by Dedekind [18, Suppl. X] 
on the basis of this approach (this, at any rate, being the earliest such reference 
given in [15]). 
(d) So far as the present author has been able to ascertain, (2d) and its 
derivation are the only contribution to the theory of composition of binary 
quadratic forms contained in the collected works of Lagrange (unless one wishes 
to include in this context certain relevant contributions by Lagrange to the 
general theory of binary quadratic forms over 2, such as the concepts of dis- 
eriminant and weak equivalence). 
Actually, Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 do not do full justice to Gauss' original con- 
struction in [22], which we shall conclude this historical note by discussing. 
Let q and q' be binary quadratic forms of nonzero discriminant, and let Q be a 
Legendre composite of q and q' in the sense of Definition 2.1, i.e., let Q be 
transformed into the product of q and q' by the substitution given by a 2 × 4 
unimodular matrix 27. By Theorem 2.2, there exist rational numbers r and r' 
such that 
t t e qz=rq,  qx~-rq ,  Qz=rr'Q. 
In such a situation, Gauss then says [22, Art. 235] that Q is composed ofq and q', 
directly or inversely of q (or of q') according as r (or r', respectively) is positive 
or negative. Also, in [22], when Gauss says simply that a form is composed of 
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two others, this is to be interpreted in Arts. 235-239 as meaning that it is a 
"Legendre compositC' of the two others, in the sense of Def. 2.1, while from 
Art. 240 onwards this is rather to be interpreted as meaning that it is composed 
directly of each of the two others. 
We shall here find it convenient to say that a form Q is an extended Gaussian 
composite of forms q and q' if Q is composed irectly of q and directly of q'. 
This notion passes over to a binary operation on proper form-classes; if c~ and 1~ 
are proper form-classes, the ratio of whose nonzero discriminants i the square 
of a rational number, then Gauss proved that the set of all extended Gaussian 
composites of a form in c~ with a form in fl is a proper form-class, which Gauss 
called the composite of ~ and/?, but which (to avoid conflict with Definition 2.3) 
will here be called the extended composite of ~ and /3. Thus, Gauss' original 
construction achieves more than do Definitions 2.2 and 2.3; Gauss' construction 
applies to any pairs of forms of form-classes the ratio of whose nonzero dis- 
criminants is a perfect square, while Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 only apply to co- 
maximal pairs which are of the same discriminant, and (if this discriminant is
nonzero) they arise from Gauss' construction by restriction of the domain of 
definition. 
There are several alternative ways to define the two concepts "Gaussian 
composite of two forms," "composite of two form-classes" besides the one given 
in this section. (For instance, there is the method of "united forms," due to 
Dirichlet and Dedekind: If  a and c~' are comaximal proper form-classes of the 
same discriminant, it may be proved that there exist integers a, a', b, c with 
g.c.d. (a ,a ' ,b)  = 1, [a ,b ,a 'c]6~,  [a',b, ae]~c~' 
and then it follows from Example 7 that the composite ~/3 is the class of [aa', b, c].) 
At any rate, once these two concepts have been defined, it is easy to define 
directly in terms of them the two extended concepts of the preceding paragraph. 
Namely, given two binary quadratic forms q and q', the ratio of whose nonzero 
discriminants i the square of a rational number, it is easy to show there exist 
unique positive rational numbers r and r' such that rq and r'q' are comaximal 
forms of the same discriminant; then Q is an extended Gaussian composite 
of q and q', if and only if rr'Q is a Gaussian composite of rq and r'q'. For instance, 
since by Example 6, [1, 1, 6] is a Gaussian composite of [2, 1, 3] and [2, --1, 3], 
it follows (with r = ½, r '=  ½) that [10, 10, 60] z is an extended Gaussian 
composite of [10, 5, 15] z and [4, --2, 6] L. 
This extension of Definitions 2.2 and 2.3, though extremely simple once 
Definition 2.2 is available, seems too intimately connected with special properties 
of the ring Z to be suitable (as Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 are) for generalization to
a wide class of rings; not only does this extension use the fact 7/is a PID, but it 
also makes apparently essential use of the ordering on 7/. Note also that this 
extension is not needed for the definition of the Gaussian groups G(3) (cf. 
Theorem 2.3). 
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In [9, pp. 163-166], Butts and Estes discuss, in this connection, possible 
substitutes over commutative domains for the requirement "r and r' are positive" 
in the preceding discussion; there seems to be no obvious natural condition 
generalizing this. A theory of extended composition over the ring 2~ [i] was 
given by Smith in [3, pp. 423-427]. Butts and Pall, in [10], discuss ome number- 
theoretical applications of extended compsition over 77. 
It should be remarked that all binary quadratic forms considered by Gauss 
in [22] are required to have an even middle coefficient. This has no essential 
effect on the considerations of the present section, except hat the set of groups 
G(~) given by Theorem 2.3 properly contains the set of groups which arise 
working under this limitation. 
Finally, note that if 3 is negative, the composition groups G(3) of Theorem 2.3 
contain negative-definite as well as positive-definite form-classes. This is in 
conflict with the usual convention, which is to consider the subgroup G+(~) 
consisting of only the positive-definite form-classes in G(3). However, G(3) 
seems more suitable for generalization to larger classes of rings, and indeed, 
all the recent generalizations [8, 9, 25, 28] reduce to G(~) when the ring is 7/. 
The relation between G(~) and G+(~) is in any event a simple one: It is easy 
to show that G(6) is the direct sum of its subgroup G+(8) and a subgroup 
isomorphic to 2~ z (consisting of the identity element of G(8) and its negative). 
3. FORMS OF TYPE ~- AND R-ORIENTED R~'-MODULES 
Throughout this section, R will denote a fixed ring on which 2 is not a zero- 
divisor; i.e., such that 2R = 1R @ 1R is not a zero-divisor in R. The objects of 
the binary operation "composition" to be defined in this section and the next 
are oriented binary Lagrangian quadratic forms over R and their form-classes; 
these will be referred to simply as "forms" and "form-classes." 
Note that 2 is not a zero-divisor on R, if and only if, for every maximal ideal 
M of R, 2 is not a zero-divisor on R M ; note also that then 2R is not a zero- 
divisor on any projective R-module P. An equation such as q = ½p (p and q in P) 
will then mean 2q = p, and will be satisfied by a unique q i fp is in 2P. 
DEFINITION 3.1. By a form-type over R will be meant an ordered pair 
= (~, ~) 
in R × (R/2R) satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1.13, i.e., such that with 
Sq defined by 
Sq: R/2R --~ R/4R, r 4- 2R ~-~ r2 q- 4R 
6o7/36[r-4 
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we have 
Sq(~r) =- 8 -~ 4R. (1) 
A form (or form-class, or numerical L form) over R of discriminant g and parity 
7r will be said to be of type "r. The class of all forms of type ~-, and the supclass 
consisting of all primitive such forms, are then both nonempty; we denote these 
classes by FR(r) and PFR(-r), respectively. Similarly, we denote by CR(~) and 
PCR(-r) the collection of all form-classes of type ~-, and the collection of all 
primitive such form-classes, respectively. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to define a binary operation, compo- 
sition, on the forms in PF~(.r), which passes over to a group operation on the 
form-classes in PCR('r). This operation will also be defined for certain comaximal 
pairs of forms in FRO-). In this section, we shall show that every form of type ~- 
is associated with a module over a certain extension ring R~- of R; composition 
is then (partially) given by @R,. 
I f  r = (8, 7r) is a form-type over R and f: R --~ S is a ring-homomorphism, 
the form-type ~-I over S is well defined by 
r = (3, b q- 2R) ~ T z = (f(8),f(b) + 23) 
and we then have maps 
FR(r ) --~ Fs(rr) , y ~ yf,  (2a) 
PFR(r) --* PFs(r~), 7' ~-~ Yl, (2b) 
CR('r) ~ Cs(~'s), cls y ~-~ cls y j ,  (2c) 
PCR(~) --> PCs('O), cls y ~-~ cls ~,~ (2d) 
induced by f (cf. Definition 1.8 and Lemma 1.11 (ii)). In the special ease when M 
is a prime ideal of R and f is the canonical map R --+ RM, we also denote ~-s by 
~'M • Note that the form y over R is of type ~, if and only if, for every maximal 
ideal M of R, 7M is of type TM • 
For the remainder of this section, -r = ( 8, rr) will denote a fixed form-type over R. 
For every b in or, i.e., such that b -4- 2R ~ ~r, there is a unique c(b) in R such 
that the numercialL form [1, b, c(b)] L is of type ~-, i.e., such that b 2 --  4c(b) = 3; 
by (1), and since 2 is not a zero-divisor on R, c(b) is well defined by 
c(b) =(b 2 -  3)/4. (3) 
We now define R(r, b) to be the ring 
R(z, b) = R[X]/ (X 2 ÷ bX q- c(b)) = R[~b] (4) 
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with ab the residue class of X, and every element of R identified with its residue 
class. R(r,  b) does not essentially depend on the choice of representative b for 
the element ~r of R/2R;  if also 
b' =b+2rE*r  ( r inR) ,  
then 
f (b ,  b'): R(-c, b) -+ R(z,  b'), r a + r2% ~-~ r~ + r2(a V + r) (q  and r~ in R) (5) 
is readily seen to be an R-algebra-isomorphism. We identity the various rings 
R(% b) by means of these isomorphisms, and denote the resulting ring by R~-. 
Thus, (5) may now be written 
c rb=%,+r  if b' ~b@2rwi thr inR .  (6) 
(In more detail: (5) gives rise to an equivalence relation on the disjointified 
union of all R(r,  b) (b ~ ~r), and the elements of RT are the equivalence classes 
with respect o this relation; % now denotes the equivalence class containing 
the old a b ; we identify each element of R with its image in R~-.) 
R~- is free over R on 1 and a~ ; hence, 2 is not a zero-divisor on R~-. It follows 
from (6) that the rank 2 R-orientation 
e, = 1 ^  ~ (7) 
of Rr  is independent ofthe choice ofb in 7r. Similarly, (6) implies that the element 
(6t/z} in R~- defined by 
(31/2} = b + 2a0 (8) 
is independent of the choice of b in 7r. Clearly, 
ab 2 +bav  -4- c(b) = O, (9) 
whence ((61/~}) 2 ~ b 2 --  4c(b) = 3. It follows from (9) that if we define 6b to be 
--b --  ab, we have 
X 2 + bX @ c(b) = (X  - -  %) (X  - -  5b). 
I f  b is in 7r and 
s =r~+r2% (r aandr  2 inR)  
is any element of R~-, we define the conjugate ~ and norm Nms of s by 
= rl + r~Sb = (rl - -  br2) - -  r2eo, 
Nms ~- s~ = rl 2 - -  brir 2 -t- c(b)rz2. 
(lO) 
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It is readily verified that these are indePendent of the choice of b in 7r, and that 
s-+ ~ is an R-algebra-automorphism of R% hence, that Nm is a multiplicative 
map from R~- into R, i.e., 
Nm(slse) = (NmSl~(Nmse) (all sl, s z in R). 
(This is essentially Lagrange's identity, i.e., (2d) of Section 2.) In addition, 
Nm is a Lagrangian quadratic form on R~- over R and gives rise to the following 
important form of type ~-. 
DEFINITION 3.2. We denote by ~(~-) the form (R-c, E,, Nm). 
Remarks. Here E, is given by (7). It follows from (3) and (10) that ,(~-) is in 
PFR('r ). ,(-r) will play the role of identity element for composition of forms of 
type ~-. 
Let us note the effect on the preceding constructions of a change of rings: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S (as well as R) be a ring on which 2 is not a zero-divisor, 
and let f: R--+ S be a ring-homomorphism. There is then a unique ring-homo- 
morphism 
f~ : R ,  --~ S-c I
such that 
L(r l  @ re% ) = f(r l)  + f(re)¢f(~) (for all r 1 and r e in R, b in 7r). (11) 
f~ restricted to R is f ,  and for every s in R-r, L (s) has conjugate L(~ ) and norm 
f ( Nms). 
There is a natural S-algebra-isomorphism 
(12) 
which is, moreover, a proper equivalence over S from (~(r))~ to ,('rl), and maps 
(<al/~>)~ into <a~/e>. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
The assertions made in the course of the following key definition are justified 
below in Proposition 3.2. 
DUFINITION 3.3. Let 7 -~ (P, E, q) be a form of type ~. There exists a 
unique R-endomorphism T(y) of P such that 
Pl ^ ( T(y)P2) = Bq(pl @ p2)e (all Pl and P2 in P). (13) 
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For b in 7r; i 
T~b,) = }(T(~,)± b lap) . . . .  
defines an R-endomorphism of P (i.e. T(y) -- b Ide maps P into 2P). We may 
define on P the structure of an Rz-module by letting To(y ) be multiplication by eb 
on P, i.e., by the formula 
(ra + rz~o)p = rap 4- r, Tb(v)p (r i and r2 in R, p in P). 
This R'r-module (which is independent of the choice of b in ~r) will be denoted by 
e~. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose R is the field N of real numbers, P = a s, e = (1) ^  (0) 
and q is the Euclidean metric (~) ~-~ x 2 -}- y2. Here R/2R is the zero ring, 8 = --4. 
We may take b = O, c(b) = 1; then 
aT= a[x] / (x2 + 1) = c ,  % = 1. 
It  is readily seen, using the equations 
! 
~(Xa. x2) ^  ~(Ya. Y2) = (xaY2 - -  x2y~)~ 
Bo(~(~. ~,) ® ~(Ya. Y2)). 
= (X 1 4- y l )  2 4- (X2 -1- y2) 2 - -  (Xl 2 @ X22) - (ya 2 @- 233) = 2(x ly  a -j- x2Y2) 
that (13)ha s the unique solution 
T(Y)+(Ya ,Y2) = t(--2Y2 , 2Ya) 
whence ~2 is given the C-module structure 
i*(Y!, Y2)= To(y)~(Yl, Yz) - - ( - -Ye ,  Yl). 
This is exactly the usual C-module structur e on R ~ associated with the Argand 
diagram, in which • ~(Ya ,Y2) is identified with Yi ~ iy2. Note the role played 
by the orientation e; if we were only given a two-dimensional Euclidean space 
(P, q), it would be impossible Uniquely to specify multiplication by % as a 
counterclockwise rotation by a right angle. 
Remark. The motivation for Definition 3.3 was as follows: Suppose P is free, 
! t t say on {el, e~} with e 1 ^  e2 = E; there are then a, b ,.e in R with 
q(xez 4- ye2) = a' x 2 + b' xy 4- c' y" (all x, y in R). 
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We wish to extend the given R-module structure on P to 
structure, i.e., to define an R-homomorphism 
¢: R~- @R P--~ P, s @ p ~--~ sp. 
Consider the L-quadratic forms over R, 
Nm: x + ycf~ ~ x ~ -- bxy + c(b)y ~ on R% 
q: xel z_ ye2 ~ a,x ~ + b'xy + c' y ~ on P. 
We have the composition identity (transforming q into (Nm) (q)) 
with 
(x ~ -- bxy + c(b)y2)(a'x ~+ b'x'y' + c'y '2) = a 'X  2 + b 'XY  @ e' y2 
an R~--module 
X = xx' -- ½(b + b')yx' -- c'yy', 
Y = xy' + a'yx' + ½(b' -- b)yy'. 
(Recall that b' + 2R = b + 2R = ~r.) This suggests as a distinguished candidate 
for ~b the R-homomorphism 
(X @ yg) @ (x'e I @ y'e~) -+ Xe 1 + Ye S 
and Definition 3.3 was obtained by concocting an equivalent basis-free way of 
stating this choice for ¢ (el. also Proposition 3.2, Corollary 3 below). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let y = (P, g, q) lie in FR('r ). The G-quadratic form Bq 
on P over R induces an R-homomorphism 
~q : P --~ P*, Pl ~+ (P2 ~ B~(Pl @ P~)). 
With )t, denoting the R-isomorphism P ~ P* of Definition 1.7, let 
T(y) = - -a2  o . .  ; (14) 
then T(7 ) is the unique R-homomorphism P---~ P satisfying (13). I f  b is in % 
T(7,) --  b Idp maps P into 2P; since 2R is not a zero-divisor on P, there is thus a 
umque R-homomorphism Tb(7): P --~ P such that 
2Tb(y) = T(r) -- b Idp (15) 
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and Tb(7) then satisfies 
[Tb(7)] ~ + bTb(r) + e(b) lap = 0. 
Proof. First verifying that/zq and A~, and so T(7 ) as defined by (14), behave 
well under localization (cf. Lelnma 1.7), we may employ the usual localization 
argument to reduce to the case when P is free over R. Thus, we may now assume: 
P is free over R on {el, e2} , and for some a', b', and c' in R, 
el ^ e 2 ~ e, q(xle I -~- x2e2) ~_- a'xx2 + b'xzx2 + c,x22 for all x 1 and x 2 in R. (16) 
Let {el* , %*} be the dual basis for P* and suppose that 
Pa = xlel + x2e2 , P~ = ylel + y2e~ (xi and Yl in R). 
Then 
Pl ^ P2 ~ (xlY2 --  x~yl)e, (17) 
A*(Pl) -~ - -x2ef / -  x le~,  (18) 
Bq(Pl @/)2) ~- 2a'xlYl -~ b'(xly2 + x2yl) + 2c'x~y~ (19) 
(using Eq. (19) of Section l) whence 
tLq(pl) = (2a' x~ + b' x2)e* + (b" xa + 2c" x2)e*, (20) 
T(~)Pl ~- --(b'xa + 2c'x2)el + (2a'xl + b'x~)e2. (21) 
Using these formulas, we readily verify that T(y) = --A~-I o/~q is the unique 
solution to (13). Since 
b' + 2R = ~r(y) = ~r -~ b + 2R, i.e., b ~ b' (rood 2R), 
it follows that (T(7) -- b Idp)pl is in 2P, and is twice the following element of P: 
Tb(y)pa = --(½(b' + b)xl + c'x~)e~ + (a' x 1 + ½(b' - -  b)x2)e2 . (22) 
T~(y) is thus represented with respect o the free basis {el, e~} for P by the matrix 
~C t 
It is readily verified that 
M ~ + bM + c(b)I2 = [k(b '~ - -  b 2) --  a'c' + c(b)]l 2 
which is 0 since 





[Tb(V)] 2 + bTb(y) @ c(b)Idp = 0. 
Let the free form ~ = (P, E, q) over R of type . = (3, ~r) be 
represented by [a', b', c'] L with respect o the properly oriented free basis {el, e2} 
(cf. Definition 1.10) and let b E % then 
%(xle 1 -+- x~e2) = --[½(b' + b)xl + ex2]e I -~- [ax 1 -~ ½(b t - -  b)x2]e2 , 
.i 
i.e., 
abe I = --½(b' + b)e 1 - /aez ,  %e2 = cel + ½(b' -- b)e2. 
Proof. This is just 22), which was proved under exactly these hypotheses. 
COROLLARY 2. The RT-module structure (R,)d,) on R-r associated with the 
form 
,('r) : -  (R'r, 1 ^  %,  Nm) 
of Definition 3.2 is the usual one (i.e., the module product Sl " s is the ring product). 
Proof. By (10), (16)holds with 
e 1 : -1 ,  e 2=a~,  a '= 1, b '=- -b ,  c' =c(b) .  
Applying (9) and (22) we obtain 
T0(,(.))(xl + x~%) = --c(b)x~ + (xl - -  bx2)~ = ~(~ + ,2~), 
i.e., the multiplication Tb(~(z)) by ab on the R.-module (R.)~(.) coincides with 
the multiplication by ab in the ring Rz. 
COROLLARY 3. Let ~ = (P, ~, q) be a form of type ~; then 
q(sp) -- (Nms)q(p) (all s in R:~', p in P) 
(the product sp being taken in the sense of the R.r-module P~). 
Proof. Using the method of localization, we may assume that P is free over 
R on {e 1 , e~) and that (16) holds. If 
q = x + y%,  p : x'e 1 + y'e2 (x, y, x', y' in R), 
then using (22) we see that qp =- Xe 1 -I- Ye~ with ! 
X : xx' - -  ½(b + b')yx' - -  c'yy', 
Y = xy" + a'yx' -~ {(b' - -b )yy '  
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and we must then prove that 
a 'X  2 4- b 'XY  4- c 'Y  2 ~ (x 2 -- bxy 4- c(b)y~)(a'x '~4- b'x'y' 4- c'y'Z). 
This follows from Gauss' Composition identity (Proposition 2.4) applied to the 
2 × 4 matrix 
X = (10: 0,--½(b 4- b'), - -c '  ) 
1, a', ½(b'-- b). 
over R (also using the fact that b '2 --  4a' c' -~ ~ = b 2 --  4c(b). 
LEMMA 3.3'. Let y = (P, ~, q) be a form of type r over R. 
(i) I f  T is a proper R-equivalence from ~ to ~' = (P', ~', q'), then T: P~ 
( P'),, is an Rr-isomorphism. 
(ii) Let f: R --~ S be a ring-homomorphism, and assume 2 is also not a zero- 
divisor on S. (cf. Lemma 3.1 for the meaning off ,  and f i )  
[Tb(?')]l = T~(b)(yf), 
or equivalently, 
(eP)s = f~(e)P~ (~ in Rr, p in P). 
This conclusion may also be stated in the following form: the identity map on 1)I is 
a f~-homomorphism from the (Rr)s-module (P~)I to the Srfmodule (Ps),~. 
Pro@ Straightforward. 
We next examine the conditions for an R~--module to be of the form P~ ; 
These results will not be used in Section 4 of the present paper. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let R be a subring of S (with 1R ~ ls). By a rank n R- 
oriented S-module will be meant an ordered pair (P, e) where P is an S-module 
which, when considered as an R-module, has the rank n R-orientation e; we then 
say P is a rank n R-orientable S-module. I f  (P, e) and (P', e') are two rank n 
R-oriented S-modules, a map T: P--~ P '  will be called an R-oriented S-iso- 
morphism if T is both an S-isomorphism and an R-oriented R-isomorphism. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A rank 2 R-orientable R~--module P (or a rank 2 R-oriented 
Rr-module (P, e)) will be called compatible i f  for one (and hence all) b in ~r 
the R-endomorphism 
ab(P): P---~ P, p ~ crop 
has characteristic polynomial X 2 4- bX  4- c(b) over R (cf. Eq. (3) and Definition 
1.7), i.e., has the same characteristicpolynomial over R as %(RT). 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let f: R ~ S be a ring-homomorphism, S a ring on which 2 is not 
a zero-divisor, P a compatible R-orientable Rr-module; then PI is a compatible 
S-orientable Srs-module. An R-orientable R-r-module P is compatible, if and only 
if, for every maximal ideal M of R, the R~t-orientable RM'CM-module, PM is com- 
patible. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. (a) I f7  = (P, e, q) is in FR(-c), then (P~ , e) is a compatible 
rank 2 R-oriented R~-module. 
(b) Let b lie in ~r. A rank 2 R-orientable R-r-module P is compatible if and 
only if trR ~b(P) --b. 
(c) A rank 2 R-orientable R-r-module P is compatible if P is a faithful 
R.r-module (i.e., if no nonzero element of R-r annihilates P). 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.4, we may reduce by localization to the case: 
P is free over R on {el, e2}. 
Let b lie in ~-. 
(Ad a) We may assume  z ^ e~ = e. For some a', b', and c' in R, 
q(xle 1 + x2ee) = a' x l  2 @ b'xlx 2 + c'x~  (all x l ,  x2 in R) 
and, therefore, b'~ -- 4a'c' = b ~ --  4c(b), b ~ b' (rood 2R). By Definition 3.3, 
ab(P~) = Tv(v), which was seen (under the present hypotheses) in the proof 
of Proposition 3.2 to be represented with respect o the free basis {el, e2} over R 
by the matrix 
(--½(b'a,+ b), --c' 
½(b' -- b)) 
This matrix has trace --b and determinant 
k(b 2 -b  '2) + a'c' : ¼(6 2 - (b  '2 -4a 'c ' ) )  = ~[b e - (b  2 -4c(b) ) ]  =c(b)  
and, hence, characteristic polynomial X ~ ~- bX + c(b); hence, so does %(P~) 
over R. 
(Ad b) XR(%(P)(X) = X 2 -  (trR ab(P) )X+ detRab(P), by Proposition 
1.6, so it suffices to show 
trRab(e ) ~- --b ~ detR%(P ) = c(b). 
Suppose %(P) is represented with respect o the free basis {e 1 , e2} by the matrix 
( s l ' s2 )  
tl , t2 
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over R. Equation (9) implies that [%(p)]2 4- ba~(P) q- c(b Id~ = 0, so 
t2! t~) 4- c(b) (10: 01) \0,(0' 010] 
and, therefore, (equating the upper left-hand entries of both sides of the pre- 
ceding equation) 
sl ~ 4- s2t 1 4- bs 1 4- c(b) -~ O. 
Hence, if 
then 
trR as(P) = sl 4- t2 = --b, 
--c(b) = st ~ + s2t 1 + (- -s 1 --  t2)s 1 = s2t I - -  Slt2, 
i.e., c(b) = det R as(P). 
(Ad c) As was just noted, 
[%(p)]2 _}_ b%(P) 4- e(b) Idp = 0 
while by Proposition 1.6, 
Hence, 
[%(p)]2 _ [trR %(p)]eb(p) 4- [det R %(p)] Id.  = 0. 
[b + tr R as(P)]ab(P) 4- [c(b) -- det R as(P)] Idp = 0, 
i°e.~ 
[(b + tr R %(P))% 4- (c(b) --  det n ab(P)Jp = 0 (all p in P). 
Hence, if P is a faithful Rr-module, 
b 4- tr R as(P ) = c(b) --  det R as(P ) = 0 
so P is compatible. 
COROLLARY. I f  P is a rank 2 R-orientable invertible Rr-module, then P is 
compatible. 
Proof. P is locally R~--isomorphic to R-r, hence, faithful over RT. 
The following counterexamples show directions in which Proposition 3.5 
cannot be immediately strengthened. 
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EXAMPLE 1. This example shows not every rank 2 R-orientable Rr-Inodule 
is compatible: R ~ 2, r = (4, 2Z), P = 2~ 2 with P given the structure of a 
module over Rr by the equation 
(m @ n%)p = (m + n)p (m and n in Z, p in 7/2). 
Note that (with b = 0) tr R %(P) = 2 va --b; thus, P is  not compatible. 
EXAMPLE 2. Another example, which is not compatible ven though %(P) 
has the "correct" determinant c(b) over R: R = 7/9, r = (0, 2779), P = (779)z, 
with an Rr-module structure on P given by %p = 3p (all p in P). 
EXAMPLE 3. R = 7/15, 7 = (P, a, q) with P = (7/15) 2, E = (01) A (10) and 
((> = q 
Here 8 = {9}, R/2R is the zero ring; we may pick b to be,0, and then multipli- 
cation by % on P~ is given by the matrix 
{o}, 
{3}, {0}! 
so that 5% annihilates P. Thus, the compatible module P~ is not faitful. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let FOrR(r ) denote the class of all compatible rank 2 R- 
oriented Rr-modules; then the map 
O(r): fR(r) --+fOr.(r), y = (p,e,  q)~-~ (P~, e) 
is a bijection. 
Proof. We construct an inverse map 
FOr ( ) 
to 0 as follows. Let (P, ~) be a compatiblerank 2 R-oriented Rr-module. Motivated 
by Eq. (13) (with Tb(7) multiplication by % and T(y) = 2Tb(y) + b Idp multi- 
plication by b -[- 2%) we define (for any b in ~r) 
B(P, ~) = B: P @R P-+ R 
by 
B(p 1 @ p~)e = Pl ^ ((b + 2ab)p~) (all p,  and P2 in P). (23) 
To prove that 0 is a bijection, it will suffice to prove the following statement: 
(a) 
(b) 
maps P into 2R; 
(c) The form 
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B, as defined by (23), is a Gaussian quadratic form on P over R; 
The~ associated L quadratic form qs on P over R (cf. Definition 1.3) 
¢(P, () = (P, ~, ½qs(e,~)) (24) 
of type ~. 
Namely, these being proved, we have available the map ¢ given by (24), which 
is easiIy verified to be inverse to 0. 
The statements (a), (b), and (c) localize well; thus, it suffices to prove than 
under the additional assumption: 
P is free over R on {el, e2} with e 1 ^  e2 = E. 
Let be lie in ~r. There are then elements  I , se, t 1 , t 2 in R with 
abet = slel @ s~.e2, %e2 = tlet -7 t~e~. (25) 
Suppose 
Pl = xlel -7 x~e2 , P2 ~ Ylel @ y2e2 , 
then it readily follows from (23) and (25) that 
B(Pl @P2) = 2s2xlYl -7 (2t~ -7 b)xly 2 --  (2s~ -7 b)x~y~ --  2qx2y 2 . (26) 
To  prove (a), i.e., to show that 
2t~ -7 b ~ --(2 h -7 b) (27) 
it suttices to note that, P being by hypothesis compatible, the matrix 
(,,) 
t l ,  t2 
representing %(p) with respect to the free basis {el, e2} , has trace --b and 
determinant c(b), i.e., 
sl -7 t 2 • --b, sit2 --  s2t~ = c(b) (28) 
which clearly implies (27). Noting also that thus, both sides of (27) equal 
tz -- s 1 , we have 
B(p~ @P2) = 2s2xly~ + (t2 s~)(xly 2 -7 xayl) - -  2tlx2y 2 
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which immediately ields (b) and the formula 
q(Pl) = s2xl ~ + (t2 - -  sl)xlxe - -  tlx22 
for q ~ ½qB(P.,). Finally, (c) follows from the facts that (using (3) and (28)) 
3(q) -- (t z --  sa) z + 4s2t I : (t 2 + s~) z -- 4(sf12 -- s2t~) : b ~ -- 4c(b) = ~, 
• r (q ) -~t ,~- -s  1+2R = t z+s l+2R=b+2R-~r .  
PROPOSITION 3.7. The map O(-r) of Proposition 3.6 is an isomorphism from the 
category of forms of type -r over R and natural equivalences over R into the category 
of compatible rank 2 R-oriented R'r-modules and R-oriented R-r-isomorphisms. 
O(-c) is natural in R in the following sense: 
Let f:  R --+ S be a ring-homomorphism, and suppose 2 is not a zero-divisor on S. 
Then there is a commutative diagram 
FR(-) :>  Fs(,~) 
0(7) I ~L O(~S) 
FOrR(-O ~ ~ FOrs(-~) 
where a is the map in (2a) and fi is defined in terms of the map f~ given by (11) as 
follows (el. Lemma (3.3): 
~(P, ~) = (P<r~>, ~3. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
4. COMPOSITION OF FORMS AND FORM-CLASSES OVER RINGS 
Throughout his section, as in Section 3 "form" and "form-class" will mean 
"oriented binary Lagrangian quadratic form" and "proper binary Lagrangian 
quadratic form-class," respectively; also, R will denote a ring on which 2 is 
not a zero-divisor. We shall denote by cls 7+ the form-class over R containing 
a given form 7 over R. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let 
y = (P, e, q), y' = (P', e', q') 
be two forms over R of the same type ~-; then the form 
~2 = (P, ~, q) 
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over R will be called a semi-composite of 7 and 7' if it satisfies the following three 
conditions: 
(i) ~ is of type ~. 
(ii) The R~--module P9 (cf. Definition 3.3) coincides with P~ @R~ P~, • 
(iii) For all p ib P and p'  in P' ,  the element p @R, P', which lies in 
P~ @n~P~,  and hence by (ii) in fi, satisfies 
q(P @R~P') = q(P) q'(P'). (1) 
I f  7 and 7' have a unique semi-composite, it will be called their composite; 
in this case, we say that ~, and 7' are composable, and denote their composite 
by 77'. 
Let ~-= (3, ~r); then it turns out that the notions "semi-composite" and 
"composite" coincide except possibly when the forms are not primitive, and 
3, the common discriminant of the two forms being composed, is a zero-divisor 
in R. This matter will be clarified in Theorem 4.8 and its corollaries. 
Note that under this definition forms are composed, not merely form-classes. 
The construction of Gauss described in Section 2 (and its generalization in 
[8, 9]) does not assign a unique composite to two numerical forms, a binary 
operation only being obtained after passing to proper form-classes; the same is 
true of the two other classical composition constructions, that of Dirichlet- 
Dedekind via "united forms," and that of Dedekind via multiplication of narrow 
ideal-classes in quadratic number-fields. It  is this feature of the present con- 
struction, a feature very likely unattainable in any natural way so long as we 
restrict ourselves to numerical rather than oriented forms over R, which makes 
possible the existence proof in Theorem 4. l 1 below, which constructs a composite 
of two forms over R by piecing together their composite in each localization RM . 
(If we were obliged to work with form-classes, upon returning to the global 
situation we would come up with at best an equivalence class of forms under a, 
grosser relation of "local equivalence over R," with not even a guarantee of 
being able to piece the local composites together; the difference is that the forms 
constitute a sheaf over Spec R, and the form-classes do not.) 
Let us note the following consequences of condition (iii) in Definition 4.1. 
I f  Pl and P2 are in P, p' in P', then the "composition identity" (1) implies 
(I((Pl + P2) @R, P') = f(Pl 4- P2) q'(P'), (l(P~ @R, P') = q(P~) q'(P') (i = 1, 2) 
whence (cf. Definition 1.3 for the meaning of Bq) 
Similarly, 
Bo(P @,, P2 , P @R~P;) = q(P) B¢(p'~ , P'2) (lb) 
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for all p in P, P'I, P'2 in P'; a further polarization yields 
Bf(pl, p~) Bdp'~ , p;) 
! ,, / / 
= Bq(pl @n.Pa. P2 @,.P2) + Bq(Px ®R.~Pz. P2 @R~-P~) (lc) 
t ! for all Pl ,  Pz in P and Pl ,  Pz in P'. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R and S be rings on which 2 is not a zero-divisor, and 
let f: R --~ S be a ring-homomorphism. Let the form ~ -= (P, ~, ~) over R be a 
semi-composite of the two forms 
r = (P, ~, q) and 7' = (P',  ~', q') 
over R. Then there exists a proper S-equivalence ¢ from Yl to a semicomposite 
of Yl and y'j , namely, the natural S-isomorphism 
¢: (P~ ®..  P;'), -+ (e,)~s @s~s (e;)~;, (2) 
(p@R~p)f~--~p1@s,,p; (p inP ,  p ' inP ' ) .  
Proof. In the course of demonstrating this theorem, the following notation 
will temporarily be adopted to avoid ambiguity: 
Ordinarily, ¢: R 1 -+ R 2 being a ring-homomorphism, one says that a map 
g from a Rl-module E1 to a R2-module E~ is a q%homomorphism if 
g(e - /e')  = g(e) + g(e'), g(re) = ¢(r) g(e) (all e and e' in El, r in R1). 
Because, in establishing (ii) of Definition 4.1, we shall have to consider "two" 
module structures (not yet proved coincident) on the same set, we shall need 
to be unusually careful and attribute the property of being a q%homomorphism 
to the ordered triple (g, E 1 , E~) rather than to the mere map g. In the course 
of the present proof, an ordered triple such as (under the preceding assumptions) 
(g, El ,  E~) will be called: g considered as a map from the Rl-module E1 to the 
Rz-module Ez, and will be denoted byg: E1 -/+ E1 ;g will be called the underlying 
map of this triple, and the triple will be called bijective when g is. (The point is 
this: I f  E~ is a second R2-module with the same underlying set as E2, g: E1 4+ E' 2 
need not be a ¢-homomorphism even though it has the same underlying map 
g as the ¢-homomorphism g: E1 ~ E~ .) 
By the corollary to Lemma 1.4, there is a natural (RT)1-isomorphism 
(P ®R~ P')s ~+ PC ®)R~)¢ P}. 
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Lemma 3.1 yields the S-algebra isomorphim f,: (R~)I ~ R , I ,  and by 
Lemma 3.3 there is then an f,-homomorphism 
Pl ®~,), P} ~+ Pi ®s~s P'i . 
The composite ~b 2o 4x of the underlying maps is exactly the map ~b of (2); thus, 
4 j: (Pv @R, P;')I ~ (PI)~I @s*s (P;)v'~ 
is a bijective f,-homomorphism, and in particular, its underlying map ~b is an 
S-isomorphism, considered as a map of the underlying S-modules. 
By (ii) of Definition 4.1, F is the R-module underlying the R-module 
P~ (5)R P$. ; thus, the domain of ~ is/~¢, so that ~.Yl makes ense (cf. Definition 
1.10). The theorem to be proved essentially asserts that ~.Yl is a semi-composite 
of 7I and 7i (cf. Proposition 1.8); we now prove this by verifying that these three 
forms satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii) of Definition 4.1. 
(Ad (i) ~ is of the same type T as )' and 7', by Definition 4.1(i). Hence, 
7'i, V~, Yl are of type ~-f (by Lemma 1.11(ii)), as is a.pf (by Lemma 1.11(i)). 
(Ad (ii) Let ~.Yl = 7 = (fi, ¢, q). We must prove the following statement: 
(A) The S~-1-modules P~and (PI)~ @s,, (P;)~} coincide. 
Since ~ is a semi-composite of 7 and 7 ' , /~ = P~ @R, P~, , and the following 
statement then follows from our earlier discussion of ~: 
(B) ~: (P9)I -/+ (Ps)~f @s~, (P])~) is a bijectivef~-homomorphism. 
fi = ~(FI) is the S-module underlying the Sv-module (Ps)~i @s,, (Ps)~',. 
By Lemma 3.3(i), 
is an Srl-isomorphism , while by Lemma 3.3(ii), 
(P )l x x 
(whose underlying map is the identity map on -Pl) is af,-homomorphism. Hence: 
(C) ~: (P9)I -/+ fi9 is a bijectivef~-homomorphism. 





We must show that 
(¢,q)i))(/5 X s~fiS') = qq)(iS) q~i)(iS') 
for all i5 in P] and ~' in P¢. Let 
i= l  J= l  
(3) 
(with all Pi in P, all p'~ in P', all si and s~ in S). 
In the following computation, which verifies (3), the symbol ~ is used to 
denote the usual lexicographic ordering on ordered pairs of integers, i.e., 
(m, n) ~ (ml, 1/1) ¢v- [(/r/ <~ ml) or (m = m 1 and n < nl) ]. 
q(f)(~) = ~ q(P,), + Z Bo(p,, p,) ~,~,, 
i i<I 
and 
qb)(~') = ~] q'(p;-) 4 -~ + Z B~,(p'j, p;) ';4, 
J J<d 
(¢,~(~))(b ®~/Y)  = q(~)(¢-~(/~ ®~ ~')) 
= Y~ Z ~(P, ®R. p;) s?4 ~ 
i J 
( i , j) @ (I,d) 
whence, using Eqs. (1) through (lc) of the present section (which hold since by 
hypothesis ~ is a semi-composite of 7 and y'), and noting the identity 
Z F(i, j, I, J) = Z Z F(i, j, i, J) -+- Z Z F(i, j, I, j) 
( i , j )~(I , J )  ~ g<:J i<I j 
+ Z ~ (F(i, j, I, J )+ F(i, J, I, j)). 
i<l j<J 
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we obtain 
(¢~s~)(~ ®~T,~') -- ~ ~ q(p~) ¢(p3 s~s~  
i j 
+ Z Z q(P,) B~,(p~, p~) ,,2s;s~ 
i j<d 
+ Z Z B~(p,, p,) q'fp;) s,~,s; ~
i< l  j 
+ ~ y, ao(p,, p,) Bo,(p;,,',) ~,s,s~s~ 
i< l  j<o r
which completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
We next wish to establish the connection between Definition 4.1 and the 
Gaussian composition of Definition 2.4 (cf. Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 below); for 
this purpose we first require the three following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let ~" ~ (~, b + 2R) be a form-type over R, so that (with the 
notation of Section 3) R.c ~ R[%]. Let JE and F be Rr-modules. 
Then there is an R-isomorphism 
E @R~ F ~ (E @R F)/K, e @R~f~-> (e @R f )  + K, 
where K is the submoduIe of E @R F generated over R by the set of all 
(abe) @R f - -  e @R (%f)  (e in E, f inF ) .  
Proof. We may give the R-module (E @RF)/K the sturcture of an Rr- 
module by setting 
av((e @~ f )  + K) ~ [(%e) @R f]  + K [e @R (% f)] + K. 
It is then readily verified that the RT-bilinear map 
E × F--~ (E @RF)/K, (e,f) -+ (e @~f) + K 
has the universal property which characterizes a tensor product of E and F 
over R.. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let the R-modules F and F' be free over R on 
B = {fl ..... f~} and B" --~ {fi .... , f'~), 
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respectively, and let the R-homomorphism ¢: F--+F' be represented with respect 
to these free bases by the n × m matrix T -~ (ti~) over R [so that 
(~ rffi) = ~ sjf~ (all r i and S t in R)  
holds if and only if T*(rl ,..., r~) = t(s l  ,. . .  , Sn) ]. 
Then ¢ is onto, if and only if, n <~ m and the n × n subdeterminants of r generate 
the unit ideal in R. Moreover, if this is the case, and if D(il ..... in) denotes the 
n × n subdeterminant of T whose f lh column is the ijth column of T, then Ker ¢ is 
generated over R by the elements 
h(i0 ..... in) = ~ (--1) ~ D(i o ,..., i~ ..... i,)fi~, 
8~0 
(4) 
where io ,..., i n range from 1 to m and the caret over is indicates it is to be deleted. 
Remark. This lemma and the following Lemma 4.4 do not require the 
hypothesis that 2 is not a zero-divisor on R. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Suppose first ¢ is onto, so there exist 
e, = ~ u.f~ (1 ~< i ~ n, all ui~ in R) 
in F such that O(ei) =f~.  Setting U = (uij), it follows that TtU is the n × n 
identity matrix, so det(TtU) -= 1. It  is known that det(T~U) is 0 if n ~> m, 
and otherwise is the sum of the products of the corresponding n × n subdeter- 
minants of the n × m matrices T and U. Hence, n ~< m and the n × n sub- 
determinants of T generate the unit ideal in R. 
Suppose next that n ~< m and that there exist 
E( i  I . . . .  , in )  (1 ~i  1 < "'" < i  n ~m)  
in R such that 
D( i  I . . . .  , i,~) E ( i  1 . . . . .  i~) = 1. 
l~il<...<in<~m 
(5) 
I t  must be shown that then q~ is onto and Ker ¢ is generated over R by the 
elements of the form (4). 
We first show that f [  is in Im¢,  i.e., that there exist ul ..... u~ in R such that 
• t~juj =( l i f i - - -=  1 ,0 i f2~<i~<n) .  (6) 
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If D(1, 2 ..... n) is a unit in R, we may set un+ 1 - -  - -  u~= o and solve (6) as a 
system of n equations in the n remaining unknowns u a ,..., Un, obtaining by 
Cramer's rule 
Uj  = /11.4(1 , 2 . . . . .  n)/D(1, 2,..., n) (1 ~<j ~< n), 
where Alj(1 , 2,.., n) is the cofaetor of taj in D(1, 2,..., n). Whether or not 
D(1, 2 ..... n) is a unit in R, 
i.e., 
~hjA~, (1 ,2  .... ,n) =(D(1 ,2 , . . . ,n )  i f i=  1 ,0 i f2~<i~<n) ,  
¢ Alj(1, 2,..., n)fj = D(1, 2,..., n)f'~. 
Similarly, all D(il , . . .  , i~)fl  lie in Im¢,  so by (5),f~ is in lm 4). The same argument 
shows thatf~ ,-..,f'n lie in Ira4), so 4) is onto. [In more detail: let 
~,/ J~ .... , L )  
denote the cofactor, in the determinant D( j  1 .... ,L) ,  of t o- i f j  is one ofj~ .... ,j'~, 
and denote 0 otherwise; then 
so, by (5), 
4) Aij(j ,  ,..., j ,  = O(j~ .... , Jn) f ;  
~ A~j(jl ..... J ,) E(J l , . . . ,  A)f~ 
3=1 1~.¢1,C.-.<~n~/z 
is mapped by 4) into f~ .] 
Finally, we must show that 
Ker ¢ = K(B,  B', 4)), (7) 
where K(B ,  B', 4)) is the submodule of F generated over R by the set of all 
elements 
a(io .... , i,) (1 ~< io ,..., i ,  < m) 
in (4), or equivalently (since A is alternating in the indices lo ..... in) by the set 
of all elements 
a(io ..... in) (i <~ io < "" < in <~ m). 
We assume in proving (7) that R is a quasi-local ring. (This reduction is justified 
by a standard localization argument: For every maximal ideal M of R, let 
BM ~- {(fOM ,"', (fro)M}, B~u -~ {(f;)M ..... (f~)M}; 
D(i~ ..... i,,) = ~ u(j~ ,..., j~ [ i~ ,..., i , )  D( j  x ,..., j , ) .  
IK]I<" "<j~<~ 
The effect of these replacements on (4) is given by 
A(i o .... , i,) = ~ ( - -1 /D( i  o ,..., ~ . . . . . .  i , ) f~, 
s=O 
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then F u and F M are free over R M on B M and B~,  respectively, and 
Ker(4M) = (Ker 4)~, K(B~, B;~, 4M) = (K(K " ,  4))M, 
and, therefore, to prove (7), it suffices to prove 
Ker(4M ) : K(BM,  B'm , 4m) 
for every maximal ideal M of R.) 
We next verify that K(B ,  B' ,  4)  is independent of the choice of free basis B 
for F. Let us choose a new free basis/~ = (fl  ,..., f~} for F over R, and compute 
the effect of this change of basis on the elements in (4). Let 
f i  - ~ u:~fs (1 ~< i <~ m, all u~. i in R); 
j -1  
then U = (u~j) is a m × m matrix over R whose determinant is a unit in R. 
For 1 ~ s ~ m, let u(i l , . . . ,  i~ l Jl ,...,J~) denote the s × s subdeterminant of U 
formed from rows i 1 .... , i~ and columns Jl ,...,J~. Then 4 is represented with 
respect o the free bases B and B' by the n × n matrix T = TU.  The n × n 
subdeterminants D(i 1 .... , i~,) of T are given by the formula 
(8) 
= ~ ~ ~ (--1) ~ u(j~ , . . . , j ,  [ i o ..... f s ,..., i,Ou~.~ D(j~ , . . . , j , ) f j  
s=O j l<- ' .< jn  j 
= ~ u( j , j ,  ..... j~ [ i  o ..... i~) D( j  x , . . . , j , ) f j  
q<"'<J" (9) 
: E E u( i , i ,  ,..., J ,  I io .... , i,) o l s l  ..... s )fJ 
j s=0 j l< ' "< js<j< jS+l<' "<Jn  
= ~ ~ (--1) ~ u(k o .... , k~ [i  o ,..., in) D(k  o ,..., l~, ,..., k~)f~, 
s=0 k0<'"<k  n 
u(G ,..., kn I io ,..., i,~( A(ko ,..., k~). 
~o<. . .< lc  n 
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Thus, the submodule K(B ,  B',  ¢) generated by these A is contained in K(B ,  B', ¢) 
and (by a symmetry argument) equals K(B ,  B',  ¢). 
It thus suffices to verify (7) for the following special choice of free basis B 
fo rF  (for given B' and ~): pickfi  (1 ~ i ~ n) inF  such that ¢(f~) =f"  ; thenF  
is the direct sum of Rf l  @ ." @ Rf~ and Ker 4, and since we are assuming R 
is quasi-local, there thus exists a free basis {f~+l ,...,fro} for Ker ¢ over R; let 
B = {fa ,-..,f-~}. ¢ is represented by the n × n matrix T = (I~ [ 0) with respect 
to these free bases B and B'. The only nonzero n × n subdeterminant of T is 
D(1, 2 ..... n) = 1, and so the only nonzero A(i 0 .... , iv) with i 0 < .'- < iv are 
given by 
A(1, 2,..., n, i) = (- -1) ' f~ (n < i ~ m). 
Thus, K(B ,  B',  ¢) is generated over R by f~+~ .... ,f,~ and so coincides with 
Ker ¢, which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 4.3 has the following converse. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let F and F '  be modules free over the ring R on 
B = {f l  .... , f~} and B" = {f~ .... , f'~}, 
respectively, and let ¢: F- -+F '  be a surjective R-homomorphism represented with 
respect o these free bases by the n × m matrix T = (tij) over R. Let D( i  1 ,..., in) 
denote the n × n subdeterminant of T whose j th  column is the ijth column of TI 
Finally, let 
d(il .... , iv) (l ~ il < "" < i~ ~ m) 
be elements of R with the property that Ker ¢ is generated over R by the elements 
l(io,..., in) = ~ (--1) ~ d(io .... , ~ .... , i , ) f~  (1 ~ i 0 <""  < i, ~ m). 
8--0 
Then it follows that there exists a unit u in R such that 
d(il .... , in) ~- uD(i~ ..... ix) (1 ~ il < . . .  < iv ~ m). (10) 
Proof. Since ¢ is an epimorphism, the D(i  1 ,..., in) generate the unit ideal 
over R by Lemma 4.3. It  follows that to show the existence of a unit u in R 
satisfying (10). it suffices to show there exist elements u and v in R satisfying 
the linear equations 
d(il ,..., iv) = uD(4 ,..., iv), D(i 1 ..... in) = vd(i 1 .... , iv) 
for 1 ~ i 1 < '-" < iv ~ m, since then 
(10a) 
(uv - 1) D( i l  .... , i , )  =- 0 (1 <~ il < ... < in <~ m) 
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whence uv = 1 and u is a unit. This observation enables us to apply the method 
of localization; thus, in the remainder of the proof, it will be assumed that R 
is a quasi-local ring. 
Since R is quasi-local and Im ¢ is free, Ker ¢ is a direct summand of F and 
there exists a free basis 
= {L  .... , L}  
for F over R such that 
¢(f i)  = f ;  (1 <~ i << n) 
=0 (n<i~m)  
which implies that Ker ¢ is free over R on { f .+l  .... , f~}. Thus, ¢ is represented 
with respect to the free bases B and B' by the n x m matrix 
T = (I. 10) 
whose m × m subdeterminants are given by 
/)( i  1 , . . . , i . )  = 1 if i x = I ..... i ,  =n  
0 otherwise if 1 ~<i l< ' ' -< i~m.  
We have 
j=l j=l 
(1 ~ i ~ m, all uji and vii in R) 
so that U = (uij), V = (v~j) are inverse m × m matrices over R, and 
T =- TU, T = TV.  
For I ~< s ~ m, let u(i 1 .... , is [Jl .... ,f~) denote the s × s subdeterminant of U 
formed by rows i 1 ..... i~ and columns L .... , j s ,  let v(il .... , is l J1,..., J~) be formed 
similarly from V, and let 
A(s) = {(i 1,..., i~): 1 <~ i1 < "" < i~ ~ m}. 
We have, for I and J in A(s), 
u ( I lK )  v(K]  J )  ~ 1 i f1 = J 
KEA(s) 
0 otherwise 
~, v ( l lK  ) u (K  1 J)  = 1 i f1  = J 
KeA(s) 
= 0 otherwise 
(11) 
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(cf. [30]; classically, this result was expressed by saying: The sth compounds of 
the inverse matrices U and V are again inverse). Also, i f / i s  in A(n) 
D(I) = ~ u(J ] I) D(J), 
Je~lln) 
(12) 
D(I) = ~ v(f,/) D(J) = v(1, 2 ..... n 1/) 
J~A(n) 
(cf. formula (8) in the proof of Lemma 4.3). Let us, accordingly, define d(/), 
for I in A(n), by 
d(I) = ~ u(J l I) d(J) 
d~A(n) 
from which it follows, using (11), that 
If we now set 
a(1)= ~. v( j l I ) f f ( j )  (IeA(n)). (13) 
Y~,d(n) 
16o ,..., in) - -  ~ ( -1 )  8 a(io ,..., i . . . . .  , i , ) f~ 
8=0 
(l <~io<'"<i ,~m) ,  
then, replacing every A and D by l and d, respectively, in (9) of Lemma 4.3, 
we see that 
i(1) = y~ u(J I I) l(J), 
Y~A(n+l) 
whence (by (11)) 
l(I) = ~ v(JIZ) i(J), 
J~A(n+l) 
from which it follows that the i(I) (IeA(n q-1)) generate the same module 
over R that the l(I) do; by hypothesis, this is 
Ker ¢ = Rfn+l + "'" + Rfm. 
This implies that 
d(I) = 0 if I :/: (1, 2,..., n) (I e A(n)) 
for if (i x ..... i~) @ (1 .... , n), we may find 
(14) 
l~ jo<'"< j ,~m,  O~s~m,  
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such that 
is ~ n, (Jo ..... J ...... j , )  = (l 1 ..... i,) 
and then d(il ,..., i,), being the coefficient of fj~ in i ( j  o ,...,j,) which lies in 
Rf~+a G "'" @ Rf~ , must equal 0. Hence, all i(I) are 0 (i ~ A(n + 1)) except for 
/(1,..., n, i) : ( - -1)" a(1 .... , n)f~ (n < i ~ m) 
and since these generate Rf~+l @ ... @ Rf , , ,  it follows that d(1 ..... n) is a unit 
in R. Using (12), (13), and (14), we obtain, for all I in A(n), 
d ( I ) :v (1  .... ,n ] I )  d(1 ..... n) =D( I )  d(1 ..... n) 
which (with u ~- d(1 .... , n)) is (10). 
TIaEOREM 4.5. Let the numerical binary quadratic form 
[A, B, ell 
over R be a Gaussian composite over R (cf. Definition 2.4) of the numerical forms 
[a, b, c] L and [a', b', c'] L 
over R. Let ~ and y' be free oriented forms over R, associated with the numerical 
forms [a, b, c] L and [a', b', c'] L respectively (cf. Definition 1.11). Then y and y' 
have a semi-composite, which is a free form associated with [A, B, C] L. 
Proof. Let 
7 = (P, q), = (P ' ,  q') 
be represented, respectively, by [a, b, c] L and [a', b', c'] L with respect to the 
t t properly oriented free bases {e I , e2} and {el, e~}, respectively, so that 
e 1^ca  = E, e~Ae~ = E', 
q(xle 1 + x2e~) = axl 2 + bxlx 2 + cx2 2, 
q'(xle' 1 4- x2e'2) = a'xl 2 + b'xlx2 + c'x~ 2
(all x 1 and x 2 in R). By hypothesis, there exists a 2 × 4 matrix 
( .~ ~ mo , m 1 ~ m2 ~ 
n o , n 1 , n~,  a 
over R, whose six 2 × 2 subdeterminants 
dia = min j --  m~n i (0 ~.~ i < j ~. 3) (15) 
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generate the unit ideal in R, and such that (cf. Definition 2.4) 
[a, b, c] L : qz' = [do1, go3 - d12, d23] L, (16) 
[a', b', c'] z = q~ = do2, a0a + d~2, d13] L, (17) 
[A, B, C] L 
= Qz  = [nln2 - -  non~,  mon3 + m~no - -  m~n2 - -  m~nx,  mlm~ - -  morn3] L (18) 
By Proposition 2.4, qz = [a, b, c] f and q~ = [a', b', c'] L have the same 
discriminant 3 and parity zr; hence ~ and ~' are both forms of type ~- = (3, ~). 
Note that 
~=b+2R ~b '+2R.  
P @R P'  is free over R on the four elements 
e i j=  ei ~)R e; (i, j = 1 or 2) 
and by Lemma 4.2, the RT-module 
is the image of the R-homomorphism 
41 : P @R P'--~ P~, @I~,P~' , P @RP'--~ P @~, P' 
whose kernel is generated over R by the four elements 
kis = (aei) @R d --  ei @R (abe;) 
By Proposition 3.2, Corollary 1, we have 
~e 1 = - -be  1 + ae~,  
t f 1 
%e 1 = - - l (b '  ~- b)e I -~ a e2, 
whence 
k n : ½(b' - -  b)el l  - -  a'el2 + ae21 
k12 = c 'ex l  - -  ½(b '  -~  b)e12 -~ ae22 
k21 = --ce n + ½(b' + b)e21 --  a'e2z 
k22 = --ce12 + c'e21 -- ½(b' --  b)e2e 
(i, j = 1 or 2). 
abe 2 ~-  - - ce  I , 
t t • t 
(Ybe~ -~ - -c  e I + ½(b ~ - -  b)e~ 
(= d1~ell - ao=el= + go1~o.,), 
(= d13~, - do3~1~ + dol~),  
(= - , t~e .  + ,to3e~ - ao~) ,  
(= -a~l~ + a1~1 - a l~e~) .  
(19) 
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It follows from Lemma 4.3 (with m = 4, n = 2, F = P @R P', F'  = R ~, 
( f l ,  f2, f3, fa) = (el~, e12, e21, e~2), and T = Z') that the R-homomorphism 
¢3 : P @R P' --+ R2 defined by 
~2(xoell 4- xlel~ + x2e~l 4- x~e~2 ) = (~ mixi , ~ nix 0 (x i in R) 
is surjective (since by hypothesis the 2 × 2 subdeterminants of 27 generate the 
unit ideal in R) and has its kernel generated over R by exactly the four kij listed 
above. Since ~1 and ¢2 are both epic and have the same kernel, we conclude that 
there exists an R-isomorphism 
¢:/5 = p~ @R P;"-+ RZ, Ct(u) ~-- ~2(u) 
which maps 
Xoel @R~ e'a + xlel @R~ e'2 + @z e~ × R, e'l + @a e2 × ~, e'~ 
(where the xi lie in R) into 
0 
Thus, P is free over R on the elements El ,  E~ mapped by ¢ into (~), (0), 
respectively. Note that 
el @R~ el ~ moE1 @ noes, e I @~, e~ = rolE I + nlE~, 
(20) 
e~ @R, e'l ~- rn~E1 + n~E2 , e2 @R, e'2 ~- rosE1 + naE~ 
the first of these equations, for instance, following from 
~b(e~ @RT e'l) = '(too, no) -=- 6(moE1 4- noE~) 
and the fact that ¢ is an isomorphism. 
Let ~ be the rank 2 R-orientation E 1 ^  E2 on/5, let q be theL-quadratic form 
q: /5 --~ R, xlE 1 4- x2E 2 ~-~ Axl z 4- Bxlx2 + Cx2 2 
on P over R, and let 
= (P, 8). 
We are done if we show p satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Definition 4.1, 
since ~ is a free form which by construction is associated with [A, B, CL]. 
satisfies (i). By Proposition 2.4 [A, B, C] L, [a, b, c] L, and [a', b', C'] L are  
of the same form-type over R; hence, by Proposition 1.16, so are p, y and Y'. 
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satisfies (ii). With the notation of Definition 3.3, it suffices to show that 
Tb(7)[ei @R. e~] = [Tb(y)ei] @R. e;. (i, j - 1 or 2) (21) 
since the left-hand side of (21) represents the product of % with ei (~)8. e) in 
the Rr-module structure F~ on P, while the right-hand side denotes the same 
product in the R~--module structure P~ @8. P~, [and since R~- ~ R[ab] and the 
ei @R. e~. generate P over R]. 
Using Proposition 3.2, Corollary 1, and (19), we obtain 
T~(y)[el ®8~ el] = T~(9)[m0E1 + noes] 
: --[½(B + b)m o + Cno]E 1 + JAm o + ½(B --  b)no]E2, (22), 
Tb(y)e~ = --be 1 + ae2, 
[Tb(7)el] @8~- e~ = --be 1 @ e' 1%- ae2 @ e'l 
(23) 
= --b(moE 1 + noE2) + a(m~E1%- n2E2), 
and to verify that (22) and (23) are equal, i.e., that 
--½(B + b)m o - -  Cn o --  - -bm o %- am2, (24) 
and 
Am o + ½(B --  b)n o = --bn o %- an~ (25) 
we need only substitute from (15), (16), and (18), obtaining 
--mo2n3 + momln~ --  mlmzn o %- mom3no 
as the common value for both sides of (24), and 
msno 2--  m2non 1%- monln2 - -  monon~ 
as the common value for both sides of (25). This proves (21) when (i, j) = (1, 1); 
the computations in the three remaining cases ( i , j )  ~- (1, 2), (2, I) or (2, 2) are 
similar, and are here omitted. 
satisfies (iii). Letp c P, p' ~ P'; then 
p ~- xle 1 @ x2e2, p" = x'¢" 1+ x'2e'2 
with x, and x~ in R. By (20), p @R,P'  = X1E1%- XzEz ,  with 
X 1 -~- moxlx 1%- mlxlx~ %- m~x~x'1%- maxzx~, 
X~ -- nox~x~ + nlx~x~ + .~x~x~ %- ~x~x~, 
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whence, by Proposition 2.4, 
(x 0 
~t(P @R,P') = Qz x2 = q~ x~ qz tx~l = q(p) q'(P')" 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.5; for later use, we record in the form 
of a corollary some additional information also established in the course of the 
preceding proof: 
COROLLARY. Let 
( m3) ~ 1"#10 ~ml  ~ m2 
n O ~ n I ~ n2 ~ nB 
be a unimodular 2 × 4 matrix over R, and let 
¢ ¢ # 
7 = (P, el ^ e2,q),  7 : (P ' ,e t  ^  e2,q')  
where P, P'  are free over R on {el, e2} , {el, e'~}, respectively, and 
q(xlel @ x~e2) ~- qz \x# ( lt '  q'(Xldl @ x~e~) -~- q'z (;i) 
for all x 1 and x 2 in R. Then 7 and 7' have a semi-composite 
(P~ ®R~ n;,, E1 ^  E2, q) 
constructed as follows: There is an R-isomorphism 4: Pv @R,P~ , ~ R2, well 
defined by 
~(x0el @R, el @ Xlel @1~ e~ @ x2e 2 @R,  e'l @ x~e2 R@~ e'2) = mlxi, ~ nixi 
for all Xo, xx, x2, x 3 in R; we then define E t -~ ¢-1(1), E2 ~- ¢-1(o), and q by 
(x 0 
q(xIE~ + x~E~) =- Q~ x~ 
Moreover, Eqs. (20) are valid in this situation. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let V = (P, e, q) and 7' = (P', e', q') be free oriented forms 
over R, of the same type -r, and associated with the numerical forms [a, b, c] L and 
[a', b', c'] L over R, respectively. Then the following three statements are equivalent: 
(a) 7 and 7' have a semi-compos#e which is a free form over R; 
(b) P, @R P~, is free over R of ranh 2; 
(c) [a, b, c]L and [a', b', c'] L have a Gaussian composite over R. 
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Proof. We shall prove (a) ~ (b) m (c) ~ (a). 
(a) ~ (b). This is immediate, using Definition 4.1 (ii). 
(b) ~ (c). Let y (and y') be represented by [a, b, c] L (and [a', b', c'] L, 
respectively) with respect o the properly oriented free bases {ea, e2} (and {e'l, e~}, 
respectively). Let P denote P~ @R~ P~, , considered as an R-module, and let P 
be free over R on & and E 2 . 
By Lemma 4.2, there is an R-epimorphism 
¢1 : P @R P ' -~  P, P @RP'  ~-~P @~P'  
with Ker ¢~ generated over R by the four elements 
k i j  = (~bei) @R ej - -  ei @ie (ebej) ( i , j  = 1 or 2). 
These were computed in the proof of Theorem 4.5, and are given by the first 
halves of Eqs. (19) (the portions of (29) involving d;/s must here be ignored). 
Let ¢2 be represented with respect o the free bases B = {en, e12 , e~2, e22} 
and b '= {El, E2} for P @R P '  and P, respectively, over R by the matrix 
r - -  (p2. p,, b.. p,) 
q2, q~ , q3,  q4/" 
Lemma 4.4 is now applicable, with m = 4, n = 2, ¢ = ¢2, e12 = f l ,  e22 = f2,  
d(1, 2) = a, d(1, 3) = a', d(1, 4) = ½(b'+ b), d(2, 3) -- ½(b' -- b), 
d(2, 4) = c', d(3, 4) 





i2, is) of that lemma then become 
d(2, 3)f2 -- d(1, 3)f  2 + d(1, 2)fl 3 
½(b' - -  b)e21 --  a' elz + aezi - -  k2a , 
den --  ½(b' + b)e2z + ac22 : kaz, 
ce21 - -  ½(b' + b)ezl @ a'e22 = --k~2 , 
ce2~ --  c'ee2 + ½(b' - -  b)e22 = --k22 , 
and, hence, generate Ker ¢2 over R. Thus, there exists a unit u in R with 
d(i, j )  = u(p,qj - -  pjq,) (1 ~ i < j ~< 4). 
Letting Z' denote the matrix 
up2, up2, ups, up~ 
qa, q2, q~, q~! 
(26) 
(27) 
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it follows from (26), (27), and Definition 2.4 that 
[a, b, c] L --: qs, [a', b', c'] L = q'~. 
Since ¢ is surjective, the 2 × 2 subdeterminants of T generate the unit ideal 
over R, by Lemma 4.3, and hence, also 27 is unimodular. Thus, [a, b, c]L and 
[a', b', c'] L have the Gaussian composite Qz over R. 
(c) => (a). This is immediate, using Theorem 4.5. 
COROLLARY. I f  tWO forms y and 7' over R possess a semi-composite over R, 
then they are comaximal, i.e., 
div 7 -[- div 7' ~ R. 
Proof. Using Lemmas l.ll(ii) and 4.1 we reduce to the case where R is 
quasi-local, and so 7 and 7' are free forms, associated, say, with the numerical 
forms 
[a, b, c] L and [a', b', c'] L 
over R, respectively; these forms possess a Gaussian composite over R, by 
the preceding theorem, whence by Proposition 1.16 and 2.5, 
R = Ra -~ Rb + Rc + Ra' 4- Rb' -]- Rc' = div 7 + div 7'. 
The following converse to Theorem 4.1 will be required for the proof of 
Theorems 4.8 and 4.9. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let y ~ (P, ~, q) and 7' = (P', c', q') be two forms of type 
~r over R. Let P denote the R-module underlying the R~;-module Py @R P~" , and, 
for every maximal ideal M of R, let 
CM: PM ~ (PML~ ®RM*~ (P~)~;~, (P • P')M ~ PM ® P~ 
denote the RM-isomorphism obtained from the canonical homomorphism R ~ R M 
in accordance with Theorem 4.1. 
Then a form ~ = (P, ~, ~) over R is a semi-composite of y and y', if and only if, 
for every maximal ideal M of R, (¢M).~M is a semi-composite of 7M and Y'M. 
Proof. Only if: This is just a special case of Theorem 4.1. 
If: Let 
(¢M):g~2 M ~- ~2(M) ~. (P(M), ~(M), q(M)), 
so eM is a proper RM-equivalence from ~M to ~(M) (cf. Proposition 1.13) and 
• P(M) is the RM-module underlying 
(PM)'v~t (~RM'r M (ptM)"/M" 
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Suppose that, for every maximal ideal M of R, ~7(M) is a semi-composite of 
! 
YM and YM • 
We shall prove that then 97 is a semi-composite of y and y', by verifying 
conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Defnition 4.1. (The reader will note that these 
verifications are essentially the same as the corresponding verifications in the 
proof of Theorem 4.1, except hat (iii) is much simpler to verify in the present 
case; also, (ii) has been presented in different language.) 
(Ad (i). "Let ~ be the form-type of 97. For every maximal ideal M of R, 
~M is the form-type of 97M, and thus of the properly equivalent form 97(M). 
Since 97(M) is the semi-composite of YM and (7')M' it has by (i) of Definition 4.1 
the same form-type #s these, namely, ~-M • Thus, ~M = ZM for every maximal 
ideal M of R, and so -~ = z. 
(Ad (ii). Let ~- ~ (3, b -ff 2R), so, with the notation of Section 3, R7 
R[ab]. By construction, ff coincides with the R-module structure on Pv (~R~ (P')v- 
Thus, to show that y satisfies condition (ii) of Definition 4.1 is equivalent to 
showing that multiplication by % in the R~--module structure ff9 on F coincides 
with multiplication by a b in the RT-module structure Pv (~R~ (P')v on P, i.e., to 
showing that (with the notation of Definition 3.3) 
: T0@) = To(7') GR~ Id(P') 
(where Id(P') denotes the identity map on P'). 
Let M be any maximal ideal of R. By Lemma 3.3(ii) 
so by Lemma 3.3(i) the following diagram commutes: 
(28) 
1 
P(M) r~M(~IM'+ P(M) (29) 
We may also verify that the following diagram commutes: 
[Tb(v) ®ld] M 
PM ~ tSM 
P(M) r~M('~)®ia-~ P(M) (30) 
6o7/36]I-6 
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by the following element-wise computation: 
eM([T~(7) @ Id]M (p ®R,P')M) 
-- ¢'~[(T~(7) p ®R, P')M] = (T~(7)P)M ®RM*~ P'~ 
which by Lemma 3.3 is 
[ Toza(YM)PM] ®RM, M P'm = ( ToM(Y~t) @ Id)(pM @aM,M PM) 
= (ToM(7~,) ® Id) [¢~(p ®,.P')M]. 
By hypothesis, ~(M) is a semi-composite of 7M and (Y')m, these three forms 
being of type rM ~ (~.M , bM -< 2RM), SO 
TbM(Y(M)) = TbM(YM) ® Id 
and this, the fact that (29) and (30) commute, and the fact that ¢M is an R M- 
isomorphism, together imply that 
[Tffp)]M = [Tb(7) × Id]M. (31) 
The fact that (31) holds for every maximal ideal M of R implies (28). 
(Ad (iii). We must show that, for all p in P and p' in P', 
~(P XR~P') = q(P) q'(P'). 
This follows from the fact that since, for every maximal ideal M of R, 
(¢M),(PM, #(M), q(M)) = (P(M), #(M), q(M)) 
, i  
is a semi-composite of 7M and (7 ' )M , we thus have 
[~l(P @~, P')]M = ~lM((P @R~ P')M) = ffl(M)(¢M(P @R, P')) 
= q(M)(pM @RM'M (P')M) = qM(PM)ah(Ph) = [q(P)q'(P')]M 
holding for every maximal ideal M of R. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let the form ~ = (fi, ~, ~) over R be a semi-composite of the 
forms Y and 7' over R. Then (cf. Definition 1.12) 
div y = (div y)(div 7'). 
Moreover, any other semi-composite of Y and Y' is then of the form (P, uG ~), 
where u is a unit of R such that 1 -- u annihilates div 9; conversely, if u is such a 
unit of R, then (if, u~, ~) is a semi-composite of 7 and 7'. 
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Proof. Let M denote the set of all units u in R such that 1 -- u annihilates 
div ~. Note that M forms a group under multiplication. Let 
7=(P,~,q), ~'=(e',~', ¢), 
and let z denote the common form-type of ), and 7'. It follows from (ii) of 
Definition 4.1 that F is P~ @R, P£, considered as an R-module, and that any 
other semi-composite of 7 and 7' must also have/5 as underlying R-module. 
We consider first the case in which R is quasi-local. Then P and P '  are free 
t t over R, say, on {el, e~} and {el, e2} , respectively, with 
el  ^ e~ = ~, e l  ^ e; = ~'. 
There exist a, b, c, a', b', c' in R such that 
q(xlel + x2e2) = ax 1" + bxlx2 + cx2 ~, q'(xle" 1 + x2e'2) = a'xl 2 + b'xlx~. + c' xz 2 
for all x 1 and x 2 in R. Similarly, P is free over R, so it follows from Theorem 4.6 
that [a, b, c] L and [a', b', c'] L have a Gaussian composite over R, i.e., that there 
exists a unimodular 2 × 4 matrix 
( m3) Z' = m° ' ml  ' m2 ' 
7/0, n I ,  7/2, 7/3 
over R such that (cf. Definition 2.4) 
, , t [a, b, c]L = qz, [a, b, c']L = qz- 
Let 
Qz = [A, B, C] L. 
I t  follows from the corollary to Theorem 4.5 that there is an R-isomorphism 
¢: P ~ R 2, which maps the element 
Xoel @n, e'l + xlel @R~ e'2 4- x~e2 @R. e; + xse ~ @R, e~ 
(with Xo, Xl ,  X2 ,  X 3 in R) of P = P~ @R P~, into 
and that if we set 
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(whence P is free over R on E 1 and E2) 
(t: P -+ R, x lE 1 - /x2E  2 ~-~ Axl  2 + Bxlx 2 + Cx2 2 
~, = ( P, ~, (t ), 
(x 1 and x 2 in R), 
then 9 is a semi-composite of y and y'. 
Since "2 and 9 are both semi-composites of y and y', it follows from (ii) of 
Definition 4.1 that 
Let ~- :  (3, fi + 2R); then (cf. Definition 3.3) the R-endomorphisms TB(`2), 
TB@ ) of P coincide, since they represent multiplication by % in the coinciding 
R~--modules/~9 and _P~ with underlying R-module/~. 
By Proposition 3.2, Corollary 1, we have 
T~@)E 1 = --I(B @ [~)E I @ AEe, 
T~(~,)E 2 ---- --CE 1 @ ½(B -- ]3)E 2 . 
(32) 
We have 
for some unit u o in R, and there exist A, B, C in R such that 
q(xaE~ + x2E2 ) = Ax~ 2 + i~xlx2 + Cx2 2 (xl,  x 2 E R). 
Noting that with 
E1 uoE1, E2 = E2, 
we have/~1 ^ E~ = ~ and " . . . .  
q(xiEx + x2E2) = (3ug)xx ~ + (~Uo)X~X2 + Cx~ ~ 
we may again apply Proposition 3.2, Corollary 1 to obtain 
T,(`2)E~ = - -CE~ + ½(Buo " ~)E~, 
@1, x2 e R) 
i.e., 
T/3(9)J~ 1 = - - I ( J~U 0 "~- fi)E1 + AuoE2, 
T~(`2)E 2 = __ CuoE 1 @ ½(/~Uo --/~)E 2 . 
(33) 
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Since, as previous observed, Ts(~) ~ T~@), comparison of (32) and (33) shows 
that 
A =Auo,  g~Bu '  o, C : -Cu  o 
whence 
: UOq , 
div 9 = RA @ R/? + RC : RA -k RB -k RC : div )5. 
By Theorems 1.16 and 2.6, 
div 9 : divR Qr (divR q~)(diva q)) = (div 7)(div 7') 
so that, as asserted, 
d i  v 9 = (div 7)(div 7'), 
Since both ~ and 9 satisfy condition (iii) of Definition 4.1 with respect o y 
and 7', we have (for all p in P, p'  i n P')  
q(p)q'(F) = ®Rrp') = ®RTP') = "OqO)¢(P') 
whence 1 -- u o annihilates all such products q(p)q(p'), and so annihilates the 
ideal 
(div 7)(di v 7') div¢ 
which they generated over R. Thus, (1 -- Uo) q(fi) ~ 0 for all/~ in P, so 
: uoq  = q. 
It follows that, Pl being any other semi-composite of 7 and 7', there exists a 
unit u 1 in R such that 1 - -u l  annihilates d!v¢ = div# (i.e., with u t in M) and 
such that Ca = (P, ut ,  g, q);  then u = UolU~ is in M and '21 = (P ,  u¢ q), 
Conversely, if u e M and ¢1 = (/5, u~, q), then ¢1 : (-P, ulg, q), where 
u I ~- uu o is a unit in R such that 1 -- u annihilates d ive = dive, i.e., such that 
A = Au i ,  B = Bu 1, C = Ctl 1. 
We may run the preceding argument backwards to show that el  satisfies condi- 
tions (ii) and (iii) of Definition 4.1 with respect o ~, and 7' (since ~ does); to see 
that it also satisfies condition(i); i~e.; that Ct is of type 7, we need only note that ¢1 
is represented by the numerical form 
[A~", Bul, C? = ~A, B, C? 
with respect o the properly oriented free basis {ulE~, E2}. Hence, ¢1 is also a 
semi-composite of 7 and 7 ' -Th is  completes the proof of the theorem in the 
special case in which R is quasi-locaL 
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We now drop the assumption that R is quasi-local, div ~ = (div 7)(div 7') 
remains valid (as follows immediately from its validity in every localization, 
using Lemma 1.11(ii)). We are thus done if we prove the following statement: 
(A) A form 71 = (if, ~t , q) over R is a semi-composite of 7 and 7' 
i f  and only if: ql = q and, for some u in M, el = u~. 
In order to reduce to the quasi-local case just treated, we begin by noting that the 
statement: 
(C1) There exists a unit u in R such that u~ =e l  and 1 - -u  
annihilates div 
is equivalent (since ~ and e a are R-orientations of (P) to the statement 
(C~) There exists an element u in R satisfying: u~ = ~1, ui = 0 
for all i in div ~. 
Since div 7' is finitely generated over R by Proposition 1.18, and using the well- 
known fact that a finite system of linear equations over R is solvable over R if 
and only if it is locally solvable at every maximal ideal of R, we see that (C2) 
is equivalent to the following statement: 
(C3) For every maximal ideal M of R there exists an element uM 
in R M satisfying: UM~M = (~I)M , UMiM = 0 for all i in div ~7. 
This is, in turn, equivalent (by Lemma 1.1 l(ii)) to the statement: 
(Ca) For every maximal ideal M of R, there exists a unit Uu in R M 
such that: UMeM = (EI)M and 1 -  UM annihilates div (TM). 
Using the equivalenee of (C~) and (C4) together with Theorem 4.7, it is now 
straightforward to deduce the truth of (A) for R from its truth for every localiza- 
tion RM (M a maximal ideal of R). 
COROLLARY 1. I f  two forms 7 and 7' over R possess a semi-composite, then 
7 and 7' are composable i f and only if: u a unit in R such that 1 --  u annihilates 
(div 7)(div 7') ~ u = 1. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  two primitive forms y and 3" over R possess a semi-composite 
ft, then ~ is the composite of 7 and 7'. 
Proof. (div 7)(div 7') ~ R; now apply Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 3. I f  tWO forms 7 and 7' over R with the same discriminant 8 have 
a semi-composite ~, and i f  3 is not a zero-divisor in R, then ~ is a composite of y 
and 7'. 
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Proof. I f  1 -  u annihilates (divT)(divy'),  then it annihilates (divT) 2 
(div ~,,)2, which by Proposition 1.12 contains 3(y) 6(7' ) = 62; since 6 is not a 
zero-divisor in R, this implies u -= 1. 
Remark. Consider the following property of the form 7: "There is no unit 
u va 1 in R such that 1 -- u annihilates div 7." This property does not behave 
well under localization; in consequence, it is possible for two forms 7 and 7' 
! 
to be composable, while, for some maximal ideal M of R, 7M and 7M are not 
composable. (Things behave well in the other direction, "local to global," 
however; cf. Theorem 4.10 below.) 
This difficulty can only arise when the common discriminant of 7 and 7' 
is a zero-divisor and at least one of 7 and 7' is not primitive (as is easy to show). 
Thus, fortunately, this point will not affect the construction of the generalized 
Gaussian composition groups (even when the discriminant is a zero-divisor) 
since this construction only involves primitive forms. 
EXAMPLE. Let k be a field of characteristic ~ 2, and let 
R = k[x, y]/(xy) = k[e, yJ 
Also, let 
(~, 37 the residue classes of x, y rood xy). 
. = 0.,j.). .=  E. 0.,01.) 
M~R(2+ 1)-rR37. 
Since [y, 0, y]L and [1, 0, 37all possess a Gaussian composite over R, as may be 
seen by considering 
0, 0, 
(cf. Example 5 in Section 2) it follows that the forms 7 and 7' possess a semi- 
composite, and hence are composable by the preceding Corollary 1. (Note 
that (dive,) (div 7') = Ry and that, as is easily proved, all units of R lie in k.) 
M is a maximal ideal of R, and xM annihilates (div 7~t)(div 7~t) = R37M ; since 
it is readily seen that 1 -- xM = u is a unit of R M which is not 1, 7M, and 7M 
are not composable. 
The proof of Theorem 4.11 below will require some elementary scheme- 
theoretical methods, in order to pass from the local to the general case, and in 
this connection we shall adopt the following standard notation: 
I f  r ~ R and E is an R-module, then D(r) will denote the open subset 
{M in Spec R: r ~ M} 
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of Spec R, while R,. and E~. will denote S-1R and S-!E, respectively, where S 
is the multiplicatively closed subset of R consisting of all nomlegative integral 
powers of r. If u c Er, M ~ D(r), we denote by uM: the image of u under the 
canonical composite 
E~ -~ (Er ) .~  ~ EM ~ 
and, in general, we shall identify (Er)MR~. with EM Expressions uch as ~,  
~(~), %. will be interpreted as meaning 7I, c(1), q(1), r?, wheref is the canonical 
ring-homomorphism R ---> R~, and we shall identify (~)r)MR~ with VM, (E(r))(MR) 
with E(M) , etc.; if M ~ D(r). 
= Et  t LEMMA 4.9. Let ~, = (P, e, q) and ~' (P', , q )be  forms over R, and 
let M be a a prime ideal of R. I f  the forms 7M and'y~ over RM posses s a semi- 
composite, then for some r in R -- M (i.e., with M ~ D(r)), the forms ~,~ and 7'r 
over R.~ possess a semi-composite. 
t Pro@ Suppose that 7'M, VM are represented, respectively, by [ax(M), 
a2(M), a~(M)] L, [ai(M), a'2(M), a'3(M)] L wiih respect' o the properly oriented 
free bases {e~(M), e~(M)}, {e;(M), e'2(M)}, respectively, for PM, P~ over R M 
(cf. Definition 1.11). This assertion is exactly equivalent to the following set of 
equations: 
el(M ) n e~(M) -- e(M), 
q(M)(el(M)) = al(M ), 
q(i)(e2(M)) = aa(M), 
e'l(M ) ^ e;(M) = EIM), (34) 
t qiM)(e'~(M)) = a~(M), (35) 
' " = 4(M) ,  q(M)(e2(M)) (36) 
(37) q(M)(el(M ) + e~(M)) = a~(M) + a2(M ) -[- aa(M ), 
and 
, , al(M ) +. as(M) + a'a(M). q(M)(e~(M) + e;(M)) ~- ' ' 
It follows from Theorem 4.6 that 
[al(M), a~(M), a~(M)] L and [at(M ), a'2(M), a~(M)] L
possess a Gaussian composite over RM. Again expressing ourselves in terms 
of explicit equations, we see that this fact is equivalent to the following assertion 
(cf. Definition 2.4): 
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There exist, in RM , mi(M ) and n~(M) (0 ~ i ~ 3) and eis(M ) (0 ~ i < j ~ 3) 
such that 
a,( M) = mo( M)na( M ) -- m~( M)no( M ), (38) 
as(M) = mo(M)na(M ) -- m3(M)no(M ) -- m~(M)n2(M) + ms(M)n~(M), (39) 
aa(M ) = m2(M ) na(M) --  ma(M ) n2(M), (40) 
a~(M) = mo(M ) n2(M ) -- ms(M ) no(M ), (41) 
a'2(M) = mo(M ) na(M ) - -  ms(M ) no(M ) + ml(M ) ns(M ) -- ms(M ) nl(M ), (42) 
a~(M) = ml(M ) na(M ) - -  ma(M ) nl(M), 
and 
eli(M) [mi(M) ns(M) -- ms(M) ndM)] = 1. (44) 
o~<i<j<a 
Let us denote by ~, ~,  d~', 5¢, cp, the sheaves over Spec R associated (as 
in [00, Chap. 1, Sect. 1.3]) with the R-modules R, P, P', A2P, AsP ', respectively. 
For every r in R we shall identify, in the standard way (cf. [00, Chap. 1, Proposi- 
tion 1.3.6, Theorem 1.3.7]) the sections of~, ~,  etc., over D(r) with the elements, 
respectively, of Rr, Pr, etc. 
There are isomorphisms 
i~ : £f(D(r)) = (AR~P)r ~ A~,(P,,), 
ix  : £ f i  = (AR=P)m "~ A~M(PM), 
(p ^ p')~ ~ p~ ^  p; 
(P ^  P ' )~+ PM ^  P~ 
(45) 
which we shall regard as identifications; and similarly for P ' .  
Note that, for any 
e = e/r% f =L/ r "  
in Pr (where e, f are in P) the map 
N ~ ~N ^  fN -= (e h f)~c/rmff n (N in D(R)) 
is a section of G ¢ over D(r), and the map 
N--~ q(N)(¢t¢) --~ (q(e))N/r ~ (N in D(r)) 
is a section of ~ over D(r); in this sense, A and q are continuous operations in 
the sheaves involved. Of course, a similar observation holds for P' .  
607/36/t-7 
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We may find a basic open neighborhood D(s) of M in Spec R (s in R) and 
sections over D(s) 
e,(s) of ~,  e~(s) of ~'  
a,(,), a~(s) of 
mi(s), ni(s) of 
%(s) of 
(i = 1, 2), 
(i = 1, 2, 3), 
(0 <~ i ~< 3), 
(0 ~ i < j  ~ 3), 
(*) 
which coincide, at M, with ei(M), e~(M),..., eij(M), respectively. It follows from 
the discussion in the paragraph preceding this one that, if we replace M by s 
in Eqs. (34) through (44), then each side of each of the resulting equations i a 
section in the relevant scheme (~o or A °' for (34), ~ for the rest; note that E(s ) is a 
section of 5¢ over D(s) by the identifications of (45)). Since an equation between 
sections which holds at a point, also holds in a neighborhood of that point, 
it follows that there exists r in R such that: 
M c D(r) C_ D(s), and such that, if we denote by el(r), e~(r) ..... %(r) the restric- 
tions to D(r) of the sections (*) listed above, then (34) through (44) still hold 
upon replacing M by r. 
! t We now view el(r ) and e~(r) as elements of P , ,  el(r ) and e2(r ) as elements 
of P'~, and a~(r),..., e2~(r) as elements of R r ; of course, this shift in viewpoint 
does not change the fact that (34) through (44) hold with M replaced by r. 
Since (cf. (34)) el(r) ^  e2(r ) = e(~), it follows from Proposition 1.10 that P~ is 
free over R~ on {e1(r ), e2(r)}, and similarly for P~. Thus, (34) through (37) 
(with M replaced by r) show that 7r is represented by [al(r), a2(r), a3(r)] L with 
respect to the properly oriented free basis {el(r), e2(r)}, and ~,~ is represented by 
[a;(r), a'~(r), a'3(r)] L with respect o the properly oriented free basis {e;(r), e'~(r)}. 
Equations (38) through (44) (with M replaced by r) show that the numerical forms 
[al(r), as(r), a~(r)] L and [a~(r), a'2(r), 4(r)] L 
! 
over R, ,  associated with 7r and 7r, respectively, possess a Gaussian composite 
over R. By Theorem 4.6, y~ and y', possess a semi-composite. 
t 
THEOREM 4.10. Let 7 and 7' be forms over R such that 7M and 7M are compos- 
able for every prime ideal M of R; then 7 and 7' are composable. 
Remark. Theorem 4.10 remains true with "prime" replaced by "maximal"; 
this is not difficult to show once it is noted that if R is quasi-local, and I is any 
ideal of R, then the criterion of Corollary 1 to Theorem 4.8: 
"u a unit of R such that (I -- u)I = 0 ~ u = 1" 
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is satisfied if and only if the only element of R which annihilates I is 0. (Proposi- 
tion 1.18 should also be recalled.) 
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Let 
r = (P, ~, q), 7' = (e' ,  ~', q'). 
Let z and ~-' be the form-types of 7, 7', respectively. 
By hypothesis, 7M and 7' M are composable for every prime ideal M of R; 
let 
7u7~ = (P(M), g(M), ~(M)). 
By (i) of Definition 4.1, 7M and y~ are of the same form-type; hence, by Lemma 
I . 1.17(ii), rM ~ "rm, since this is true for every prime ideal M of 17, r -~ .r'. 
By (ii) of Definition 4.1, P(M) is the 1?•-module underlying the RMrM-module 
(eM),M ®m~M (P~'),~ " 
We must construct a composite of 7 and 7'; at least we know that its underlying 
1?-module must be that underlying the 1?r-module P~ ®R~ P~,, whose under- 
lying 1?-module we denote by P. 
Recall the RM-isomorphism 
cM: PM = (P,, @R~ P,~')M ~ (PM)~,M @R~M (P'u),'M = P (M)  
t defined in the statement of Theorem 4.7. Let us use this to pull 7MYM back 
from P(M)  to a form 
~(M)  --  (PM , ~(M), gl(M) = [(¢u)-x]. (7M7~) (46) 
on PM • 
Claim. The maps 
and 
Spec R-+ ~qo, M~+ ~(M), 
Spec R -+ f¢, M ~-+ q(M), 
are sections of the sheaves c~ and f¢ over Spec 17 associated, respectively, with 
the 1?-modules A2P and LQ~(F).  
(Note: In connection with these two sheaves, we shall regard as identifications 
the isomorphisms of (45) with P replaced by P) and the isomorphisms 
f~(D(r)) = (LQR(P))~ ~ LQR,(P~), 
fY M = (LQR(P))v  ~ LQ~M(PV), 
qr ~ q(r) , 
(47) qu ~-+ q(M) , 
of Proposition 1.2(iv). 
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To justify the preceding claim, it suffices to show that, given any M in Spec R, 
there exist r in R -- M, ~(r) in ~f(D(r)) = (A~(P)),, and q(r) in ~(D(r)) = 
(LQ~(P)),,  such that for every N in D(r), 
~(N) = (~(0)N, q(N) = (~(0)~- (48) 
Let M~ Spec R. By Lemma 4.10, there exists an r in R -- M such that 7r 
and 7', possess a semi-composite ~(r); let 
~(0 = (P(0, ~(0, 0(0) 
and note that P(r) is the R~-module underlying 
(P0v, @R,,~ (P;) ;- 
By Theorem 4.1 there are the two following isomorphisms, analogous to ~,  
and arising, respectively, from the canonical ring-homomorphisms R --~ Rr and 
R~---~ R N : 
~:  P~ ~ P(0, 
~b*'N: [P(r)]N ~ P(N), (Pr @R,., P;)u---~ PN @RN~wP~V 
p~ EZ'~ [P(r)]~ 
P(N) 
We now show that (48) holds if we set 
i.e., 
[(~t)-l]. ~(r) = (PT, ~(r), ~(r)) ~- ~(r). 
First note that ~* is a proper Rr-equivalence from ~p(r) to ~(r) (cf. Proposition 
1.8). [~r]~ is then a proper RN-equivalence from [p(r)]x to [~(r)]~, while 
Theorem 4.1 shows that ~r.N is a proper RN-equivalence from [~(r)] N to a semi- 
¢ t composite of 7N and 7N, i.e., to the unique semi-composite ~N~N" Thus, 
t &;v = ~*.No (~r)s is a proper RN-equivalence from [p(r)] N to 7~'N, whence 
f(N) = [(~N)-I], (~v;~) = [9(r)]N, 
(PN, ~(N), q(N)) = (F~z , [~(r)]N, [q(r)]N), 
so (48) holds, and the claim is justified. 
(p in P, p' in P'). 
Recall that we are identifying -Pn with (Pr)N, and note the commuting diagram 
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By [24, Chap. l, Theorem 1.3.7] it follows that there exist ~ in A 2 and ~ in 
LQR(P ) such that, for every prime ideal M of R, 
gM ~- ~(M), qM = q(M).  
Let 
= (P, ~, q). 
For every prime ideal M of R, we have (cf. (46)) 
~M = y(M)  = [(¢M)-~], (~7~, ) ,  
i.e., (¢M),(pM) is the composite of ~M and yu,  and it follows from Theorem 4.7 
that p is a semi-composite of ;, and ;/. 
I f  ~ were not the unique semi-composite of y and 7', then, by Theorem 4.8, 
there would be a unit u in R, distinct from 1, such that 1 -- u annihilates div ~. 
There then exists a prime ideal M of R such that (1 -- U)M ~ 0; then u M is a 
unit of RM,  distinct from 1, such that l --  UM annihilates 
(div ~)MRM ~: ((div 7)(div 7"))MRM = (div 7M)(div 7~u) 
(cf. Lemma I. 11 (ii) and Theorem 4.8) and, again by Theorem 4.8, this contradicts 
the hypothesis that 7M and 7M are composable. Thus, ~ is the composite of ), 
and 7', which completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.11. Two forms 7 and 7' over R of the same form-type are com- 
posable i f  they satisfy either of the two following conditions: 
(A) 7 and 7' are primitive. 
(B) 7 and 7' are comaximal, and their common discriminant is not a zero- 
divisor in R. 
Let 7 and 7' satisfy (A) or (B), and let M be a prime ideal of R; we are done 
! t (by Theorem 4.10) if we prove that YM and YM are composable. ~M and 7M 
themselves atisfy (A) or (B); thus, (by Corollaries 1 and 2 to Theorem 4.8) 
t ! 
it suffices to show that 7M and 7M possess a semi-composite. YM and 7m are free, 
and we may assume they are associated, respectively, with the numerical forms 
q -= [a, b, c] L, q' - -  [a', b', c'] c 
over R M . Thus, by Theorem 4.5, the proof of the theorem will be complete 
if we show that q and q' possess a Gaussian composite over R M . 
Since 7M and 7M satisfy (A) or (B), they are comaximal and of the same type. 
Hence, the numerical forms q and q' over R i are comaximal and have the same 
discriminant and parity. Let 
a01 = a, d02 = a', d0.~ = ½(b '+ b), a12 = ~(b ' - -  b), d~ = c', d2~ = c.  
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Note that the expressions for d03 and dl~ make sense because the numerical 
forms q and q' have the same parity, i.e., 
b+2R M =b '+2RM 
and 2 is not a zero-divisor on R M . Note also that these six di~- generate the unit 
ideal in RM, since the numerical forms q and q' are comaximal, i.e., 
RM = RMa -/ RMb 4- RMc -[- RMa' + RMb' q- RMC' 
and since 
b = do~ - -  gx~, b' = do~ + d~.  
To show that the numerical forms q and q' possess a Gaussian composite over 
RM, it suffices to show there exists a 2 × 4 matrix 
over RM such that 
x=(mo,ml ,m2,m3)  
\110 ~ I'l 1, n2 ~ n3 
di~ = mini -- mjn~ (0 <~ i < j <~ 3) 
for then (cf. Definition 2.4) it follows that 27 is unimodular over RM and that 
t q = [a,b,c] L =qz ,q '  =qz ,  
Let F be an RM-module , free on {fo, f l ,  fz ,  f~} over RM, and let oJ denote 
the element 
oo = ~ d, jfi ^ f,  
o<i<J<~ 
in A2F. Using the terminology defined in Section 1 of [331, w is a "Plucker" and 
"unimodular" element of A2F (the former because the numerical forms q and q' 
have the same discriminant, i.e., 
b 2 4ac b '2 ' ' 
- -  = - -4ac ,  
whence, 
dold~3 - -  do2d~ + 4~d1~ = 0; 
the latter because, as we have seen, the dij generate the unit ideal in R). From 
this, and the fact projective RM-modules are free, it follows from [33, Theorem 
1.1, Corollary 2] that there exist 
8 8 
U = 2 mi f  i ,  v = ~ n , f i  (mi ,  n i in  RM) 
o o 
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inF  such that o) ---- u ^ v, i.e., such that dis = min t -- m~ni. Thus, the numerical 
forms q and q' possess a Gaussian composite over RM, which completes the 
proof of Theorem 4.11. 
LEMMA 4.12. I f  # is a semi-composite of the forms 7 and 7' over R, and if 
T, T' are proper equivalences over R from 7 to 71 and 7' to 7'1, respectively, then 
there is a natural proper equivalence T @R, T' over R from ~ to a semi-composite 
of 7 and 7'. 
Proof. Straightforward, using Def. 4.1 and Prop. 3.3. 
COROLLARY. If Y and Y' are composable, then any form in cls 7 is" composable 
with any form in cls 7', and the set of all such composites i  contained in a single 
form-class. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Le t / "  and U' be two form-classes over R. / '  will be called 
composable with U' if one (hence every) form in /~ is composable with one 
(hence every) form in U', in which case the composite I'U' iof ~ and U' is defined 
to be the form-class containing all composites )'7' with 7 in N and 7' in/~'.  
It follows from Theorem 4.11 that any two form-classes in PCR(-r) are com- 
posable. I f  U and / "  are in PCR(-r), then UU' is of type z (Definition 4.1(i)) 
and is primitive by Theorem 4.8, i.e., I F '  is again in PCR(r ). The remainder 
of this paper will be devoted to proving that the binary operation thus obtained 
on PCR(r ) is a commutative group operation. We begin with the commutative 
law: 
THEOREM 4.13. I f  f" is a semi-composite of the forms 7 = (P, •, q) and 7' 
( P', e', q') of type -r over R, then 
P., ®R, (P')," -+ (P'),, ®~, P,,  p x p' ~ p' × p 
is a proper equivalence over R from 7 to a semi-composite of 7' and 7. I f  the form- 
class 1" over R is composable with the form-class U', then also J7' is composable with 
1", and IF '  = P'l'. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
The following lemma will be utilized in the proof of the associative law. 
LEMMA 4.14. I f  R is quasi-local, and the forms y = (P, •, q) and y' = 
(P', e', q') of type r over R have the semi-composite 9 = (P, ~, q), then every 
element in P = P, @R~ (P')," is of the form p @R~ P' with p in P, p' in P'. 
Proof. Since R is quasi-local, P and P '  are free over R, say on {el, e2} and 
{e; . . . .  , %}, respectively, with el A e2) ---- • and e 1 ^ e 2 = •.  
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There then exist a, b, c, a', b', and c' in R such that 
q(xlel + xee2) = axl 2 @ bxlx~ + cx2 z, q'(xae' 1 + x2e'2) = a'xl 2 + b' xlx2 + c" x2 2 
for all xl and x 2 in R. 
Since also _P is free over R, it follows from Theorem 4.6 that there exists a 
unimodular 2 × 4 matrix 
27= (mo'ml'm2'mS) 
k ri O , n. I , r12 , n 3 
t t over R such that qz = [a, b, c]L and qz = [a', b , c'] L. We may now apply the 
Corollary to Theorem 4.5; thus, P has a free basis {El, E2} over R such that 
t t 
Eqs. (20) hold. Thus, we have for all x 1 , x2, x l ,  and x 2 in R, 
(xle 1 + x~e~) @R~ (x'lel @ x'~e2) = X1E1 + X2E2,  
where 
t t t t 
2 1 = moXlX 1 @ mlxlx2 @ m2x2xl + max2x2, 
t t t t 
2 3 = r ioXlX I @ n lX lX2  -@ n2x2x  1 @ n2x2x2.  
(49) 
Accordingly, we are done if we show that 27 has the following property, which 
t t 
we shall call, property A: For all X 1 and X 2 in R, there exist x 1 , x~, x 1 , x 2 in R 
satisfying (49). We now prove: 27 unimodular * 27 has property A. 
Since 27 is unimodular, its first row generates the unit ideal in R; since R is 
quasi-local, one of m o , m 1 , m 2 , ma must thus be a unit in R. Interchanging x 1
and x2 in (49), we see that 
m2 , m8 , ri'l 0 , 
/ '/2 , r i3  , r i  o , r i1  
has property A if and only if 27 does; similarly we see (interchanging x~and x~) 
that ( -) tn 1 , m0, m8, 
n 1, ri o ,  r iB,  n2 
has property A if and only if 27 does; combining the two preceding (commuting) 
operations, ( mo) mg , / r i2  , t t /1  , 
n B , r ig  , n 1 , r i  o 
has property A if and only if 27 does. We may thus assume without loss of 
generality that m o is a unit in R. Replacing X by molX  in (49), we may assume 
that m 0 = 1. 
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Replacing x 1 and x 1 by x 1 + rx 2 and x 1 + r x2, respectively, in (49), with r 
and r' arbitrary elements of R, we see that 
mo , ml + r' mo , m2 + rmo , m~ + rr'm o + rm 1 + r 'm~ 
• no, n l+r 'no ,  n 24- rno ,  n34- r r 'n  o 4 - rn  1 4- r'n2J 
has property A if and only if Z does; note also that it is unimodular since 27 is. 
Since we may assume that m o = l, it follows that we may then assume without 
loss of generality that also m 1 = m 2 = 0. Finally, replacing X 2 by 322 -- noX, - 
in (49), we may also assume that n o ~ 0. 
Thus,  we have reduced to the case in which X is of the special form 
(1,0, O, /a) 
27 z 0 ,  n 1 ,  n 2 ,  r/3 
and it suffices to show that then, for all X 1 and X 2 in R there exist x 1 , x 2 , 
t p 
x 1 and x 2 in R satisfying the equations 
Xl  ~ xlx'~ ÷ m~x~x'~, 
(49a) 
t t t X2 = nlxlx2 + n2x2xl + nax2x~. 
Since 27 is unimodular,  we have R = Rn 1 + Rn 2 4- Rn3, and since R is 
quasi-local, one of n 1 , n 2 , n 8 is a unit in R. I f  n 1 is a unit in R, then 
x1=1, x~=0, x~=Xl, x~=n~lx2 
satisfy (49a). I f  nz is a unit in R, then 
xl=Xl, x~=~lx~, x;=l, ~'~=o 
satisfy (49a). Finally, if n 3 is a unit in R, we may reason as follows: 
Clearly, we are done if we fin d x' 1 and x' 2 in R such that (49a), considered as 
equations in xx and x2 : 
t / 
X 1 = xlx 1 4- (m3x2)x2, 
have a determinant 
t t 
( ; ' )  x l '  max2, , t = n2x12 4-n3x~x2--m3nlX22 
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which is a unit in R. Such x' and y'  exist because the range [n~, na, --m3nt L] 
generates over R the ideal divRq ~ which contains the unit n 3 (cf. proof of Proposi- 
tion 1.16); since R is quasi-local, this range must contain a unit. 
Remark. The preceding reduction of 27 to the special form 
1, 0, 0, ) m 3 
O, n 1 , n 2 ) n 8 
may also be used to show that, for quasi-local rings, the method of united forms 
may be applied to compose any comaximal form-classes of the same type; 
this fact is, however, only an extremely special case of a result of Butts and Estes 
[9]. This reduction may also be used to give a very simple alternative proof, 
using localization, of Theorem 2.6. 
We next prove that composition on PCR(r) is associative. 
THEOREM 4.15. Let 7~ = (Pi ,  E~, q~) (i = 1,2, 3) be three primitive forms 
over R of the same type "r. Then the natural R.c-isomorphism 
is a proper equivalence over R from (7172)7~ to71(7273). 
I f  Yl , F2,1"3 lie in PCR('r), then 
(~)~= ~(~) .  
Proof. We must verify that 
¢,((7172)73) = 71(7273). 
We consider first the case that R is quasi-local. By Theorem 4.8, Corollary 2, it 
suffices to show that 0.((7172)73) is a semi-composite of 71 and 7273, by verifying 
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Definition 4.1. 
(Ad (i) Since by hypothesis 71,7~, and 73 are of type ~-, so are 7172,7273, 
(7~72)7a, 71(7273) and (by Lemma 1.17(i))q~,((7172)73). 
(Ad (ii) Let 
717~ = (P12, E12, q~2), 7273 = (P23, e2a, q2~), (7172)7~ = (P'. e', q'), 
¢,((7172)73) = 9 = (P, ~, q) 
then we must show that 
Pf = (P1)-1 @m (P2a).~.. - 
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It follows from Definition 4.1 that 
(P1~)~1~2 = (P&I ®R, (G)~, (P~)~ = (G)~2 ®R~ (PA~, 
(P'M~) ~ = (P~)~2 ®~, (PA~ = ((P~)~ ®~, (P2)~) ®~ (PA~, 
and what is to be shown may be written as 
P~ = (P1)y 1 ®R'r ((P~)~ @R, (Va)~). 
Now, ¢ is the natural R~--isomorphism 
((PG, ®~. (P,)~) ®~. (G)~-~ (P&, ®~¢ ((PA, ®~. (PA~) (50) 
considered as an R-isomorphism from the R-module P' to the R-module P. 
Since the R~--module structure on (P')(~I~,)~,~ is given by the left-hand side of (50), 
and since by Lemma 3.3, ¢ is an R~--module isomorphism from (P')(~,)~ to P~, 
it follows that the RT-module structure P~ is given by the right-hand side of (50), 
which is what we had to prove. 
(Ad (iii) We retain the notation introduced in the proof of (ii). We must 
show that 
gl(P~ @R, P2s) = q~(Pl) q23(P28) (51) 
holds for all Pl in/)1 and P23 in P2~ = (P2)~2 @R~ (P~)~3 " Since we are assuming 
that R is quasi-local, it follows from Lemma 4.14 that there exist P2 in P2, 
P3 in P3 such that p~ ~ P2 @RP~, and (51) then follows from 
(~(P~ ®~ (h  ®~, P~)) = q'(¢-~(P~ ®~ (P~ ®R~ P~)) 
= q'((P~ @R* P2) @R, PZ) 
= qdpl) q~(p~) q~(p~) 
= q~(p~) q~(p~ ®.,p~). 
This completes the proof of the theorem in the quasi-local case. 
We now drop the hypothesis that R is quasi-local. Let M be any maximal 
ideal of R, and let g i  = ((P~)M)(,)M. We know the natural RM~-~-isomorphism 
¢(M): (~1 X RM~. M ~2) X RM.r M ~3 ~ ~;;~1 X RMrM (~2 X RM,rM if3) 
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is a proper equivalence over R M from ((Yl)MO'2)M)(~Z)M to (71)M((72)M(73)M)" 
Consider the following diagram: 
~b12,3 1,23 
Here the various CM are special cases of the map ¢ in Theorem 4.1, withf  the 
canonical map R --+ R IM (and, e.g., for M Y' , , ¢12,3, with 7, replaced by 7We 73 
respectively). If we replace the various forms in this diagram by their underlying 
RM-modules, we obtain a commuting diagram of modules and RM-isomorphisms. 
Returning to the original diagram, we note that by Theorem 4.1 the vertical 
maps are all proper RM-equivalences; also ¢(M) is a proper RM-equivalence. 
Hence, CM is a proper RM-equivalence. Since this is so for all maximal ideals M 
of R, ¢ is a proper R-equivalence. This completes proof of associativity. 
Our next theorem shows that PCR('r) has an identity element for composition, 
namely, cls L(7) (cf. Definition 3.2). 
THEOREM 4.16. Let 7 = (P, e, q) be a form over R of type 7; then the RT- 
isomorphism 
I(7): P, ~ P, ®R, R~, p ~ p ® 1 
is a proper R-equivalence from 7 to a semi-composite of 7 and ~(7). 
Proof. Let 
so that P is the R-module underlying P~ @R7 R7. 
We must show that y is a semi-composite of 7 and L(7); let us verify conditions 
(i), (ii), and (iii) of Definition 4.1. 
(Ad (i) Y and hence the properly equivalent form ~ are of type r, as is L(7). 
(Ad (ii) We must show the Rr-modules P~ and P~ @R~ (Rr)d,) coincide. 
By Corollary 2 to Proposition 3.2, this means we must show that (as RT-modules) 
PC, -- P~., QR~ RT, 
which follows immediately from the fact that, by Proposition 3.3, the proper 
R-equivalence 
I~ : P--+ P, p--~ p @ R~ I 
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form 7 to ?3 is an Rr-isomorphism from Pv to /5 ,  as well as being an R~--iso- 
morphism from P~ to P~ @~, Rr. 
(Ad (iii) By Proposition 3.2, Corollary 3, we have (for all p in P, s in R) 
q(p)Nms = q(sp) = 4(I,(sp)) = ~(p @R, s). 
LEMMA 4.17. I f  T: P -+ P' is a proper equivalence over R from (P, e, q) to 
(P', e', q'), it is also a proper equivalence over R from (P, --E, q) to (P', - -#, q'). 
Proof. Obvious from Definition 1.8. 
DEFINITION 4.3. I f  7 = (P, e, q) is a form over R, we define ~/op, the opposite 
form to ~, to be the form (P, --E, q). I f F i s  a form-class over R, we define F °p, 
the opposite of / ' ,  to be the form-class {7op: 9' ~ F) over R. 
LEMMA 4.18. I f  y is a form over R, and fi  R -+ S is a ring-homomorphism, 
then (7~) °p = (~°P)s. 
Proof. Obvious. 
PROPOSITION 4.19. I f  ~' = (P, E, q) is a form over R, then the form ~,op has 
the same discriminant, parity, and divisor as ~. I f  F is a form-class over R, 1", and lop 
have the same divisor and form-type. 
Proof. Reduce to the case where R is quasi-local and 7 is associated with 
[a, b, e]L with respect to the properly oriented basis {el, e2}; then7 °p = (P, --e,q) 
is associated with [a, --b, c]L with respect o the properly orientee basis --{el, e2} 
and we are done since the numerical forms [a, b, c] z and [a, - -b,  c]L over R 
clearly have the same discriminant, parity, and divisor over R. 
We complete our proof that PCR(-c) constitutes an Abelian group under 
composition, with a proof that every element has an inverse. 
THEOREM 4.20. Let ~, = (P, ¢, q) be a form over  R of type T = (8, 7r). I f  
7 is primitive, then ~ and yop are composable and y7op is properly equivalent to t(-c). 
When 7 is primitive, a proper equivalence. 
over  R from yyop to e(-c) is well-defined by the formula 
L(pl  ®R,p~) = B~(pl ®R P~) - q~,(pl ®Rp~) (~/~) 
(cf. Definitions 1.3, 1.8 and Eq. (8) of Sect. 3). 
(52) 
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Remark.  The above choice of Jr  was suggested by the composition identity 
(axl ~ 4- bxlx2 4- cx~2)(ayx 2 q- byly2 + cy22) = X12 - -  bX1X 2 4- acX22 
= Nm(X~ ÷ X~)  
with 
X1 = ax ly l  4- bx2yl 4- cx2y2, 
X= = - -x lY2 47 x2Yl ,  
and essentially involves a basis-free formulation of this identity; cf. formulas (65) 
and (66) in the proof below. 
Proof of Theorem 4.20. In the first place, some special notation will be 
needed, to deal with the fact that an R-module structure and two Rr-module 
structures (P~ and P~op) are simultaneously being considered on P. During the 
course of this proof we shall write (for r in R, s in Rr, p in P) 
rp, sop ,  soop  
to denote the products associated, respectively, with the given R-module 
structure on P, the R~--module structure P~ on P, and the Rz-module structure 
P~ov on P. 
Note that for r in R and p in P, 
rp =rop  =roop.  
Note also that the R~--module structure P~op on P is the "conjugate" structure 
to P~, i.e., we have, for s in R~- and p in P, 
soop  = fop .  
[To prove this, it sumces to show that, z being (8, b + 2R), we have % oop = 
5b o p. Now (cf. Definition 1.7) 
~ = -~,  ~_~ = -~ 
whence (cf. Eq. (14) of Proposition 3.2) T(~ ,°p) = - -T(7 ), so indeed 
a o oop = Tb(7op)p = ½(T(7°P)p --  bp) = ½(--T(y)p - -  bp) 
= --bp - -  ½(T(7)p - -  bp) = ( - -b  - -  ab) op = 5b op.] 
To prove Theorem 4.20 we must verify, in the given order, the four following 
statements: 
(a) For all Pl and p~ in P, 
Bq(pI @R P2) - -  qg (p~ (~)R P2) (alia) 
lies in 2(R7). 
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(b) The map 
is Rr-bilinear. 
(c) The Rr-homomorphism given by (52) is an Rr-isomorphism. 
(d) ((J~)-l).~(z) is a semi-composite of 7 and 7or. 
Since 7 and 7ov are primitive and of the same type by Proposition 4.19, it 
follows from Theorem 4.11 that they are composable. Thus, the proof of Theorem 
4.20 will be complete once (a), (b), (c), and (d) are established. 
It suffices to verify these four statements under the assumption that R is 
quasMocal, since t(~-), Bq, ¢, ,  Rr, @1/2), p~, 7op, 77op and thus (once (a), (b), 
and (c) have been proved) J~ and (J~-Z).(,(~)) behave well under localization 
(cf. Lemmas 1.7, 1.8, 3.1, 3.3, and 4.18, and Theorems 4.1 and 4.7). Thus, 
we assume for the remainder of this proof that P is free over R, and that 7 is re- 
presented by [a, b, c] L with respect o the properly oriented free basis {el, e2} over R. 
It follows that r ~ (b ~ -- 4ac, b + 2R) and that 
Let 
c(b) -~ ac, ~rb2 + b% -k ac = O. (53) 
Pl = xlel -k x2e~ , P2 = Ylel -]- Y2e2 (54) 
with xl, x2, Yl, and y~ in R; then Bq(pl @R P2) --  OPt(P1 @R P2) (31/2) may 
readily be computed (using (2) and (31) of Section 1 and (8) of Section 3); it lies 
in 2R~- (which proves (a)) and is twice the following expression: 
J~(Px, P2) = (axlyl  ~- bX2yl @ cx2y2) @ ab(x2Yl --  XIy2). (55) 
To prove (b), it suffices to verify that 
~bJ,~(P,, P2) = J,~(ab ° Px, P~) = J~(px, % oo p2). (56) 
By Proposition 3.2, Corollary 1, 
% °Pl = --(bxl -1- cx2)el -k axle2, (57) 
% oop~ = 5b °P2 = (- -b --  ab) °P2 = cy~el - -  (ay~ + by2)e 2. (58) 
Using these last two equations, together with (53) and (55), it is now straight- 
forward to compute the three quantities in (56) and verify that they all equal 
ac(xly2 --  x2yx) + %(axlyl  4- bxly 2 + cx2y2), 
which completes the proof of (b). 
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(a) and (b) together show there is an Rr-homomorphism Jr well defined by (52). 
We may now rewrite (55) as 
Jr(P1 @R~ P2) = (ax lY l  47 bX2yl + cxzy~) + %(xzy  1 - -  x~y2). (59) 
We next turn to the proof of (c), i.e., the proof that 
is bijective. 
Pr @n~ Pr°, is generated over R by the four elements 
eig = ei @R~ ej (i, j = 1 or 2). 
The identities 
(ao ° ei) @R~- es -~- e i @e~ (ab °° ej) (i, j = 1 or 2) 
together with (57) and (58) yield the following relations over R on the ei j :  
ael~ 47 ae21 = bel l ,  (60a) 
cel 1 = ae22 , (60b) 
ce12 47 ce21 : -  be22. (60c) 
(These generate all relations over R on the eij , but we do not need this fact.) 
We thus know the structure of Pr @R, Prop as an R-module; its additional 
structure as an Rr-module may be specified, using 
%(ei @R~" ej) = (ab o ei) @R~- ej 
and (57), by the equations 
%ell = - -bel l  47 ae21, (61a) 
%e12 = --be12 47 ae2~, (61b) 
abe21 : - -ce n , (61c) 
,~e22 = -ce12 . (61d) 
Finally, the action of Jr  may be specified in terms of this generating set {ei~-}; 
using (59), we obtain 
J rel l  = 1, Jre12 = -%,  J~e21 = b 47 ,rb, Jre=2 = c. (62) 
Since, by hypothesis, y is primitive, there exist a', b', and c' in R with 
aa' 47 bb' 47 cc' = 1. (63) 
Let 
A = a'ell 47 b'(e12 47 e21) 47 c'e22 ; 
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then it follows from (62) and (63) that J~()~) = 1. Thus, an obvious candidate 
for an inverse map to J .  is the Rr-homomorphism 
K: R~-~P ®~ Po, ,  s~sA 
which maps 1 into A. Clearly, J~ o K is the identity map on Rr, and we shall 
now complete our proof that J~ is an isomorphism by verifying that K o J r  is 
the identity map on P~ @n, Prop • 
Using (62) and (63) we see that 
X(J~,(en) - -  e n = K(a )  - -  e n = a,~ - -  (aa' + bb' + cc')ell 
= b'(ae12 + ae21 - -  bell) - /c ' (ae2z - -  ceil) 
which is 0 by (60a) and (60b). Similarly, 
K(L (e12) )  - ~2  = -~oA - ~ 
= [(ba' + cb')e~l 4- (bb' 4- cc')e~z - -  aa'e., 1 - -  ab'e22 ] - -  (aa' + bb' 4- cc')e~2 
= a'(be n - -  ael2 - -  aezl ) + b'(ce n - -  ae22 ) = O. 
Two similar computations, which are here omitted, show that 
(K o J)(e~l ) = e21 , (Ko J)(e22 ) = e22. 
Since the eij generate P~ @R~ P~op over R, it follows that K o J r  is the identity 
map, which completes the proof of (c). Note that we have also proved 
(j~)-i = K. 
The proof of (d), and so of Theorem 4.20, will thus be complete if we prove 
that the form 
9 = (P, ~, q) = K.(~(r)), 
is a semi-composite of y and 7op; we shall do this by verifying conditions (i), (ii), 
and (iii) of Definition 4.1. 
(Ad (i) The form-type of K.O( r ) )  is the same as that of t(r), by Lemma 
1.11, namely, r; this is the form-type of 7 and (by Proposition 4.19) of yop. 
(Ad (ii) _P denotes K(Rr )  = P~ @R, P~op considered as an R-module, and 
in the present case (ii) asserts that the Rr-modules (each with P as underlying 
R-module) /~ and Pr (~)R, Prop coincide. This is an immediate consequence of 
the fact that the map K: Rr- -+ P is both an Rr-isomorphism Rr  I ,  p~ (by 
Lemma 3.3(i)) and an Rr-isomorphism Rr- -+ Pr (~  P~op (as we saw in the 
proof of (c)). 
(Ad (iii) We must show that for all p, and P2 in P, 
q(P~ @R, P2) = q(Pl) q(P2). (64) 
6o7[36II-8 
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Now, q = ((J~,)-I),N .... so q(Pl @R.P2) = N~(J~(Pl @R, P2)). This shows, 
using (62) together with Eq. (10) in Section 3, that (64) is equivalent to the 
composition identity 
(ax~ 24- bx~x2 4- cx22)(ay~ 2 4- by~y~ 4- cy22) = X~ 2 -- bX~X 24- acX~2, (65) 
where 
i.e., by (59), 
A~ 4- )(2% ~ J~((xle 14- x~e2) @R, (ylel 4- y2e2)), 
X 1 = axly 1 4- bx~yl 4- cx~y2, 
(66) 
2(2 -- --xly2 4- x~yl • 
This compsition identity may be verified either by direct computation, or by 
appeal to Theorem 2.2, using the matrix 
a, O, b, c) 
E= 0, - -1 ,  1,0 " 
THEOREM 4.21. Let R be a ring on which 2 is not a zero-divisor, and let 
r = (8, ~r) be a form-type over R, i.e., an element o fR  × (R/2R) such that 
b~f i~b ~-~8 (mod4R). 
Then the collection Pea(r)  (of all primitive form-classes over R of type r) con- 
stitutes an Abelian group, under the restriction to this set of the operation "composi- 
tion" given by Definition 4.2. 
If, also, f is a ring-homomorphism from R to a ring S on which 2 is not a zero- 
divisor, then 
PC1(r): PCR(r ) --~ PCs(rl), cls y ~ cls Yl 
is a group-homomorphism. 
In the special case when R = 2 and 
8~0(mod4) ,  7r =22,  o r8~1 (mod4), zr = 1 +22,  (67) 
the group PCz(r) is isomorphic in a canonical fashion to the Gaussian group G(8) 
defined by Theorem 2.3. 
Remark. It also follows immediately from the preceding results that the 
class PFR(r ) of all primitive forms of type r over R, regarded as a category whose 
morphisms are the proper R-equivalences, together with the operation of 
composition given by Definition 4.1, is a "category with product,' (i.e., composi- 
tion of primitive forms is "coherently commutative and associative" in the sense 
of [29]; cf. also [00, Chap. VIII). 
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Proof. The first part of this theorem has already been proved; let us now 
summarize what has been done: 
I f  y and y' are primitive forms over R of type r, then they are composable 
by Theorem 4.11; their composite yy' is of type r by Definition 4.1(i), and is 
primitive since 
div(yy') = (div y)(div y') ~ RR = R 
by Theorem 4.8. Passing to form-classes, by Definition 4.2, this shows that the 
composition of form-classes over R induces a binary operation on PCR(r ). 
Compsition on PCR(r) is commutative by Theorem 4.13, and associative by 
Theorem 4.15. Next, Theorem 4.16 shows that cls t(r) (of. Definition 3.1) is the 
identity element in PCR(r ). Finally, if _P is any form-class in PCR(r), then the 
form--class Fop given by Definition 4.3 is also in PCR(r) by Proposition 4.19, 
and Theorem 4.20 shows that the composite /"F°P is the identity element cls 
~(r) of the composition group PC~(r). 
The second assertion of the theorem, concerning the behavior of the composi- 
tion groups under change of rings, follows immediately from Theorem 4.1. 
Finally, suppose R = 77. It is immediate from Definition 3.1 that the form- 
types r - -  (3, rr) over 77 are given by (67), so that r is uniquely determined by 3 
(cf. also the discussion of the Butts-Estes condition in Section 1, following the 
proof of Proposition 1.13. Here, a can be any integer ~ 0 or 1 (mod 4), and 
we write PCg(8) instead of PCz(r). As in Theorem 2.3, let us denote by G(8) 
the set of all proper numerical binary Lagrangian quadratic form-classes over 77. 
As observed in the discussion preceding Definition 1.10. 
whose image is the set of all 7 = (P, e, q) in PCz(B) for which P is free. Since 
every projective 77-module is free, i is a bijection. To show i is an isomorphism, 
and so complete the proof of Theorem 4.21, it suffices to prove that if q, q', 
and O are primitive numerical forms over Z of discriminant a, and O is the 
Gaussian composite of q and q', then i(Q) is properly equivalent to the composite 
i(q) i(q'); this follows immediately from Theorem 4.5. 
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